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1. Introduction and Documentation Index

The Service Negotiation Support (SNS) building block is a processing layer
building block (PLB B) that handles the network-related negotiation functions.
In accordance with OSCAT~ architecture guidelines, these functions are defined
in terms of contracts that specifi how other systems (e.g., a service negotiation
user layer building block, SN U LB B, or account-based negotiation system,
ABNS) interact with SNS to request negotiation assistance. This document
contains the specifications for the ‘contracts that are available in the SNS Release
2.0. It first explains the purpose of each contract and its associated processing,
and then describes the contract interfaces.

This document is organized into six sections and six appendixes.

Section 1 – “Introduction and Documentation Index”

Section 2 – “SNS Contracts” describes the structure of the SNS contract
set.

Section 3 – “SNS Contracts FCIF Messages” provides an overview of
the FCIF message structure of the SNS contracts.

Section 4 – “Negotiation Stand-Alone Contracts” presents a detailed
explanation of the sections in the negotiation stand-alone contracts.

Section 5 – “Negotiation Dialogue Contracts” provides a detailed
discussion of the sections in the negotiation dialogue contracts.

Section 6 – “System Administration Table Maintenance Contracts”
presents an examination of the sections in the table maintenance
contracts.

Appendix A – “FCIF Overview” reviews the basic rules for structuring
statements in the FC IF language.

Appendix B – “SNS FCIF Tag Descriptions” lists and describes all
FCIF tags used by SNS.

Appendix C – “Rules for the ADDR Data Aggregate” explains the rules
for the diflerent types of input address.

Appendm D – “SNS Return Codes” provides tiorrnation on the return
codes that may appear in the response messages of SNS contracts.

OSCA is a trademark of Bellcore.
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Appendix E – “SNS Contract Examples” shows examples of request and
response messages.

Appendix F – “Guide to Acronyms” lists and defines the major
acronyms used in this document.

In addhion to this Service Negotiation Support {SNS) Contract Specljlcations
Guide, there are several other Bellcore documents that support SNS. These
documents are:

1.

2.

3.

4.

Service Negotiation Support (SNS) System Administration Guide, BR 007-
560-405, covers application installation, security, recovery, troubleshooting,
and other topics.

Service Negotiation Support (SNS) Database Administration Guide, BR
007-560-406, describes the SNS databases and explains database
installation, recovery, and maintenance.

PREh41S/Nit4AG Application Guide, BR 007-560-408, explains the
procedures for working with the Maintenance SVA screen and for
producing reports.

PREMLS/NMAG Database Administration Guide, BR 007-560-409,
describes the PREMIS system marketing database area and provides the
physical data spec~lcations for the area and the records.
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2. SNS Contracts

S?4S is an OSCA processing layer building block (PLBB). In accordance with
the OSCA architecture building block principles, interactions between S?4S and
other building blocks are defined by contracts. A diagram of the SNS 2.0
contract set is presented in Figure 2-1. This contract set is divided into two main
groupx negotiation contracts and system adrnini.sfrafion contracts. The
Negotiation contracts support the negotiation process. The System
Administration contracts support database table maintenance.

SNS Contracts

Negotiation System Administration

~ sh&Mone I
Dialogue Table Maintenance

Inquiry Update Jnquiry Update Inquiry Update

SNSNEG* SNSNEG* INQSAG UPM’NL INQTNL MTcrNL

RTRVSR SVCSPC INQPMI UPDRSV INQNED MTCNED

ORDCMP INQNEI INQCAT MTCCAT

HOLDSR INQLAI INQFPK IWTCFPK

INQCHG INQCPE MTCHNT
MTCCPE

*CanbeeitherInquiryor Update,dependingon input section

Figure 2-1. SNS 2.0 Contract Set
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2.1 Negotiation Contracts

Within the negotiation contract subset, a contract is classified as stand-alone or
dialogue. To understand the d~erence between stand-alone contracts and
dialogue contracts it is important to understand the concept of an SNS session.
A session represents a set of activities that are performed to process one or more
related contract invocations. Each session is uniquely identified by a session
identifier that must appear in all incoming messages for the session. The absence
of the session identifier triggers a new session to be established in SNTS. When
this happens, a session identifier is assigned. As SNS processes the contract, it
retains important session data that tracks the history of events that have occumed
in the session. If the session is suspended, SNS saves the session data so that it is
available when the session is later resumed. Session data is eventually purged
from SNS when the session is terminated.

A key difference between stand-alone and dialogue contracts is the session
lifespan and when session termination occurs.

. When a stand-alone contract is invoked, SNS always establishes a new
session to handle the request. SNS may suspend and resume the session
when interactions with other systems (e.g., PREM IS and LFACS) are
involved. However, the session is immediately terminated after the contract is
processed and a response returned to the contract invoker. As a result, there
is no history of the request in SNS once it is complete. A stand-alone
contract, therefore, is always processed independently of other contracts.

. By contrast, SNS creates a new session for a dialogue contract only the first
time that it is invoked to start a negotiation dialogue. The same session
handles all subsequent dialogue contract invocations related to the
negotiation. After SNS processes a dialogue contract, it may suspend the
session, thereby allowing the dialogue to continue at some later point in time.
Session data is therefore available throughout the dialogue to provide a
history of the negotiation. This data is valuable in handling subsequent
requests. SNS does not terminate the session until the negotiation is
complete. When the session is terminated, the negotiation dialogue ends.

To summarize, the extended duration of the session allows dialogue contracts to
be tied to a particular negotiation in SNS for the duration of that negotiation.
Stand-alone contracts, on the other hand, are treated as independent and isolated
requests because the session ceases to exist after the contract is processed.

2.1.1 Negotiation Contract Usage

Although stand-alone and dialogue contracts provide some overlapping
functionality, they are designed to complement each other. Each contract is

Prop&t#y - Bellcore And Authorized Clienk Only.
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intended to be used at a different stage in the negotiation, under different
circumstances. The following sections describe the stand-alone and dialogue
contracts and place- each in a probable negotiation stage. However, the sequence
of contracts is flexible, and stand-alone and dialogue contracts can be combined
in whatever order the contract invoker chooses.

2.1.1.1 Stand-Alone Negotiation Contracts

There are seven stand-alone contracts:

. Street Address Validation Inquiry (INQSAG)

. Network Element Inquiry (INTQNEI)

. Product Marketing Inquiry (INTQPMI)

● Change in Service Inquiry (INQCHG)

. Loop Availability Inquiry (INQLAI)

● Loop Reservation Update (U PDRSV)

. TN List Selection/Return (UPDTNL)

Certain stand-alone contracts are useful in the early fact finding stages of the
negotiation when the negotiator narrows down what sewice/product the
customer is interested in ordering. Stand-alone contracts support various
activities that the negotiator may need to perform at this stage of the negotiation:

. Identi@ a customer’s location and local serving office (INQSAG)

. Determine network elements (e.g., switches) in a customer’s local serving
office (INQNEI)

. Determine product availability at a customer’s location (INQPMI)

. Determine loop availability at a custome?s location (INQLAI)

. Determine whether a customer’s working service can be regraded using
existing outside plant facilities (INQCHG).

Following the preliminary fact finding, the actual negotiation of the service takes
place to gather the data needed to order the requested service/product. At this
time, the customer may need new telephone numbers (TNs). The UPDTNL
contract is available to select TNs from the local TNLIST database in SNS.
UPDTNL can also be used to return unused ThTs, so that valuable TN resources
are not wasted. However, this responsibility is left to the TN selector.

Propriewy - BellCoreAnd AIMwized Ctkllts only.
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After the customer has placed an order, the UPDRSV contract may be invoked
to perform a loop reservation. Should the customer cancel the order, the loop
reservation can be removed using the same contract. L1PDRSV is also used to
modifi a loop reservation, in the event the customer requests a change.

2.1.1.2 Negotiation Dialogue

The goal of the negotiation dialogue in SNS is to provide the negotiation-based
data needed by the provisioning processes to produce a service request. Dialogue
contracts are used to negotiate the specific details of the customer’s service, based
on network availability. SNS supports negotiations of locally switched Digital
Centrex services provided from the AT&T 5ESS@$and Nofiem Telecom
DMS@- 100 switches. Dialogue contracts also support automated network
resource management. This added capability alleviates the need for BCCS to
engineer and build this logic into their account-based negotiation systems or
service negotiation user layer building blocks (U LBBs).

2.1.1.2.1 Line Negotiation Support in SNS

During a negotiation dialogue, SNTSprovides network data and resources to assist
in the negotiation of Digital Centrex lines and groups. All interactions with SNS
to obtain this data are performed on a service requesr basis. A service request
corresponds to one of the following negotiation activities

. Add line(s) to an existing Digital Centrex service

. Change an existing customer’s Digital C entrex service.

At the time the service request is established in SNS, critical service request data
must also be provided so hat SNS can determine what network resources are
involved. The negotiation activity dictates what kind of additional data is
needed. All subsequent network-related activities performed in SNS for this
service request rely on this data. A service request modification must be made in
SNS whenever a change in service request data occurs, in case difFerent network
resources are involved.

A new service request triggers certain preliminary activities that set the stage for
the remainder of the negotiation. First, SNS assigns a Service Request Number
(SRN) to identifj the service request. Subsequent processing depends on the
type of negotiation activity being perfoxmed. Network element determination is
an important step in the creation of a new service request. For a Digital Centrex

5ESS is a registered trademark of AT&T.
DYISis a registered trademark of North-m Telecom Inc.
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customer, SNS determines the serving network element (e.g., switch) based on
the customer’s main Centrex TN. The customer’s serving network element
influences network availability and network resource selection.

During the negotiation of the service request, the negotiator may need access to
network data. SATSsupports various network data inquiries to assist the
negotiator in determining network availability and compatibility. S\TS also
supports an additional inquiry that provides the in-service view of a series
completion hunt group.

As a provider of network data during the negotiation process, SNS not only
supplies this data when requested, but also determines whether previously
requested data is still usable. Whenever a mod~lcation is made to the original
service request data, SNS presents a warning if network data provided earlier
may no longer be pertinent. Alerting the invoking building block when these
situations occur assists in “salvaging” as much of the negotiation as possible
without jeopardizing the integrity of the data being used. It also reduces the
likelihood that inaccurate information will be used during the negotiation.

SNS selects and manages TN resources on behalf of the negotiator. In a
negotiation dialogue, TNs are specifically chosen for the service request and are
not meant to be used in any other negotiation. Enhanced management of TN
resources, not provided by stand-alone contracts, is also supported. SNS keeps
track of selected TNs for this purpose. If the service request data is later
modfled, SNS can determine whether the TNs already selected are still capable
of being used. SNS has the knowledge to make this decision, based on its
internal selection algorithms which rely on the session history. This ensures that
the appropriate resources will be used on the eventual service specification and
included on the ultimate service order.

The negotiator may cancel the service request in SN’S, provided service orders
have not yet been issued. Upon cancellation, SNS returns all TNs selected for
the service request. The service request is then removed from SNS. If service
orders have already been issued, the service request cannot be canceled. In this
situation, SNS waits for the cancellation pass of the order instead. (This is
discussed in greater detail in the “Order Completion and Cancellation Activities
in SNS” section below.) Eventually, when SNS receives the order cancellation, it
will perform the necessary clean-up activities.

2.1.1 .2.2 Service Specification Activities in SNS

Once the Centrex line negotiation is complete and the requested service has been
confirmed with the customer, a service specification is passed to SNIS. In SNTS
2.0, only a minimal set of service specification data is needed to identifi any
service orders that were issued in the negotiation. It is important to establish the
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relationship between service order and negotiation dialogue, so that the
completed order(s) can be related back to the appropriate session.

2.1.1.2.3 Order Completion and Cancellation Activities in SNS

SYS is notified of post-completion and cancellation orders so that it can
maintain the TNLIST database and clean up negotiation dialogues that have
completed. On a successful order completion, SNS updates the in-service views
of series completion hunt groups stored in the TNLIST database. If all orders
associated with the negotiation dialogue have been completed (or were canceled),
SNS returns any unused network resources. The session and its related data are
also purged. This concludes the negotiation dialogue.

2.1.1 .2.4 Session Support in SNS

A negotiation dialogue may involve multiple contacts with the customer over an
extended period of time. The negotiator may interrupt the negotiation dialogue
and hold the service request data in SINS so that it can be retrieved at a future
point (e.g., to complete the negotiation or correct the negotiation data). This
option is available to those building blocks (e.g., service negotiation U LB B) that
might not have a permanent data store facility. SNS serves as a data repository
by holding the negotiation data. When negotiation of the service request is
resumed, this data can be retxieved from SNS to restore the environment. The
negotiator can then continue negotiating the service request or correct/cancel any
issued orders.

2.1.1 .2.5 Dialogue Contracts

Five contracts support the negotiation dialogue:

1. The Line Negotiation Support contract (SNSNEG) is a multi-purpose
contract that assists in negotiating Digital Centrex lines and groups. This
contract provides the following capabilities.

. Service Request Administration: Establish, modify or cancel a service
request.

● Network Data Inquiries Assist the negotiator in determining network
availability and compatibility for a service request, and provide in-
service views of series completion hunt groups in the TNLIST database.

. Network Resource Selection: Select/return TNs for a service request.

The Line Negotiation Support contract is designed so that the Bellcore
Client Companies (BCCS) can pick and choose which request(s) to use in
their negotiation flows when it is appropriate to do so.

Proprietary - Beikore And &lthOfiZed Clknts OIMY.
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2.

3.

4.

5.

2.2

An abridged version of the Service Specljkarion contract (SVCSPC) is
provided in SNS 2.0 to identi@ the associated service orders issued during
the negotiation dialogue.

The Ho/d contract (HOLDSR) supports the capability to put the
negotiation dialogue on hold and save the service request data in SNS.
This data can be used later to restore the session when the negotiation
dialogue is resumed.

The Retrieve contract (RTRVSR) supports the capability to retrieve the
service request data previously held in SNS (via the Hold contract) and to
take the negotiation dialogue off hold.

In addition to these four contracts that are used during the negotiation,
SINS also supports an additional Order Completion contract (ORDCMP)
that follows the negotiation and effectively ends the negotiation dialogue.
This contract, which is invoked on an order basis, signifies the completion
or cancellation of an order. As orders associated with a negotiation
dialogue complete, SNS updates the TNLIST database in-service views. If
all orders have completed, SNS also returns all unused network resources
selected for this negotiation. The session and its related data are purged,
thereby ending the negotiation dialogue.

System Administration Contracts

Within the system administration contract subset, all contracts are classified as
Table Maintenance. Table Maintenance contracts can be one of two types,
inquiry or update. The difference between inquiry contracts and update
contracts is that only update contracts alter the contents of the database tables.
An inquiry contract accesses the database tables and returns the data being
requested to the contract invoker. An update contract provides the means to
alter the contents of database tables through build, remove, and change
functions.

2.2.1 Table Maintenance Inquiry Contracts

There are five inquiry contracts:

1. Inquiry of TNLIST data (INQTNL)

2. Inquiry of Feature Group Catalog, Feature Catalog, and Name Description
data (INQCAT)

3. Inquiry of Network Element and Switch Parameter data or Switch Feature
Exception data (INQNED)

Propfietzw - S4cofe And Aualorized Cwnts only.
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4. Inquiry of CPE data (INQCPE)

5. Inquiry of Feature Package data (INQFPK)

Inquiry contracts are useful to ver@ information already stored in the database
tables and to retrieve stored data for use as models to create new table entries.
Inquiry activities that the maintenance personnel may need to perform include,
but are not limited to:

. Obtain a list of all telephone numbers within a Centrex Group status
(INQTNL)

● Obtain a list of all features and related service itiormation including
description names for a specified switch type/generic (INQCAT)

● Obtain a list of attributes associated with a specific C PE (INQCPE)

. Obtain a list of all features under a specific feature package (INQFPK)

. Obtain a list of all feature exceptions at a switch (INQhTED).

These inquiries may then be followed by additional maintenance activity to effect
changes to the database tables.

2.2.2 Table Maintenance Update Contracts

The table maintenance update contracts support the build, remove, and change
functions for the database tables. The update contracts can be used by
maintenance personnel to perform the following operations

● Build, remove, or change data associated with a TNLIST Group (MTCTNL)

. Build, remove, or change Series Completion Hunt Groups and their
associated telephone numbers (MTCHNT)

. Change Feature Group Catalog data, Feature Catalog data, and Name
Description data (MTCCAT)

. Build, remove, or change data associated with Customer Premises Equipment
(MTCCPE)

. Build, remove, or change Feature Packages and their associated data
(MTCFPK)

. Build, remove, or change Network Element data (lMTChlED)

. Build, remove, or change Switch Feature Exception data (MT CN’ED).

Data stored in the database tables through table maintenance update contracts is
used to aid the service negotiation process and to enable the negotiator to
perform telephone number selection.

Proprietary - Sdlcore And Authorized alents only.
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3. SNS Contracts: FCIF Messages

All SNS contracts are defined using the Flexible Computer Interface Form
(FCIF) format. (See Appendix A for general specifications for the FCIF syntax.)

The contract data in an FC IF message is a string of ASC 11characters. The
FCIF sections and data aggregates logically group the data.

● An FC IF section is the first level of logical data groupings in the FC IF
message. The allowable sections that may appear in each message depend
upon the contract and the message type (request or response).

. Within the FC IF section, one or more FCIF tag/value pairs and/or data
aggregates may appear.

— A tag is the only item that may contain a data value.

Although FCIF does not impose a restriction on the length of a tag name,
SNTSlimits tag names to eight characters. Appendix B provides a
description of the tags defined for the SNS 2.0 contracts.

— A data aggregare is used to logically group data items within an FCIF
section (or data aggregate in a nested situation).

Special FCIF delimiters ( ● { } % ; = ) are used to delineate the start and end of
FCIF sections, tags, values, and aggregates in the FCIF message.

Since a contract is defined in FCIF, it is understood that the messages adhere to
the FCIF rules explained in Appendix A, unless otherwise stated. The contract
definition specfles how a “valid” message should be constructed for a particular
contract and thereby imposes an additional set of constraints on the message,
over and above the standard FCIF rules.

3.1 SNS Contract Design

SNS contracts use common conventions to promote consistency across
contracts. In general, SNS contracts consist of two types of FC IF messages

. The f~st is a “Request” message from the contract invoker to SNS. This
message invokes an SNS contract and contains the data needed to process
that contract.

. The second is a related “Response” message from SNS back to the contract
invoker or some other pre-determined destination. This message indicates the
results of processing the contract.

Each request and response message is further divided into FCIF sections. The
FCIF sections defined for a message can be categotied into the following two
types

Propfietw - Bellcore And Auunwized aients Only.
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●

b

Message header sections contain environment-related data that is
administrative in nature. When such a header appears in an FC IF message,
its scope is the enfire message.

The same header sections are defined for all SNS contracts: control header,
*PLHDR, *UMSG, and *SNSHDR sections. The control header section
must appear first followed by the *PLHDR section. The remaining sections
can appear in any order.

Contracr data sections contain the data related to the specific function(s) that
the contract supports.

– In a request message, a contract data section contains the data required to
invoke the specific activity. Depending upon the contract, it may contain
one or more requests.

– In a response message, a contract data section contains the results of
processing each request that appeared in the original request message.

Multiple contract data sections are defined for some contracts.

3.1.1 Contract Input Request Message

SNS request messages contain a combination of message header and contract
data FC IF sections that serve as the contract input. Each contract interface
specifies which FCIF sections may be included in the request message. The tags
and data aggregates that comprise each section are also identified in the interface
specification.

Contract data sections contain one or more requests that conform to the same
basic structure. Typically, control information is provided in a CTL aggregate,
which identiles the fimction to be petiorrned. The AC L aggregate contains the
action line data needed to process the request. At times, two AC L aggregates are
needed so that both an ofd view and a new view of the data can be supplied.
When more than one request is allowed in a section, the data for each request is
grouped in a REC aggregate.

3.1.2 Contract Output Response Message

Afier SNS processes a request, it may send a response message. This message
provides important Morrnation about whether SNS was successful in performing
the requested fi.mction(s).

Like the request message, the response message contains a combination of
message header and contract data FC IF sections. Typically, SNS returns the
original input request data, supplemented with additional return codes that

PlppriQ - BellCore And Aumorized Clients OIMy.
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identifi the processing conditions that were encountered. In many cases, SNS
also returns additional output data that was either specifically requested or that is
useful in handling an error.

SXS uses various means of conveying information to the contract invoker to
indicate whether it was successful in performing the requested activity.
Depending upon what situations were encountered, SINS may provide
information in various locations in the response message.

. Fatal error conditions are identified in the *U MSG section.

. In a negotiation dialogue, service request timing problems are identi]ed in the
*SNSHDR section. In this situation, SNS does nor attempt to continue
processing any of the negotiation requests in the message.

. Status conditions related to processing the request are returned in the
appropriate contract data section.

3.1.2.1 SNS Return Codes

Return codes are placed in the response message to indicate whether SNS was
successful in processing a contract. One or more return codes may be embedded
within the *SNSHDR or contract data section to ident@ one or more processing
conditions. They are provided so that the invoking building block can analyze
what happened in SNS and perform the necessary actions.

Each return code consists of two elements:

●

●

The fag name identifies the type of processing condition encountered. Return
code tag names are limited to eight characters in length and always end with
the characters “RC.” For example, the IERC tag name represents an input
error condition.

The value conveys the meaning of the return code. The value consists of
three numeric characters and & optional suffix, which is appended to the
value (e.g., 102- 1). The suffix is useful when there are variations in
processing conditions.

The placement of the return code within the FCIF message must also be taken
into consideration when analyzing the return code. Its meaning is dependent on
the FCIF section in which it appears, since a return code may appear in different
FCIF sections.

Return codes are nor meant to fimction as user error codes. SNS, as a PLBB,
makes no assumptions about how return code information is displayed to the
end user (if at all). Such presentation issues are left strictly to the service
negotiation U LBB.

Propliewy - Belicore And Authorized clients only.
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3.2 FCI F Message Conventions Used in This Document

The FCIF messages shown in this document contain various data items – tags
and data aggregates (logical groupings of data items) – that may appear in each
SNS contract section. Tags and aggregates that exist at the same level in the
FCIF hierarchy are not expected to be sequenced in any particular order, unless
specifically stated. Similarly, FC IF sections are not guaranteed to appear in any
particular order, unless specifically stated. In an actual FCIF message, the
sequence of sections, tags, and aggregates may nor match the order in which they
are presented in this document.

The following conventions are used in the FCIF messages in this document:

● The left column contains the actual FC IF specflcation. It identiles the
FCIF section, tag, or aggregate name and the accompanying FCIF delimiters.
Note that, in the actual FC IF message, all SNS tag names are in upper case
only.

. A data aggregate name is followed by an open curly bracket ( { ). A close
curly bracket ( } ) will appear on a line by itself at the end of the aggregate.

. Tag names are followed by an equal sign, three dots, and a semicolon
( = .... ). In an actual FCIF message, a value would appear in place of the
three dots. When a specflc value is required for a tag, the value is shown in
the left column. When there is a set of valid values for a tag, the valid code
set is identified in angled brackets, e.g., < A,B >, in the right column. (See
Appendu B, “SNS FCIF Tag Descriptions,” for more information on tags.)

. Data items that belong to an aggregate are shown directly below the data
aggregate and are indented. When the data items associated with an
aggregate are not shown, a series of dots (...) is used to represent them.

. The right column contains the aggregate name or a text description of the tag.

. A tag is required, unless denoted optional or conditional. This information is
provided in square brackets in the right column. The following table shows
the optional and conditional notation for tags.
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Table 3-1. FCIF Tag Notation

FCI F Notation I Description

[opt] Tag is always optional.

[opt when ... ] Tag is an option only
under certain
circumstances. Otherwise,
tag is not applicable.

[conditional - required when ... ] Tag is conditionally
required under certain
circumstances. Otherwise,
tag is not applicable.

●

●

●

The determination of whether an aggregate is required or optional depends on
the data items that make up the aggregate. An aggregate that consists of all
optional data items is itself considered optional, unless otherwise stated. On
the other hand, an aggregate that consists of at least one required data item is
considered required, unless specifically denoted optional. (The square bracket
FCIF notation described above is also used for data aggregates.)

When a tag or aggregate may appear multiple times, this is denoted by curly
brackets, e.g., {1-N}.

The FC IF messages shown in this document present each aggregate name
and tag on a line-by itse~, with tags indented under the aggregate to which
they belong. This format is provided for readability purposes only. Actual
FCIF messages do not have the new-line and indented format.

The following sections describe the FCIF header sections that maybe used by all
SNS contracts. These sections are: Control, Platioxm Header, User Message,
and SNS Header. Section 4 in this document explains the FC IF message
sections that apply spec~lcally to the negotiation stand-alone contracts. Section
5 presents the FCIF sections included in the negotiation dialogue contracts.
Section 6 describes the FCIF sections that pertain to the system administration
table maintenance contracts. (Sample FC IF messages can be found in Append~
E.)

3.3 FCIF Header Sections

This section explains the structure of the FCIF header sections that are defined
in every ShTS contract.

Propriewy - BeJlcora And Authcuized aienk only.
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3.3.1 FCIF Control Section

All FCIF messages must begin with an FCIF Control Section (FCIF Header).
This FCIF header is actually an unnamed FCIF section that consists of a single
tag/value pair. In a request message, the name of the tag is C 1. In a response
message, the tag name is C2. Thus, the header is commonly referred to as the
*C 1 or *C2 header. The value associated with the tag has a freed field format
and a length of 64 characters. Not all fields defined in the header are used.

Position Data

1-3 Tag
4-5 Delimiter (= )

6-11 Contract Name
12-27 Service Request Number (SRN)/Session ID
28-33 Unused
34-41 origin
42-49 Destination
50-57 Unused

58 SNS Entity ID
59 Solicited/Unsolicited Indicator
60 Transaction Priority
61 L’nused
62 Message Format Indicator

63-64 Terminators (;Yo)

The following fields in the header are used in each contract message:

●

●

Tag – For messages coming into SNS, this field has a value of “*C 1“. For
messages going back to the contract invoker, this field has a value of “*C2”.

Contract Name – This field identifies the contract being invoked in SNS.

The contract names for the negotiation stand-alone contracts are:

Proptietay - BeUcoreAnd Authorized clients ~.
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Table 3-2. Negotiation Stand-Alone Contract Names

Contract Name Description
I

INQSAG
INQPIMI
INQNEI
INQLAI
INTQCHG
UPDTNL
UPDRSV

Street Address Validation
Producing Marketing Inquiry
Network Element Inquiry
Loop Availability Inquiry
Change in Service Inquiry
TN List Selection/Return
LooP Reservation

The contract names for the negotiation dialogue contracts are:

Table 3-3. Negotiation Dialogue Contract Names

Contract Name I Description I
SNSNEG Line Negotiation Support
SVCSPC Service SpecKlcation
HOLDSR Hold
RTRVSR Retrieve
ORDCMP Order Completion

Pri@eta - Sellcore And Authorized aienk only.
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●

The contract names for the system administration table maintenance
contracts are:

Table 3-4. Table Maintenance Contract Names

Contract Name

INQTNL
INQhrED
INQCAT
INTQFPK
INQCPE
MTCTNL
MTCNED
MTCCAT
MTCFPK
MTCHNT
MTCCPE

Description

TN Data Inquiry
Switch-Related Data Inquiry
Catalog Data Inquiry
Feature Package Data Inquiry
CPE Data Inquiry
TN Data iMaintenance
Switch-Related Data Maintenance
Catalog Data Maintenance
Feature Package Data Maintenance
Hunt Group Maintenance
CPE Data Maintenance

Service Request Number (SRN)/Session ID – This field contains the service
request number for negotiation ‘dialogue contracts and the session ID for
negotiation stand-alone contracts. This field is not applicable to system
administration table maintenance contracts and should be left blank.

The unique service request number (SRN) identifies the service request.
When the service request is initially established in SNS via the SNSNEG
contract, this field should be left blank in the *C 1 header. When SNS
responds, it populates the *C2 header with the new SRN. If the service
request was successfully established in SNS, this SRN should be supplied in
the *C 1 header of all subsequent SNSNEG, SVCSPC, HO LDSR, and
RTRVSR contract invocations related to this service request. If the service
request was nor established in SNS, the SRN is returned for debugging
purposes only.

When the ORDCMP contract is invoked, the SRN may be left blank if
unknown. In this case, SNS derives the SRN based on the order identifier.
If the order is not associated with a negotiation dialogue in SNS, a new SRN
is assigned.

The session ID is the unique identifier of the negotiation stand-alone session.
The contract invoker should ahvuys leave this field blank in the *C 1 header.
When SNS responds, it populates the *C2 header with the new session ID.
This data is supplied for debugging purposes only.

Proprietary - SeJkore And Authorized aienk only.
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● Origin — For messages coming into SNS, this field identiiles the contract
invoker. For messages going back to the contract invoker, this field has a
value of “SNS.”

● Destination — For messages coming into SNS, this field has a value of
“SNS”. For outgoing messages, this field ident~les the destination to which
the response message is to be routed. Response messages for all SNS
contracts, except the O RDC IMP contract, are returned to the contract
originator. Consequently, this field contains the originator identified in the
*C 1 header of the request message. On the other hand, ORDC MP response
messages are not routed back to the contract originator. Instead, these
messages are always routed to a pre-determined ORDERERR destination.

Note that for proper routing, the destination returned in the *C2 header must
exist in the Output Handler Destination Table.

● SNS Entity ID – This optional field indicates the SNS entity that should
process this transaction.

● Solicited/Unsolicited Indicator — For messages coming into SNS, this field
has a value of “U.” For messages going back to the contract originator, this
field has a value of “S.”

● Transaction Priority – This optional field irdcates the priority level at which
SNS should process this transaction.

● Message Format Indicator — This field always has a value of the numeric
character zero (0).

3.4 Platform Header (* PLHDR) Section

The *PLHDR section is defined by the Provisioning PLATFORM and contains
the Worrnation needed to petiorrn security authorization checking and
debugging. This section always immediately follows the control header in the
FC IF message. Only those tags and options that are typically used in SNS are
documented here. They include:

*PLHDR{
USERID...; User ID
LCLID...; Local ID < APP >
DEBUG...; Debugging flag [opt] < :FFF >

Propri~ - Be4kore And Aulhofized climb Only.
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TSO...; TSO data set [opt] <Y, TSO data
set name, DD:XXX >

SUBSYS...; Subsystem [opt] <OH >
DUMP...; Dump flag [opt] < YES>
DLI...; DLI flag [opt] <ALL>

}%

The USERID tag, which is required, identifies the end user (e.g., Iogin ID) who
initiated the request.

The LCLID tag (comelation code) is required for S>’S to link to other non-MVS
system applications and must always be set to “APP.”

The remaining tags are optional and are used in conjunction with PLATFORM
tracing facilities:

. The DEBUG tag turns on debugging and indicates the level of debugging
output to be generated. A DEB L-G value of”: FFF’ is recommended to
obtain the maximum amount of trace Wonnation.

. The TSO tag identifies the TSO data set to which the debugging output
should be sent (when debugging is turned on).

– When TSO is set to “Y,” SNS allocates a file, USERID.DEBUG.

— When TSO is set to a data set name, SNS allocates the specified data set
name.

– When TSO is set to DD:XXX (in which XXX is the DDNAME), SNTS
allocates the specifkd DDNAME.

If the TSO tag is not spectiled, the debugging output defaults to the user
terminal.

. The SUB SYS tag identifies the subsystem for which additional trace output is
desired. Presently, “OH” (Output Handler) is the only subsystem option used
by SNS.

. The DUMP tag causes a fill system dump to occur when an emor condition
occurs in SNS.

● The DLI tag activates IMS DB/DC debugging. When DLI is set to “ALL”,
both IO and DB output are provided.

For additional information on debugging, refer to the “Troubleshooting” section
of the Service Negotiation Support (SNS) System Administration Guide.

ProprieUUy- BeUeom And Authorized Cliestts m.
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I

3.5 User Message (* UMSG) Section

The *U JMSG section contains informational text that is related to fatal error
conditions encountered by ShTS or the PLATFORM’s Immediate Message
Poster (IJMP), which controls processing flow for all FCIF messages entering
SNS.

The data items for the *UMSG section are:

REC{ Record
MSGTEXT = .... Message text

1

The MSGTEXT tag identiles the fatal error. The following messages may be
returned:

Contract fided – Security not authorized

Contract fded – no entry in CONTRACT PGM MAP table

Contract ftied – invalid mode in CONTIU4CT PGM MAP table

Contract ftied – no entry in EXEC-ALIAS table

Contract ftiled – could not open memory file

Contract fded – could not run contract program

Contract ftied – SNS encountered an internal program error and was
unable to continue processing.

Contract ftiled – SNS encountered syntax errors in parsing the request
message.

Contract failed – SNS could not fmd this session in its Session Database.

Contract ftied – SNS could not find the destination for the message.

The *UMSG section is returned to the contract invoker only when SNS
encounters an error while processing the original contract request. See the
subsection titled “Exceptions to FC IF LMessageStructure Guidelines” in this
section and “SNS Exception Handler” in the Service Negotiation Support (SNS)

System Administration Guide.

3.5.1 SNS Header (*SNSHDR) Section

The *SNSHDR section contains information relevant to the entire message.

Propfietay - adlcore And Auawized Clients Only.
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3.5.1.1 ●SNSHDR Section: Request Message

The *SNSHDR may contain information needed by the invoking building block
to continue processing the corresponding response message. ECHO and
VDATA are optional tags supplied in the input message for this purpose. In
most contracts, the *SNSHD R section is optional. However, the SNSNEG
contract requires that the *SNSHD R be provided with the input date and time
that the contract was invoked.

Data items for the *SNTSHDR section in a requesr message are:

*SNSHDR{
ECHO=...;
VDATA=...;
IDATE{

MONTH =...;
DAY= ...;
YEAR =...;

}
ITIME{

HOUR =.:.;
MIN=...;
SEC= ...;

}
}%

SNS Header
Echo data [opt]
Variable data [opt]
Input date [conditional - required in SNSNEG
contract]
Input month
Input day
Input year
End IDATE aggregate
Input time [conditional - required in SNSNTEG
contract]
Input hour
Input minutes
Input seconds
End ITIME aggregate
End *SNSHDR section

3.5.1.2 ●SNSHDR Section: Response Message

On output, SNS always returns the *SNSHDR as it was originally received on
input. These data items are identiled in regular typeface. In addition, for
negotiation dialogue contracts SNS may return the additional response data
shown below in bold typeface.

*SNSHDR{ SNS Header
ECHO =...; Echo data [opt]
VDATA=...; Variable data [opt]
IDATE{ Input date [conditional - required in SNSNEG

contract]
MONTH =...; Input month

mpfietary - seocore AndAIJmortzed aiente onty.
see proprietiwrestrictions m titte page
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DAY= ...; Input day
YEAR =...; Input year

} End IDATE aggregate
ITIME{ Input time [conditional - required in SNSNEG

contract]
HOUR= ...; Input hour
MIN =...; Input minutes
SEC= ...; Input seconds

} End ITIME aggregate

SNRC=...;

DATE{
MONTH = ....

DAY = ....

YEAR = ....

}
TIME{

HOUR =...;
MlN=...;

SEC= ...;

}
)%

Service negotiation return code {O-1 }

Date

Month
Day

Year

End DATE aggregate

Time
Hour

Minutes

Seconds

End TIME aggregate

End *SNSHDR section

SNS also returns a date/time stamp that indicates when the output message was
formatted. This tiormation is not returned when a fatal error is encountered.

For negotiation dialogue contracts, if SNS encounters a service request timing
problem that prevents it from processing the entire contract, it also returns an
SNS return code (SNRC) that identifies the problem. The possible values
associated with the SNRC tag are:

SNRC Error condition

001 A service request was not established in SNS.
002 A date/time stamp was not provided on input, but is required.
003 The input date/time stamp is invalid.

Propliewy - Sellcore And Auttlolized al- CHy.
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004 The service request was mod~led afrer this contract was invoked.
Xote that this condition is highly unlikely. However, when it occurs,
SNS will not process the negotiation request(s) since different nework
resources may be involved.

005 A service request has already been established in SNS. The modify
option should be used instead.

3.6 Exceptions to FCIF Message Structure Guidelines

If SNS encounters a fatal error condition while processing a request, it reports
the problem to the error destination specified in the Output Handler Destination
table.~ This information is available to a system administrator, who can
investigate the problem and take the appropriate course of action.

In certain situations, SNS notifies the contract invoker of the error condition. If
SN’S encounters an error while processing the original request from the contract
invoker, it returns a response message back to the contract invoker with an
indication of the problem. In this case, the response message contains the
original request section (e.g., *C 1, *RSNS, *ROSP, *RTNL) received on input,
rather than the usual response section (e.g., *c2, *SNSR, *OSPR, *TNLR) that
is returned under normal circumstances.

However, there are circumstances in which SNS is not able to provide this
notification. If SNS encounters an error while processing a response from
PREMIS or LFACS, it does not return a response to the contract invoker or
perfotm its usual “clean-up” procedures (e.g., terminate the session).
Furthermore, SNS is not able to noti@ the contract invoker of any updates that
were made to LFACS.$

t See the Service Negotiation Support (SNS) System Administration GMe for more information
on the Output Handler Destination table.

$ This is in conformance with the OSCA Contract Principle regaling “No Contract Accessibility
Assumptions.”
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4. Negotiation Stand-Alone Contracts

The following stand-alone contracts assist in the negotiation of locally switched
Digital Centrex and ISDN services:

. Street Address Validation Inquiry (INQSAG) – Determines whether a street
address is valid in the SAG (Street Address Guide).

. Network Element Inquiry (INQNEI) – Identiles the network elements in
the wire center associated with a street address.

. Product Marketing Inquiry (INQPMI) – Obtains product marketing
information for a street address.

. Change in Service Inquiry (INQCHG) — Determines whether an existing
circuit can support a regrade in service.

. Loop Availability Inquiry (INIQLAI) — Determines whether a spectiled
number of spare loops is available to support a particular product.

. Loop Reservation (UPDRSV) – Places or edits loop reservations.

. TN List Selection/Return (UPDTNL) — Selects or returns telephone
numbers (TNs) associated with a regular Centrex group.

These contracts can be divided into three groups, based on their functions and
FCIF message structure: Service Negotiation Suppoti, Outside Plant, and TN
List Selection and Return.

4.1 Service Negotiation Support Contracts

The Service Negotiation Support contracts assist the negotiator in inquiring
about network availability. These contracts are INQSAG, INQNEI, INQPMI,
and INQCHG. The structure of these contracts is outlined below.

A Service Negotiation Support contract contains a Service Negotiation Support
Request FCIF message and a Service Negotiation Support Response FCIF
message. The Service Negotiation Support Request FCIF message consists of
the following sectionst:

~ The message sections are explained in detail later in this section.

PnJ@~ - BeUcoreAnd Aultmized Clienk Only.
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*C 1 section Control Header section
*PLHDR section Provisioning PLATFORM Header section
*SNSHDR section (optional) Sh’S Header section
*RSNS section Service Negotiation Support Request section

The Service Negotiation Support Response FCIF message consists of the
following sections:

*C2 section Control Header section
*PLHDR section Provisioning PLATFOR.M Header section
*UMSG section (optional) User Message section
*SNSHDR section (optional) SNS Header section
*SNSR section Service Negotiation Support Response section

4.2 Outside Plant Contracts

The Outside Plant contracts determine spare loop availability and pefioxm loop
reservation updates. These contracts are INQLAI and U PDRSV. The structure
of these contracts is outlined below.

An Outside Plant Contract contains an Outside Plant Request FCIF message
and an Outside Plant Response FCIF message. The Outside Plant Request
FCIF message consists of the following sectionx

*C 1 section Control Header section
*PLHDR section Provisioning PLATFORM Header section
*SNSHDR section (optional) SNS Header section
*ROSP section Outside Plant Request section

The Outside Plant Response FCIF message consists of the following sections

*C2 section Control Header section
*PLHDR section Provisioning PLATFORM Header section
*U MSG section (optional) User Message section
*SNSHDR section (optional) SNS Header section
*OSPR section Outside Plant Response section
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4.3 TN List Selection/Return Contract

The TN List Selection and Return contract, UPDTh-L, supports the selection of
Centrex TNs from an available pool and the return of selected TNs back to the
pool. The structure of this contract is outlined below.

A TN List Selection/Return Contract contains a TN List Selection/Return
Request FCIF message and a TN List Selection/Return Response FCIF
message. The TN List Selection/Return Request FC IF message consists of the
following sections:

*C 1 section Control Header section
*PLHDR section Provisioning PLATFORM Header section
*SNSHDR section (optional) SNS Header section
*RTNL section TN List Selection/Return Request section

The TN List Selection/Return Response FCIF message consists of the following
sections:

*C2 section Control Header section
*PLHDR section Provisioning PLATFORM Header section
*U MSG section (optional) User Message section
*SNSHDR section (optional) SNS Header section
*TNLR section TN List Selection/Return Response section

Section 3 in this document describes the structure of the *C 1, *C2, *PLHDR,
*SNSHD R, and *U MSG sections. The remainder of this section explains the
FCIF sections that are spedlc to the negotiation stand-alone contracts. (A
description of each FCIF tag can be found in Appendix B.)
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4.4 Request for Service Negotiation Support (* RSNS) Section

The *RSNS section is required in the request message of each of the following
Service Negotiation Support contracts:

. Street Address Validation Inquiry (INQSAG)

. Network Element Inquiry (INQNEI)

. Product iMarketing Inquiry (INQPMI)

. Change in Service Inquiry (INQCHG)

4.4.1 General ●RSNS Section Format

A listing of all possible data items that could appear in the *RSNS section
appears below. The data items listed below may be required, condkional or
optional. Specitlc details about each data item are provided in the subsequent
sections that describe each of the above contracts.

The data items for the *RSNS section are:

*RSNS{
SVCLOC{

ACL{
SAGA = ....
ZIP= ...;
ADDR{

BADR{
BAD= ...;
AHN = ....
STR=...;
CNA=...;
STN=...;

}
SUPL{

SID=...;
STYP = ....
EID=...;
ETYP = ....
UID=...;
UTYP = ....

Service location
Action line
SAG area
21p code
Address
Basic address
Basic address designation
Assigned house number
Street Name
Community name
State name

Supplemental address
Structure ID
Structure type
Elevation ID
Elevation type
Unit ID
Unit type

Proplietay - aeucatw And Aumorized CJients m.
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}

}

}

}

CTL{
CTC=...;
INQOPT = ....
SVCTYP = ....

}

ACL{
MAINTN{

NPA=...;
NXX=...;
LINE= ...;

}
PROD= ...;
MADN=...;
FO = ....
WC=...;
TN{

NPA=...;
NXX=...;
LINE= ...;

}
CLS=...;
DPA=...;
CKL=...;
SIG= ...;

}

Control data
Control code
Inquiry option
Service type

Action line {0-1}
Main TN
Main NPA
Main NXX
Main line

Product name
MADN flag
Foreign office indicator
Wire center
Telephone number
NPA
NXX
Line

CLCITM serial number
Different premises address identifier
Circuit location identifier
Signaling OEC

}%

COMMON LANGUAGE is a registered trademark md CLCI, CLEI, CLFI, and CLLI are
trademarks of Bellcore.
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The SVCLOC aggregate contains the living unit address that identifies the service
location at which negotiation activity is to be performed. Appendix C provides
additional information on how address data is passed in SNS contracts.

The CTL aggregate contains control information that indicates the type of
processing that SNS should perform. It corresponds to the contract name in the
FCIF control header. In particular, the control code (CTC) indicates the
processing mode. The inquhy mode (CTC = I) is the only processing mode
currently supported.

In the inquiry mode, the inquiry option (INQOPT) in the CTL aggregate
identifies the type of inquiry to be performed:

. Street Address Validation Inquiry (INQOPT = SAG)

. Network Element Inquiry (INQOPT = NEI)

. Product Marketing Inquiry (INQOPT = PMI)

. Negotiation Inquiry (INQOPT = NEG)

The CTL aggregate may also contain the SVCTYP tag, which fimher identifies
the type of service negotiation inquiry to be petiorrned when INQOPT = NEG.

The ACL aggregate contains the specific idormation required to perform the
requested inquiry. The tiomnation that SNS requires in each ACL aggregate
varies, depending upon the INQOPT, SVCTYP, and CTC data that appear in
the CTL aggregate.

The following subsections explain how the *RSNS section should be
constructed, based on the type of Service Negotiation Support contract.
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4.4.2 ●RSNS Section Format Street Address Validation Inquiry (INQSAG)

SN-S uses the information provided in the *RSNS section of the INQSAG
reauest message to determine whether the input street address falls within an
address range in the PREMIS SAG. -

As a reminde~

The *RSNS section is one section in the INQSAG request
message. The structure of the sections in the INQSAG request is
as follows:

*C 1 section
*PLHDR section
*SNSHDR section
*R SNS section.

The following data items may appear in the *RSNS section:

*RSNS{
SVCLOC{

ACL{
SAGA =...;

ZIP= ...;

ADDR{
BADR{

BAD = ....
AHN=...;
STR=...;
CNA=...;
STN=...;

}
}

)
)

Service location
Action line
SAG area? [conditional – required if ZIP not
specfled]
Zip codet [conditional – required if SAGA not
specfled]
Address
Basic address
Basic address designation [opt]
Assigned house number [opt]
Street name or descriptive address
Community narnet [opt]
State namet [opt]

7 The j7rst time an address is validated, either SAGA or ZIP is requira% and CNA and STN are
optional. Once the address is determined to be valid, all subsquent contracts involving tlis
address should contain the CNA, STN, SAGA, and ZIP obtained from the initial validation,
along with the primary address information.
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CTL{
CTC = I;
INQOPT = SAG;

}
}%

Control data
Control code
Inquiry option

4.4.2.1 SNS Processing of INQSAG

Upon receiving an INQSAG request, SNS generates an APPVAL request to the
PREMIS (Premises Information System) system to SAG-validate the input street
address. If the street address is valid, PREM IS identifies the PRE.M IS wire
center (WC) and supplies additional SAG and street-address-related tiormation
(e.g., primary street address). Otherwise, PREMIS may provide street address
menu data to assist the negotiator in ident@ng the proper street address.
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4.4.3 ●RSNS Section Format Network Element Inquiry (INQNEI)

SNJS uses the tiorrnation provided in the *RSNS section of the INQNEI
request message to validate the input street address against the PREMIS SAG
and to determine the network elements that exist in the associated wire center. If
a MAINTN is specified, SNS identifies only the network element serving the
customer, when this information is available in the SNS TNLIST database.

As a reminder

The *RSNS section is one section in the INQNTEI request
message. The structure of the sections in the INQNEI request is
as follows:

*C 1 section
*PLHDR section
*SNSHDR section
*RSNS section.

The following data items may appear in the *RSNS section:

*RSNS{
SVCLOC{ Service location

ACL{ Action line
SAGA =...; SAG area~ [conditional – required if ZIP not

specified]
ZIP= ...; Zip code~ [conditional – required if SAGA not

specfled]

t The firsr time an address is validated, either SAGA or ZIP is required, and CNA and STN are
optional. Once the ad&ess is &terrnined to be vdld, all subsequent contracts involving this
address shou.ki contain the CNA, STN, SAGA, and Z1 P obtained from the initial validation,
along with the primary address information.

P** - Bellcore And AuUwized Clients MY.
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ADDR{
BADR{

BAD= ...;
AHN = ....
STR=...;
CNA=...;
STN= ,..;

)
}

}
}

CTL{
CTC = I;
INQOPT = NEI;

}

ACL{
MAINTN{

NPA = ....
NXX=...;
LINE =...;

1

Address
Basic address
Basic address designation [opt]
Assigned house number [opt]
Street name or descriptive address
Community name~ [opt]
State narne~ [opt]

Control data
Control code
Inquiry option

Action line
Main TN [opt]
Main NPA
Main NXX
Main line

}
}%

4.4.3.1 SNS Processing of INQNEI

Upon receiving an INQNEI request, SNS generates an APPSVA request to
PREMIS to SAG-validate the input street address, as described in the INQSAG
contract. In addition, if the address is SAG-valid, PREMIS identiles network
elements located in the associated wire center. If a Centrex customer is spec~led
in the input request, SNS determines the network element that serves that
particular customer if this tiormation is available in the SNS TNLIST database.
SNS also supplies network element characteristics (e.g., switch type and generic),
when available.

t The first the an address is validated, either SAGA or ZIP is required, and CNA and STN saw
optional. Once the address is determined to be valid, all subsequent contracts involving this
address shodi contain the CNA, STN, SAGA, and ZIP obtained from the initial validation,
along with the primary address information.

Propietimf - sdkora An4 Authodzed aients WY.
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4.4.4 ●RSNS Section Format Product Marketing lnqui~ (INQPMI)

ShlS uses the information provided in the *RSNS section of the INQPMI
request message to validate the input street address and to perform either of the
following inquiries:

. Determine whether a particular product is marketed at the specified street
address.

● Determine all products that are marketed at the specfled street address
(PROD =ALL).

In both cases, SNS provides a list of network elements that are capable of
supporting each product. If a MAINTN is spetiled, SNS provides only product
marketing tionnation relevant to the network element serving the customer,
when this information is available in the SNS TNLIST database. Foreign Office
data is not returned unless the value of the Foreign Office indicator (FO) is Y ?
and the product is not found or is embargoed @ the Local Serving Office.

As a reminder

The *RSNS section is one section in the INQPMI request
message. The structure of the sections in the INQPM I request is
as follows:

*C 1 section
*PLHDR section
*SNSHDR section
*RSNS section.

t In the case of an INQPMI request, FO assumes a value of Y unless spdled otherwise.

Pmprietaly - SellCore And Authorized clients only.

See proprietaw restrictions on tine page.
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The following data items may appear in the *RSNS section:

*RSNS{
SVCLOC{

ACL{
SAGA= ...;

ZIP= ...;

ADDR{
BADR{

BAD= ...;
AHN=...;
STR=...;
CNA=...;
STN= ....

}
}

}
}

CTL{
CTC = I;
INQOPT = PMI;

}

Service location
Action line
SAG areat [conditional – required if ZIP not
specified]
Zip codet [conditional – required if SAGA not
specified]
Address
Basic address
Basic address designation [opt]
Assigned house number [opt]
Street name or descriptive address
Community namet [opt]
State name~ [opt]

Control data
Control code
Inquiry option

t The jirst time an address is validated, either SAGA or ZIP is required, and CNA and STN are
optionaL Once the address is determined to be valid, all subsequent contracts invoking this
address shti contain the CNA, STN, SAGA, and ZIP obtained from the initial valMation,
along with the primary address information.

Pt’opti’etaY - Seilcore And Authorized Ctients Onty.
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ACL{
PROD =...;
FO=...;
MAINTh’{

NPA=...;
N’Xx= ...;
LINE =,..;

}
}

}Y.

Action line
Product name c ALL, specflc product>
Foreign ofice indicator [opt] c Y,N >
Main TN [opt]
Main NPA
Main NXX
Main line

4.4.4.1 SNS Processing of INQPMI

Upon receiving an INQPMI request, SNS generates a request to SAG-validate
the input street address, as described in the INQSAG contract.

If a single product is specified on input, an attempt is made to determine if the
specified product is being marketed at the input street address. If product= A LL,
then all products available at that address are identMed. In addition, the network
element(s) ( e.g. switch(es) ) capable of supporting the product(s) is/are
identified.

If the product is not found or is embargoed in the Local Serving OffIce, then the
value of the Foreign Office Indicator is checked. If this value is Y (For the
INQPMI request, the Foreign Office indicator assumes a default value of Y
unless explicitly assigned a value of N on input), then the Foreign Office(s) are
searched for the product(s) that are not found or are embargoed in Local Serving
Oflice.

If a Main Account TN is not provided on input, all the information identiled
above is returned.

If a Main Account TN is specified on input, an attempt is made to map it to a
network element in the SNS reference database. If the mapping is successful, an
attempt is made to fmd the above network element among the network elements
identified as being capable of suppoxling the product. If the search is successfd,
information about the network element and the product(s) it serves is returned.

Proplietaty - eellcore And Auhocized CJientsonly.
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4.4.5 ●RSNS Section Format Change in Service Inquiry (INQCHG)

SNS uses the itionnation provided in the *RSNS section of the INQCHG
request message to determine whether the specified product is available at the
service address associated with an existing circuit. There are two parts to this
inquiry: switch compatibility and loop compatibility. Switch compatibility is
optional and can be bypassed by providing a wire center on input.

. Switch Compatibility: SNS validates the input street address. If product
marketing information is available, SNS also determines whether the product
is marketed at the speci6ed address. If a main TN is provided and it can be
mapped to a serving nenvork element, SNS determines product availability
for that network element. Foreign Oflice data is not returned unless the
Foreign OffIce indicator (FO) is set to Y (unless explicitly set to Y on input,
FO assumes a default value of N) and the product is not found or is
embargoed in the Local Serving OfIice

● Loop Compatibility SNS determines the 10op transmission requirements,
based on the values of the FO indicator, the MADN indicator,~ if provided,
and the product. An attempt is then made to determine whether the existing
loop (identified by either a TN or CLS circuit identifier and an optional DPA
or C K L circuit termination identifier) is associated with the speeMed service
address and whether it can support the regrade in service based on the loop
transmission requirements.

T If FO and MADN are both set to Y on input, MADN will be reset to N. If the user wishes
for the MADN indicator to take on a value of Y, FO must be expliatly set to N on input.

ProPtieC=Y- BeNcore And Auunlrized clients only.
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As a remindec

The *RSNS section is one section in the INQCHG request
message. The structure of the sections in the INQCHG request is
as follows:

*C 1 section
*PLHDR section
*SNSHDR section

- *RSNS section.

The following data items may appear in the *RSNS section

*RSNS{

SVCLOC{
ACL{

SAGA= ...;

ZIP= ...;

ADDR{
BADR{

BAD= ...;
AHN=...;
STR=...;
CNA=...;
STN=...;

}

SUPL{
SID=...;
STYP = ....
EID=...;

Service location
Action line
SAG area~ [conditional – required if ZIP not
specified]
Zlp codet [conditional –
specified]
Address
Basic address

required if SAGA not

Basic address designation [opt]
Assigned house number [opt]
Street name or descriptive address
Community narnet [opt]
State namet [opt]

Supplemental address -
Structure ID [opt]
Structure type [opt]
Elevation ID [opt]

T The j7rst time an address is validated, either SAGA or ZIP is required, and CNA and STN are
optionai. Once the address is &termined to be valkl.+all subsequent contracts involving this
address shouki contain the CNA, STN, SAGA, and ZIP obtained from the initial validation,
atong with the primasy address infommtion.

Propriewl - Bellcofe And Aulhosized Cliti Oslly.
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ETYP=...; Elevation type [opt]
UID=...; Unit ID [opt]
UTYP=...; Unit type [opt]

}

}

1
}

CTL{
CTC = I;
INQOPT = NEG;
SVCTYP = C;

}

ACL{
PROD =...;
JMAINTN{

NPA=...;
NXX = ....
LINE= ...;

}
MADN= ....
FO=...;
We=...;
TN{

NPA = ....
NXX=...;
LINE= ...;

}
CLS=...;

DPA= ....
CKL=...;
SIG= ...;

}
}%

Control data
Control code
Inquiry option
Service type

Action line
Product name
Main TN [opt]
Main NPA
Main NXX
Main line

MADN flag [opt] c Y>
Foreign office indicator [opt] < Y,N >
Wue center [opt]
Telephone number [conditional – required if CLS
not specified]
NPA
NXX
Line

CLCI serial number [conditional – required if TN
not spec~led]
DifFerent premises address identifier [opt]
Circuit location identifier [opt]
Signaling OEC [opt – default = L] <L, G or B >

4.4.5.1 SNS Processing of INQCHG

There are two parts to this inquiry switch compatibility and loop compatibility.
Switch compatibility is optional and can be bypassed by providing a wire center
on input.

Propriewy - Bdkore And Authorized climb only.
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Switch Compatibility: On receiving an INTQCHG request, SNS generates a
request to SAG-validate the input street address and determine product
availability, as described in the INQPMI contract.

Foreign OffIce data is not returned unless the value of the Foreign Office
indicator (FO) is Y (for the INQCHG request, FO assumes a default value of N
unless explicitly set to Y on input) and the product is not found or is embargoed
in the Local Serving Oflice. If a main TN is provided on input, an attempt is
made to map it to a network element and product availability is determined for
that network element. If the spectxed product is not available, the loop
compatibility portion of the processing is bypassed and the above results are
returned to the requesting system in a response.

Loop Comparibiiity: SNTS determines the loop transmission requirements (based
on the values of the Foreign OffIce indicator, the MADN indicator,~ if provided,
and the product) needed to support the service regrade (Centrex). Next, the
living unit address and circuit identifier are validated and any discrepancies found
are reported to SNS. Otherwise, the working circuit currently assigned to the
customer is examined to determine if the loop facilities meet the transmission
requirements.

~ If FO and MADN are both set to Y on input, MADN will be reset to N. If the user wishes
for the MADN indicator to take on a value of Y, FO must explicitly be set to N on input.

Propfie - BellCore And Authorized Clknts only.
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4.5 Service Negotiation Support Response (*SNSR) Section

The *SNSR section returned in the response message indicates the results of the
Service Negotiation Support inquixy contract. It may contain address and
network-related information, as well as identifi errors and discrepancies.

4.5.1 General ●SNSR Section Format

The data items~ for the *SNSR section are shown in the following general
format. The items shown in regular typeface reflect the data provided in the
original request (*RSNS section). The original input data from the *RSNS
section of the request message is always provided in the corresponding *SNSR
section of the response message. (The original input data shown in this general
format does not indicate multiple occumences of data items, since that depends
on the tiormation provided in the request message.) The items shown in bold
typeface represent the response data that SNS supplies. The first group of
response data – from IERC through LPRC – includes the CTL aggregate
return codes. The second group of response data – from SAGAM through
CKTM – shows the additional data aggregates that may appear in the *SNSR
section.$ The return codes and the additional data aggregates are explained in
the sections that follow the general format.

As a reminder

The *SNSR section is one section in the response message. The
structure of the sections in the response message is as follows

*C2 section
*PLHDR section
*SNSHDR section
*SNSR section.

~ Data items shown in the generuI section format do not indicate whether they are optional,
conditioned or required. This information is supplied in the subsequent sections.

~ In an actual *SNSR sedon, each of these additional data aggregates would have data items
under it. These data items are not shown in the general format; howwer, they am explained in
subsequent sections.

woptieuuy - 8dtcore AndAuthorized aients onry.
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*SNSR{
SVCLOC{

ACL{
SAGA= ...;
ZIP= ...;
ADDR{

BADR{
BAD= ...;
AHN= ....
STR=...;
CNA=...;
STN=...;

}
SUPL{

SID=...;
STYP=...;
EID=...;
ETYP = ....
UID = ....
UTYP = ....

}

}

}

}

CTL{
CTC=...;
INQOPT”= ....
SVCTYP = ....

IERC=...;

SARC = ....

LURC = ....

NERC = ....

Service location
Action line
SAG area
21p code
Address
Basic address
Basic address designation
Assigned house number
Street name
Community name
State name

Supplemental address
Structure ID
Structure type
Elevation ID
Elevation type
Unit ID
Unit type

Control data
Control code
Inquiry option
Service type

Input error return code {O-N}, where N = the

number of input errors detected

Street address return code {O-1 }

Living unit return code {0-13
Network element return code {O-P}, where P =

the number of network element conditions to

report

Pro@eGUy - Sellcore And -Zeal Cliants only.
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PMRC = ....

LPRC = ....

}

ACL{
MAINTN{

NPA=...;
NXX=...;
LINE= ...;

}
PROD =...;
MADN=...;
FO=...;
Wc = ....
TN{

NPA=...;
NXX=...;
LINE= ...;

1
CLS=...;
DPA=...;
CKL=...;
SIG= ...;

SAGAM{

}
STRM{

}
DESCRIPM{

}
ARGM{

}
ADDRM{
.
)
STRARGM{

3

Product marketing return code {O-M}, where M

= the number of product marketing conditions to

report

Loop return code {0-1 }

Action line {O-1}
Main TN
iMain NPA
Main NXX
Main line

Product name
MADN flag
Foreign office indicator
Wm center
Telephone number
NPA
NXX
Line

CLCI serial number
DifFerent premises address identifier
Circuit location identifier
Signaling OEC

SAGA menu {O-1}

Street name menu {O-1 }

Descriptive name menu {O-1 }

Address range menu {O-1 }

Address menu {0-1}

Street name/address range menu {O-1 }

Pro@~ - Betlcme And AUthOtiZ&t Ctknk only.
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BADRM{

}
PARDESCRIP{

}
STRINFO{

}
SAGINFO{

3
LUINFO{

}
SIMSTRPT{

}
LUM{

}
NEINFO{

}
PMINFO{

}
CKTM{

}
}%

Basic address menu {O-1 }

Descriptive partial match {0-1}

Street address information {O-1 }

SAG information {O-1 }

LU information {O-1}

Similar street repoti {O-1}

Living unit menu {O-1}

Network element information {O-1 }

Product market information {O-1 }

Circuit menu {0-1}

4.5.2 CTL Aggregate Return Codes

There are six return codes that may be included with the CTL aggregate data. In
the general format above, they are shown in bold typeface under the CTL
aggregate. These return codes are:

Input Error Return Code

The contract invoker is responsible for providing SNS with a valid Service
Negotiation Support request message that cotiorms to the spec~lcations
outlined in this document. However, if SNS detects a critical input error
condition that prevents it from continuing its processing, it notifies the
contract invoker of the problem via the IERC tag. The value associated with
the tag indicates the enor condition. This tag may appear multiple times for
multiple input errors.

Street Address Return Code

The SARC tag indicates the validity of the street address provided on input.
It is produced whenever the Service Negotiation Support contract involves a
request to PREMIS to SAG-validate the input street address.

Prof)fiIsWV - Bellcom And AUttWiZed Clients OntY.
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●

●

●

●

Living Unit Return Code

The LU RC tag indicates the validity of the living unit address sent to
LFACS. It is produced whenever an INQCHG contract involves a request
to LFACS (except when loop transmission requirements could not be
determined).

Network E[ement Return Code

The hTERC tag indicates whether network elements were identified for a
SAG-valid input street address. It is produced on an IATQNEI contract only
and may appear multiple times.

Product Marketing Return Code

The PMRC tag indicates product marketing conditions at a SAG-valid input
street address. It is produced on an INQPMI or INQCHG contract only and
may appear multiple times.

Loop Return Code

The LPRC tag indicates the results of loop processing in LFACS. It is
produced on an INQCHG contract only.

The specflc return codes that may appear in the *SNSR section depend on the
type of contract. Table 4-1 shows which return codes are possible for each of
the four Service Negotiation Suppofi contracts. (Refer to Appendix D for a
description of each return code value.)

Table 4-1. Service Negotiation Support Contract Return Codes

Contract IERC SARC LURC LPRC PMRC NERC

INQSAG x x

INQNEI x x x

INQPMI x x x

INQCHG x x x x x

Propdm - Bekot’e And Awllotized aien& only.
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4.5.3 Additional Data Aggregates Provided in ●SNSR Section

There are 16 additional data aggregates that may appear in the *SNSR section.
In the general format shown previously, they appear in bold typeface at the end
of the *SNS R section. These additional data aggregates are included only when
specific return codes and values appear in the CTL aggregate. Table 4-2 shows
the relationships between return code values and additional data aggregates. The
individual data items that would appear with the additional data aggregates are
described in the sections that follow the table.

Table 4-2. *SNTSR CTL Return Codes and Related Data Aggregates

Return Code Value Related Data Aggregate

SARC 010 SAGAM
SARC 1004 STRM

SARC I 006 DESCRIPM

SARC 008 ADDRM

SARC 009 STR4RGM1 1
I SARC [ 012,013 I BADRM

SARC 013 PARDESCRIP

SARC >100 SAGINFO1 1
1 SARC 102-106 I STRINFO

PMRC 001,001-1, PMINFO
003,003-1,
004,004-1
006,006-1,
010.010-1

Pro@etay - BaNcoreAnd Authorized Clients Only.
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I 4.5.3.1 ●SNSR Section Format SAG Area Menu

The following identifies the *SNSR data items returned when the input zip code
is associated with multiple SAG Areas and SAGA was not provided on input. A
SAGAIM aggregate is returned when the following return code appears in the
CTL aggregate:

SARC = 010.

SAGAM{ SAGA menu
SAGA =...; SAG area {1 - N}

}

In the SAGA line, “N” is the number of SAGAs found in PREMIS that are
associated with the input zip code.

4.5.3.2 ●SNSR Section Format Street Name Menu for More than One Patilal
Match

The following identifies the *SNSR data items returned when more than one
partial match is found on the input street name. An STRM aggregate is returned
when the following return code appears in the CTL aggregate:

SARC = 004.

STRM{
SIMSTR{

STR=...;
ARG{

LHV=...;
HHV=...;
RGIN = ....

}
CNA=...;
STN=...;
ZIP= ...;

}
}

Street name menu
Similar street name {2-N}, where N= the number
of streets that partially match the input street name
Street name
Address range
Low house number value
High house number value
Range indicator

Community name
State name
Zlp code [opt]

Propfietw - SellCore And AuUlOfized alents only.
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4.5.3.3 ●SNSR Section Format Descriptive Name Menu for More than One

Partial Match

The following identifies the *SNTSRdata items returned when more than one
partial match is found on the input descriptive. A DESCRIPM aggregate is
returned when the following return code appears in the CTL aggregate:

SARC = 006.

DESCRIPM{
SIMDESCRIP{

DESCRIP = ....
BAD= ...;
AHN=...;
STR=...;
CNA=...;
SRMK1 = ....
SRMK2=...;
SRMK3=...;

)

Descriptive name menu
Similar descriptive name {2-N}, where N = the
number of SNS descriptive addresses that partially
match the descriptive address input
Descriptive address
Basic address designation
Assigned house number
Street name
Community name
SAG remark 1 [opt]
SAG remark 2 [opt]
SAG remark 3 [opt]

Proplietiuy - eellcore And Authorized eiiellts only.
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4.5.3.4 ●SNSR Section Format House Number/AHN Number Menu

The following identifies the *SNSR data items returned when particular address
verification errors have been determined. An ARGM aggregate is returned when
one of the following return codes appears in the CTL aggregate:

SARC = 007 or 014.

ARGIM{
ARGDA{

ARG{
LHV=...;
HHV=...;
RGIN=...;

}
CNA=...;
STN=...;
ZIP= ...;

}
}

Address range menu
Address range data {1- N}, where N = the number
of all valid address ranges for the input street name
Address range
Low house number value
High house number value
Range indicator

Community name
State name
Zip code [opt]

Proplietay - aellcore And Authorized clients only.
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4.5.3.5 ●SNSR Section Format Address Duplicated (Community/State Menu)

The following identifies the *SNSR data items returned when the address is
duplicated in more than one community/state. An ADDRM aggregate is
returned when the following return code appears in the CTL aggregate:

SARC = 008.

ADDRJM{
ADDRDA{

CNA=...;
CNA1=...;
CNA2=...;
STN=...;
ZIP = ....
ARG{

LHV=...;
HHV=...;
RGIN= ...;

}
}

}

Address menu
Address data {2 - N} where N = the number of
duplicate SAG records for the input address
Community name
Alternate community name 1 [opt]
Alternate community name 2 [opt]
State name
Zip code
Address range
Low house number value
High house number value
Range indicator

A community name value may occur as a primary community for one address
area and as an alternate community for another address area. Since these address
areas may contain duplicate basic addresses, SNS needs to be alerted when a
Request for Service Negotiation Support (* RSNS) contains a community name
derived from this menu. Therefore, PREMIS has inserted the string $$$ at the
beginning of each CNA value on this menu. The contract invoker must return
this string (!$SS)to SNS in the CNA value on any subsequent request to provide
community uniqueness and to avoid receiving the ADDRM menu again.

Propfim - BellCore And Auttwized clients Olw.
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4.5.3.6 ●SNSR Section Format Street Name/Address Range Menu

The following identifies the *ShTSR data items returned when a particular
address verification error has been determined. A ST RARGM aggregate is
returned when the following return code appears in the CTL aggregate:

SARC = 009.

STRARGM{
SI,MSTR{

STR=...;
ARG{

LHV=...;
HHV=...;
RGIN = ....

}
CNA=...;
STN=...;
ZIP= ...;

Street name/address range menu
Similar street name {1 - N}, where N = the number
of street names that partially match the input street
name
Street name
Address range
Low house number value
High house number value
Range indicator

Community name
State name
Zip code [opt]

mop?i’stay - Bellcom And Aumorized Cthk Onty.
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4.5.3.7 ●SNSR Section Format Select Basic Address Menu

The following identifies the *SNSR data items returned when more than one
basic address is associated with the input descriptive. A BADRM aggregate is
returned when one of the following return codes appears in the CTL aggregate:

SARC = 012 or O13.

BADRM{
BADRDA{

BAD= ...;
AHN=...;
STR=...;
CNA=...;
SR,MK1 = ....
SR1MK2=...;
SR.MK3=...;

)

Basic address menu
Basic address data {2 - N}, where N = the number
of basic addresses that are associated with the input
descriptive address
Basic address designation~ [opt]
Assigned house numbed [opt]
Street name
Community name
SAG remark 1 [opt]
SAG remark 2 [opt]
SAG remark 3 [opt]

}

t Only a BAD or an AHN will be output as part of the basic address data

Proprie!ta’y - aellcolw And Aualorizad clients OI#y.

See pmpdetay resbictions on title page.
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4.5.3.8 ●SNSR Section Format Partial Match on Descriptive

The following identifies the *SNTSRdata items returned when an exact match is
not found on the input descriptive and only one partial match is found, but more
than one basic address is associated with it.

A PA.RDESCRIP aggregate is returned when the following return code appears
in the CTL aggregate:

SARC = 0134

PARDESCRIP{ Descriptive partial match
PSAGA=...; PREMIS SAG area
PADR{ PREMIS address area

BADR{ Basic address
STR=...; Street name

.

Propdw ● Bellcwe And Aualofized clients w.
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4.5.3.9 ●SNSR Section Format Similar Street Report

The following identifies the *SNSR data items returned when a street address
verification error occurs in LFACS and more than one partial match is found. A
SIMSTRPT aggregate is returned when the following return code appears in the
CTL aggregate:

LURC = 004.

SIMSTRPT{ Similar street report
TEXT =...; Similar street report text

}

4.5.3.10 ●SNSR Section Format Living Unit Menu

The following identifies the *SNSR data items returned when a living unit
verification error occurs in LFACS and a neighborhood report of nearby living
units is provided. A LU IMaggregate is returned when the following return code
appears in the CTL aggregate:

LURC = 003.

LUM{
TEXT = ....

}

Living unit menu
Living unit report text

Pro@~ - Sellcore And Authorized Ciienk OWy.
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4.5.3.11 ●SNSR Section Format SAG Information

The following identiles the *SNSR SAG-related data items returned for a SAG-
valid input street address. A SAGINFO aggregate is returned when any of the
following return codes appears in the CTL aggregate:

SARC = all return codes greater than 100.

SAGI\lFO{
SAGA= ...;
CNA1 = ....
CNA2=...;
ALT=...;
DESCRIP=...;
EXCH=...;
Wc = ....
RTZ= ....
TAR= ...;
ZIP= ...;
NPA= ....
TELF= ....
BO=...;
DIR= ...;
PD=...;
Pc=...;
co=...;
LCL=...;
SRMK1 = ....
SRMK2=...;
SRMK3=...;
CNA=...;
CNARQ=...;
STN=...;
STNRQ=...;

}

SAG itionnation
SAG area
Alternate community name 1 [opt]
Alternate community name 2 [opt]
Alternate address [opt]
Descriptive address [opt]
Exchange
Wh-e center
Rate zone [opt]
Tax area [opt]
Zip code [opt]
hTPA
Telephone features [opt]
Business office [opt]
Directory [opt]
Plant district [opt]
Phone center [opt]
Central office [opt]
Local geographic area information [opt]
SAG remark 1 [opt]
SAG remark 2 [opt]
SAG remark 3 [opt]
Community name
Community name required indicator [opt]
State name
State name required indicator [opt]

Propiatq - Bdcora And AuthorizedClients Onty.
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4.5.3.12 ●SNSR Section Format Modified Street Information

The following identifies the *SXS R data items returned when the input street
address was “modified” to find a match in P REM IS. It identifies the primary
street address found in P REM IS. A STR INFO aggregate is returned when any
of the following return codes appears in the CTL aggregate:

SARC = 102 through 106.

STRINFO{ Street address information
STRADR{ Street address

BADR{ Basic address
BAD= ...; Basic address designation~ [opt]
AHN=...; Assigned house numbed [opt]
STR=...; Street name

}
}

}

~ A BAD or an AHN will always be output as part of the basic address data

hpsktay - Bellcore And bwhotized aients CmtY.
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4.5.3.13 ●SNSR Section Format Modified Living Unit Information

The following identifies the *SNSR data items returned when the PRE.M IS (or
input) street address and/or input SU PL were modified to fmd a living unit
match in LFACS. A LU INFO aggregate is returned when the following return
code appears in the CTL aggregate:

LURC = 002.

LUINFO{
LUADR{

BADR{
BAD= ...;
AHN=...;
STR= ....
CNA=...;
STN=...;

}
SUPL{

SID=...;
STYP = ....
EID=...;
ETYP=...;
UID=...;
UTYP = ....

}
}

}

Living unit information
Living unit address
Basic address
Basic address designation
Assigned house number
Street name
Community name
State name

Supplemental address
Structure ID
Structure type
Elevation ID
Elevation type
Unit ID
Unit type

moprietav- BencoreAnd Authorizedaients ~.

see pro@etw restrictions on title page.
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4.5.3.14 ●SNSR Section Format Network Element Information

The following identifies the *SNSR data items returned once SNS has
determined the network elements that exist in the wire center associated with the
input street address. If a MAINTN was specified on input, SNS identifies only
the network element serving the customer, when this information is available in
the TNLIST database.

A NEINTFO aggregate is returned when one of the following return codes
appears in the CTL aggregate:

NERC = 002 or 004.

N-EINFO{
SOD{

NE{

Network element information
Serving office data
Network element {1- N}, where N = the number
of network elements that exist in the wire center
associated with the street address OR where N = 1
to ident@ the network element serving a pticular
customer

CLLI=...; Network element CLLI code
NETYP=...; Network element type [opt]
NEGEN=...; Network element generic [opt]

}
}

}

wprktay - Bencora And Authorized aienta only.
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4.5.3.15 ●SNSR Section Format Product Marketing Information

The following identifies the *SNSR data items returned once SNS has (1)
determined t~at a specific product is marketed at a street address, or (2) found all
products that are marketed at a street address. It also contains information about
the network elements capable of providing each product. If a MAINTN was
specified on input, SNS filters the information pertinent to that customer only
(when possible).

A PMINFO aggregate is returned when any of the following return codes
appears in the CTL aggregate:

P,MRC = 001, 001-1,003, 003-1,004,004-1,006, 006-1, 010 and OIO-1.

Serving office data (SOD) is supplied only when PMRC = 001,001-1,003,
003-1,006,006-1.

Foreign ofice data (FOD) is supplied only under the following conditions: (1) a
particular product and FO were specfled on input and the PM RC = 004,004-1,
or (2) PROD= ALL and FO were specified on input and the PiMRC = 010,
010-1.

PiMINFO{
SOD{

MKTPROD{

PROD= ...;
EMB{

EMBLVL=...;
RELDATE{

YEAR = ....
MONTH = ....
DAY= ...;

}
EMBRMK = ....

}
NE{

CLLI=...;
NETYP = ....

Product market Mormation
Serving oflice data {0-1}
Marketed product {1 - K}, where K = the number
of products marketed at the address OR where K =
1 when a spectilc product is specified on input
Product name
Embargo data {1 - 2} [opt]
Embargo level c GSG,RNG >
Relief date {0-1}
Year
Month
Day

Embargo reason

Network element {1- M}, where M = the number
of network elements in the serving office that can
provide the service
Network element CLLI code
Network element type [opt]

Pm@st=Y - BellCoreAnd Aumorized alalk only.
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NEGEN= .... Network element generic [opt]
EMBFLG=...; Embargo Flag <Y>
RELDATE{ Relief date {0-1}

YEAR =...; Year
.MONTH = .... Month
DAY= ...; Day

}
EMBR,MK = .... Embargo reason

}
}

}
FOD{

we= ....
TTA=...;
MKTPROD{

PROD =...;
NE{

CLLI=...;
NETYP=...;
NEGEN = ....
EMBFLG=...;
RELDATE{

YEAR = ....
MONTH = ....
DAY= ...;

}
EMBRMK = ....

}
}

}
}

Foreign Oflice Data {1 - N} where N = the
number of foreign ofices that can provide the
spec~led product
Wire center
Terminating traffic area
Marketed product {1 - P} where P = the number
of available products supported by the foreign
office
Product Name
Network element {1 - R}, where R = the number
of network elements in the serving office that can
provide the service
Nenvork element CLLI code
Network element type [opt]
Network element generic [opt]
Embargo Flag <Y>
Relief date {O-1}
Year
Month
Day

Embargo reason

Propm!wy - Belicore And Aualotized Clienk Onty.
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4.5.3.16 ●SNSR Section Format Circuit Menu

The following identifies the *SNSR data items returned when a circuit ID
discrepancy occurs. A CKTM aggregate is returned when the following return
code appears in the CT L aggregate:

LPRC = 002.

CKTM{ Circuit menu
TEXT =...; Circuit report text

}

Propriq - Betlcom And AJttlcMzed Ctients Onty.
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4.6 Request for Outside Plant (* ROSP) Section

The *ROSP section is required in the request message of each Outside Plant
contract:

. Loop Availability Inquiry (INQLAI)

● Loop Reservation Update (UPDRSV).

4.6.1 General ●ROSP Section Format

The data items~ for the *ROSP section are:

*ROSP{
SVCLOC{

ACL{
SAGA =...;
ZIP= ...;
ADDR{

BADR{
BAD= ...;
AHN = ....
STR = ....
CNA = ....
STN = ....

}
SUPL{

SID=...;
STYP=...;
EID=...;
ETYP=...;
UID=...;
UTYP = ....

}
}

Service location
Action line
SAG area
Zip code
Address
Basic address
Basic address designation
Assigned house number
Street name or descriptive address
Community name
State name

Supplemental address
Structure ID
Structure type
Elevation ID
Elevation type
Unit ID
Unit type

t Data items shown in the general section format do not indicate whether they
conditional, or required. This information is supplied in the subsequent sections.

are optional,

Pro@etaY - Bellcore &td AutIwized aienk onIY.
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}

}

CTL{
CTC=...;

}

ACL{
ACT= ...;
PROD= ...;
MADN=...;
FO=...;
Wc = ....
N’U.MLP =...;
ACCT=...;
MKSEG= ....
TN{

NPA=...;
Nxx=...;
LINE= ...;

}
CLS=...;
DPA=...;
CKL=...;
PFO=...;
so=...;
SIG= ...;
RSVDATE{

YEAR =...;
MONTH = ....
DAY= ...;

1
RSVRMK = ....
NOTICE = ....

}

}’%0

Control data
Control code

Action line {1-2}
Action code
Product name
,MADN flag
Foreign ofFice indicator
Wke center
Number of loops
Customer account
Market segment indicator
Telephone number
NPA
NXX
Line

CLCI serial number
Different premises address identifier
Circuit location identiler
Planned facilities order
Service order
Signaling OEC
Reservation due date
Year
Month
Day

Reservation remark
Conference notice indicator

The SVCLOC aggregate contains the living unit address that identifies the service
location at which negotiation activity is to be performed. Appendix C provides
additional information on how address data is passed in SNS contracts.

Plwplietiw - Bencore And Autllwized Cl&Its only.
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The CTL aggregate contains control information. In particular, the control code
(CTC) is used to determine the type of loop activity to be performed:

. Inquire about spare loop availability (CTC = I)

● Establish/build a loop reservation (CTC = B)

. Change a loop reservation (CTC = C)

. Remove a loop reservation (CTC = R)

The ACL aggregate contains the specific information required to perform the
loop inquiry or reservation update. The information that SNS requires in each
ACL aggregate vanes, depending upon the CTC that appears in the CTL
aggregate.

On a loop reservation update, the action code (ACT) within the ACL aggregate
identifies the type of AC L: old or new. The following types of ACLS are
required, based on the CTC value:

. When CTC = B, only a new AC L is required.

. When CTC = C, both an old and a new ACL are required.

● When CTC = R, only an old ACL is required.

The following subsections explain how the *ROSP section should be
constructed, depending on the type of control data provided in the CTL
aggregate.

Proplietay - BellCon?And Aualotized Clknts only.
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4.6.2 ●ROSP Section Format Loop Availability lnqui~ (INQLAI)

S7NS uses the information provided in the *ROSP section of the Ih’QLAI
request message to determine whether a spec~led number of loops are available
to support a particular product at a service location. If the WC is not specified
in the input request, SINS determines it by validating the street address in
PREMIS. Once the WC is known, SNS determines the loop transmission
requirements based on the product, iMADN indication, and whether or not the
service is locally switched (specified by the foreign office indicator FO on
input). ~ SNS then uses this information to inquire about spare loops in LFACS.
ACCT and lMKSEG are other optional criteria that LFACS may consider when
identi&ing spare loops.

As a reminder

The *ROSP section is one section in the INQLAI request
message. The structure of the sections in the INQ LAI request is
as follows

*C 1 section
*PLHDR section
*SINSHDR section
*ROSP section.

~ If FO and MADN are both set to Y on input, MADN will be reset to N. If the user wishes
for the MADN indicator to take on a value of Y, FO must be explicitly set to N on input.

Proprie@Y - BeUcom And Aualocized CNalts m.
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The following data items may appear in the *ROSP section:

*ROSP{

SVCLOC{
ACL{

SAGA =...;

ZIP= ...;

ADDR{
BADR{

BAD= ...;
AHN=...;
STR=...;
CNA=...;
STNT=...;

}
SUPL{

SID=...;
STYP=...;
EID= ....
ETYP=...;
UID=...;
UTYP=...;

}
}

}
}

CTL{
CTC = I;

}

Service location
Action line
SAG areat [conditional – required if ZIP not
specified]
Zip code? [conditional – required if SAGA not
specified]
Address
Basic address
Basic address designation [opt]
Assigned house number [opt]
Street name or destiptive address
Community name~ [opt]
State namet [opt]

Supplemental address
Structure ID [opt]
Structure type [opt]
Elevation ID [opt]
Elevation type [opt]
Unit ID [opt]
Unit type [opt]

Control data
Control code

~ The jirst time an address is validated, either SAGA or ZIP is required, and CNA and STN are
optional. Once the ddress is determined to be vali~ all subsequent contracts involving thk
address shouki contain the CNA, STN, SAGA, and ZIP obtained fmm the initial vaMation,
along with the prinmy address information.

ProPti’a@Y - BeJlcoreAnd AuttwXized Ctieslts ~.
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ACL{
PROD =...;
MADN= ....
FO=...;
Wc = ....
NUMLP=...;
SIG= ...;
ACCT=...;
MKSEG =...;

}
}%

Action line
Product name
MADN flag [opt] <Y>
Foreign office indicator [opt] <Y>
Wire center [opt]
Number of loops
Signaling OEC [opt – default = L] < L, G or B >
Customer account [opt]
,Market segment indicator [opt] < R, P, IM,C, G, I, or A >

4.6.2.1 SNS Processing of INQLAI

Upon receiving an INQLAI request, SNS generates an APPVAL request to
PREMIS to SAG-validate the input address, as described in the INQSAG
contract (unless the WC is provided in the input request). SNS determines the
loop transmission requirements (based on the values of the product, the Foreign
Office indicator and the MADN indicator,t if provided) needed to support the
requested product. Using this tiormation, SNS generates an INQ RES request
to LFACS to determine whether the requested number of spare loops exists. As
part of its processing, LFACS also validates the living unit address and identifies
address discrepancies.

~ If FO and IMADN are both set to Y on input, MADN will be reset to N. If the user wishes
for the MADN indicator to take on a value of Y, FO must be explicitly set to Non input.

Proprietmt - BellCoreAnd Autlwized eiielm Olw.
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4.6.3 *ROSP Section Format Build Loop Reservation (UPDRSV)

SA-S uses the information provided in the *ROSP section of the UPDRSV
request message to establish a reservation for a specified number of loops capable
of supporting a particular product at a service location. If the WC is not
specified in the input request, SNS determines it by validating the street address
in P RE,MIS. Once the WC is known, SNS determines the loop transmission
requirements based on the product, IMADN, and whether or not the service is
locally switched (specified by the foreign office indicator FO on input).~ SNS
then establishes a loop reservation in LFACS.

A loop reservation may be established at a living unit, using any one of the
following reservation keys:

. A single loop can be reserved for an individual circuit, identiled by either a
TN or a C LS circuit identifier. A DPA or C K L circuit termination identifier
is optional.

● Any number of loops can be reserved for a planned facilities order (PFO).

. Any number of loops can be reserved for a service order (SO).

When multiple reservations are established with the same reservation key, it is
recommended that they apply to loops with the same transmission requirements.
Should any subsequent modifications be made to the reservation, LFACS
replaces or removes the most recently reserved loops first. It does NOT take the
loop transmission requirements into account when identifying these loops.

The ACCT and MKSEG data items are other optional criteria that LFACS may
consider when reserving loops. If the NOTICE indicator is set, LFACS sends a
confirmation notice to impacted organizations.

t If FO and MADN are both set to Y on input, MADN will be reset to N. If the user wishes
for the MADN indicator to take on a value of Y, FO must be explicitly set to N on input.

Pro@eWy - 6diC_ And AU~Zed Clienk ~.
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As a reminder

The *ROSP section is one section in the UPDRSV request
message. The structure of the sections in the UPDRSV request is
as follows:

*C 1 section
*PLHDR section
*SNSHDR section
*ROSP section.

The following data items may appear in the *ROSP section:

*ROS”P{

SVCLOC{
ACL{

SAGA =...;

ZIP = ....

ADDR{
BADR{

BAD= ...;
AHN=...;
STR=...;
CNA=...;
STN=...;

}

SUPL{
SID=...;
STYP = ....
EID=...;

Service location
Action line
SAG area~ [conditional – required if ZIP not
specified]
Zip code~ [conditional – required if SAGA not
specfled]
Address
Basic address
Basic address designation [opt]
Assigned house number [opt]
Street name or descriptive address
Community name~ [opt]
State namet [opt]

Supplemental address
Structure ID [opt]
Structure type [opt]
Elevation ID [opt]

t The jirst time an address is validate4 either SAGA or ZIP is required, and CNA and STN are
optional. Once the address is determined to be vdld, all subsequent contracts involving thk
address SW contain the CNA, STN, SAGA, and ZIP obtained from the initial valkiation,
along with the primary address information.

rhprietay - Beilcore And Authaized aids only.
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}

1
}

}

CTL{
CTC=B;

}

ACL{
ACT = N;
PROD =...;
lMADN=...;
FO=...;
We=...;
NUMLP=...;

ACCT = ....
MKSEG=...;
TN{

NPA=...;
NXX=...;
LINE= ...;

}
CLS=...;

DPA=...;
CKL= ....
PFO=...;

so=...;

SIG= ...;
RSVDATE{

YEAR= ...;

ETYP=...; Elevation type [opt]
UID=...; Unit ID [opt]
UTYP=...; Unit type [opt]

Control data
Control code

New action line
Action code
Product name
MADN flag [opt] <Y>
Foreign office indicator [opt] c Y>
Wm center [opt]
Number of loops [conditional – required when PFO or
SO specified]
Customer account [opt]
Market segment indicator [opt] < R, P, M, C, G, I, or A >
Telephone number [conditional – required if CLS, PFO
or SO not specified]
NPA
NXX
Line

CLCI serial number [conditional – required if TN, PFO,
or SO not specified]
Different premises address identifier [opt]
Circuit location identifier [opt]
Planned facilities order [conditional – required if TN,
CLS, or SO not specfled]
Service order [conditional – required if TN, CLS, or PFO
not specified]
Signaling OEC [opt – default = L] < L, G or B >
Reservation due date
Year

Pro@etmt - BeHcwe And AuUlolized clients only.
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MONTH = .... ,Month
DAY=...; Day

,
)
RSVRMK = .... Reservation remark [opt]
NTOTICE = .... Conflation notice indicator [opt]

)
}%

4.6.3.1 SNS Processing of UPDRSV for Build

Upon receiving a UPDRSV request, SNS generates an APPVAL request to
PREMIS to SAG-validate the input address, as described in the IhTQSAG
contract (unless the WC is provided in the input request). If the PREM IS SAG
validation is successful, SNS uses the PREMIS primary street address to
construct the living unit address. Otherwise, SNS uses the input street address.
In either case, SNS uses the input supplemental address data (LOC) to construct
the living unit address. SNS then generates the following UPDRES request to
LFACS for this living unit

Establish a loop reservation

SNS dete&es the loop transmission requirements (based on the values of
the product, the Foreign Ofice indicator and the MADN indicator,~ if
provided) needed to support the requested ISDN or Centrex product and
then generates a request to LFACS to reserve one or more loops.

t If FO and MADN are both set to Y on input, MADN will be reset to N. If the user wishes
for the MADN indicator to take on a value of Y, FO must be explicitly set to N on input.

Propsietw . Sellcore And Aumorized clients Oslty.
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4.6.4 ●ROSP Section Format Remove Loop Reservation (UPDRSV)

SN-S uses the information provided in the *ROSP section of the UPDRSV
request message to remove a loop reservation established earlier in LFACS. If
the WC is not specified in the input request, SNS determines it by validating the
street address in PREiMIS. Once the WC is known, SNS removes the loop
reservation in LFACS, based on the reservation key used to initially build the
reservation. If NU M LP is not provided in the old AC L, LFACS assumes that
the entire reservation is to be removed. If the NU MLP provided-in the old ACL
exceeds the actual number of loops reserved in LFACS, LFACS removes the
reservations on those found. (In LFACS 18.6, however, none of the loop
reservations are removed). It should also be noted that LFACS’ removes
reservations on the loops most recently reserved. If the NOTICE indicator is set,
LFACS sends a confirmation notice to impacted organizations.

As a reminder

The *ROSP section is one section in the UPDRSV request
message. The structure of the sections in the UPDRSV request is
as follows

*C 1 section
*PLHDR section
*SNSHDR section
*ROSP section.

Pro@ew’y - aellcofe And Aunlorized Cwlts only.
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The following data items may appear in the *ROSP section:

*ROSP{

SVCLOC{
ACL{

SAGA= ....

ZIP= ...;

ADDR{
BADR{

BAD= ...;
AHN=...;
STR=...;
CNA=...;
STN=...;

}
SUPL{

SID=...;
STYP=...;
ElD=...;
ETYP = ....
UID=...;
UTYP=...;

}
}

}
}

CTL{
CTC = R;

Service location
Action line
SAG area~ [conditional – required if ZIP not
specfled]
Zip code~ [conditional – required if SAGA not
specified]

Address
Basic address
Basic address designation [opt]
Assigned house number [opt]
Street name or descriptive address
Community namet [opt]
State namet [opt]

Supplemental address
Structure ID [opt]
Structure type [opt]
Elevation ID [opt]
Elevation type [opt]
Unit ID [opt]
Unit type [opt]

Control data
Control code

t The fist time an address is vatidated, either SAGA or ZIP is requised, and CNA and STN are
optional. Once the address is determined to be valid, all subsequent contracts involving this
address shouki contain the CNA, STN, SAGA, and ZIP obtained from the initiai valkiation,
atong with the primary addsess information.
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}

ACL{
ACT=O;
TN{

NPA=...;
TNxx=...;
LINE= ...;

)
CLS=...;

DPA=...;
CKL=...;
PFO=...;

so=...;

NUMLP=...;

}
}%

Old action line
Action code
Telephone number [conditional – required if CLS,
PFO, or SO not specified]
NPA
Nxx
Line

CLCI seriid number [conditional – required if TN,
PFO, or SO not specified]
Diflerent premises address identiler [opt]
Circuit location identifier [opt]
Planned facilities order [conditional – required if
TN, CLS, or SO not specified]
Service order [conditional – required if TN, CLS,
or PFO not specfled]
Number of loops [opt]

4.6.4.1 SNS Processing of UPDRSV for Remove

Upon receiving a UPDRSV request, SNS generates an APPVAL request to
PREMIS to SAG-validate the input address, as described in the INQSAG
contract (unless the WC is provided in the input request). If the PREMIS SAG
validation is successful, SNS uses the P REM IS primary street address to
construct the living unit address. Otherwise, SNS uses the input street address.
In either case, SNS uses the input supplemental address data (LOC) to construct
the living unit address. SNS then generates the following UPDRES request to
LFACS for this living uniti

. Remove a loop reservation

SNS generates a request to LFACS to remove a reservation established
previously on one or more loops.

P1’opdetw - Beilcore And Aumolized Ct@nS Owy.
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4.6.5 ●ROSP Seetion Format Change Loop Reservation (UPDRSV)

SNS uses the information provided in the *ROSP section of the UPDRSV
request message to change a loop reservation established earlier in LFACS. If
the WC is not specified in the input request, SNS determines it by validating the
input street address in PREMIS. Once the WC is known, SNS changes the loop
reservation in LFACS, based on the reservation key used to initially build the
reservation. SNS requires enough information about the original reservation so
that LFACS can remove it (in the same manner as in removing a loop
reservation) and then establish the new one (in the same reamer as in building a
loop reservation). If NUMLP is not provided in the old ACL, LFACS assumes
that the entire reservation is to be removed. If the NTUMLP provided in the old
AC L exceeds the actual number of loops reserved in LFACS, LFACS removes
the reservations on those found. (In LFACS 18.6, however, none of the loop
reservations are removed). It should also be noted that LFACS removes
reservations on loom most recendy reserved. If the NOTICE indicator is set,
LFACS sends a co~fmation noti~e to impacted organizations.

As a remindec

The *ROSP section is one section in the UPDRSV request
message. The structure of the sections in the U PDRSV request is
as follows

*C 1 section
*PLHDR section
*SNSHDR section
*ROSP section. I

Plllprietmt - Be41coreaJld Authorized alenk Owy.
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The following data items may appear in the *ROSP section:

*ROSP{

SVCLOC{
ACL{

SAGA =...;

ZIP= ...;

ADDR{
BADR{

BAD= ...;
AHN=...;
STR=...;
CNA=...;
STN=...;

}
SUPL{

SID=...;
STYP = ....
EID=...;
ETYP=...;
UID=...;
UTYP=...;

}
}

}
}

CTL{
CTC=C;

}

Service location
Action line
SAG area~ [conditional – required if ZIP not
specified]
Zip codet [conditional – required if SAGA not
spec~led]
Address
Basic address
Basic address designation [opt]
Assigned house number [opt]
Street name or descriptive address
Community name~ [opt]
State namet [opt]

Supplemental address
Structure ID [opt]
Structure type [opt]
Elevation ID [opt]
Elevation type [opt]
Unit ID [opt]
Unit type [opt]

Control data
Control code

? The fwst time an address is validated, either SAGA or ZIP is required, and CNA and STN are
optional. Once the address is determined to be vahd, all subsequent contsacts involving this
-address shouki contain the CNA, STN, SAGA, and ZIP obtained from the initial vzWation,
along with the prim~ address infommtion.
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ACL{
ACT=O;
TN{

NPA= ....
Nxx=...;
LINE= ...;

)
CLS=...;

DPA=...;
CKL=...;
PFO=...;

so=...;

NUMLP=...;
V/c=...;
NOTICE =...;

}
ACL{

ACT = N
PROD =...;
MADN=...;
FO=...;
NUMLP=...;

ACCT = ....
MKSEG=...;
TN{

NPA=...;
Nxx=...;
LINE= ...;

}
CLS=...;

DPA = ....
CKL=...;

Old action line
Action code
Telephone number [conditional – required if CLS, PFO,
or SO not specified]
NPA
NXX
Line

CLCI serial number [conditional – required if TN, PFO,
or SO not specified]
Different premises address identifier [opt]
Circuit location identifier [opt]
Planned facilities order [conditional – required if TN,
CLS, or SO not specified]
Service order [conditional – required if TN, CLS, or PFO
not specified]
Fhmber of loops [dpt]
Wue center [opt]
Confirmation notice indicator [opt]

New action line
Action code
Product name
MADN flag [opt] <Y>
Foreign office indicator [opt] <Y>
Number of loops [conditional – required when PFO or
SO specified]
Customer account [opt]
Market segment indicator [opt] < R, P, M, C, G, I, or A >
Telephone number [conditional - required if CLS, PFO,
or SO not specified]
NPA
NXX
Line

CLCI serial number [conditional – required if TN, PFO,
or SO not spec~led]
DifTerent premises address identiler [opt]
Circuit location identifier [opt]

Proprietary - Beilcare And Aualorized clients only.
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PFO=...; Planned facilities order [conditional – required if TN,
CLS, or SO not specified]

so= .... Service order [conditional – required if TN1, CLS, or PFO
not specified]

SIG= ...; Signaling OEC [opt – default = L] < L, G or B >
RSVDATE{ Reservation due date

YEAR =...; Year
MONTH =...; Month
DAY= ...; Day

}
RSVRMK = .... Reservation remark [opt]

}
}%

4.6.5.1 SNS Processing of UPDRSV for Change

Upon receiving a UPDRSV request, SNS generates an APPVAL request to
PREMIS to SAG-validate the input address, as described in the INQSAG
contract (unless the WC is provided in the input request). If the PREMIS SAG
validation is successful, SNS uses the P REM IS primary street address to
construct the living unit address. Otherwise, SNS uses the input street address.
In either case, SNS uses the input supplemental address data (LOC) to construct
the living unit address. SNS then generates the following UPDRES request to
LFACS for this living uric

. Change a loop reservation

SNS generates a request to LFACS to remove a loop reservation established
previously and establish a new reservation (as described above).

mopdetay - Bekore And Authorizedaients only.
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4.7 Outside Plant Response (* OSPR) Section

The *OSPR section returned in the response message indicates the results of the
INQLAI or UPDRSV contracts. It may contain address and network-related
information, as well as identi@ errors and discrepancies.

4.7.1 General ●OSPR Section Format

The data items~ for the *OSPR section are shown in the following general
fomnat. The items shown in regular typeface reflect the data provided in the
original request (*ROSP section). The original input data from the *ROSP
section of the request message is always provided in the corresponding *OSPR
section of the response message. (The original input data shown in this general
format does not indicate multiple occurrences of data items, since that depends
on the information provided in the request message.) The items shown in bold
typeface represent the response data that SNS supplies. The first group of
response data – from IERC through LPRC – includes the CTL aggregate
return codes. The second group of response data – from SAGAM through
LPINFO – shows the additional data aggregates that may appear in the *OSPR
section.+ The return codes and the additional data aggregates are explained in
the sections that follow the general format.

As a reminder

The *OSPR section is one section in the response message. The
structure of the sections in the response message is as follows

*C2 section
*PLHDR section
*SNSHDR section
*OSP R section.

? Data items shown in the generul section format do not indicate whether they are optional,
conditional or required. This information is supplied in the subsequent sections.

$ In an actual *OSPR section, each of these additional data aggregates would have data items
under it. These data items are not shown in the general format; however, they are explained in
subsequent sections.

PrcQlietw - Belicora And AMtorizsd Clkllts Ody.
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*OSPR{
SVCLOC{

ACL{
SAGA =...;
ZIP= ...;
ADDR{

BADR{
BAD= ...;
AHN=...;
STR=...;
CNA=...;
STN=...;

SID=...;
STYP=...;
EID=...;
ETYP = ....
UID=...;
UTYP=...;

}
}

1
}

CTL{
CTC=...;

IERC = ....

SARC = ....

LURC=...;

LPRC = ....

}

ACL{
ACT= ...;
PROD= ...;
MADN= ...;

Service location
Action line
SAG area
21p code
Address
Basic address
Basic address designation
Assigned house number
Street name
Community name
State name

Supplemental address
Structure ID
Structure type
Elevation ID
Elevation type
Unit ID
Unit type

Control data
Control code

Input error return code {O-N}, where N = the
number of input errors detected

Street address return code {O-1 }

Living unit return code {O-1}

Loop return code {O-1 }

Action line {1-2}
Action code
Product name
MADN flag

Pro@abwY - SeJlcare And Aumosized Cwlts only.
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FO=...;
We=...;
NUMLP=...;
ACCT=...;
MKSEG= ...;
TN{

NPA=...;
NXX=...;
LINE= ....

}
CLS=...;
DPA=...;
CKL=...;
PFO=...;
so=...;
SIG= ...;
RSVDATE{

YEAR =...;
MONTH = ....
DAY= ...;

}
RSVRMK = ....
NOTICE = ....

}

SAGAM{

}
STRM{

}
DESCRIPM{

}
ARGM{

}
ADDRM{
.
)
STRARGM{

3
BADRM{

}

Foreign office indicator [opt] <Y>
Wire center
Number of loops
Customer account
lhdarket segment indicator
Telephone number
NPA
Nxx
Line

CLCI serial number
Different premises address identiler
Circuit location identiler
Planned facilities order
Service order
Signaling OEC [opt – default = L] < L, G or B >
Reservation due date
Year
Month
Day

Reservation remark
Conference notice indicator

SAGA menu {O-1 }

Street name menu {O-1 }

Descriptive name menu {O-1 }

Address range menu {O-1 }

Address menu {O-1 }

Street name address range menu {O-1 }

Basic address menu {O-1 }

Propriatiuv - BeNcoreAnd AuUwized Clients Only.
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PARDESCRIP{

}
SIMSTRPT{

}
SAGINFO{

}
STRINFO{

}
LUM{

}
LUINFO{

3
LPINFO{

}
}70

Descriptive pattial match {O-1}

Similar street report {O-1}

SAG information {O-1 }

Street address information {O-1 }

Living unit menu {O-1}

Living unit information {O-1 }

Loop information {O-1 }

4.7.2 CTL Aggregate Return Codes

There are four return codes that may be included with the CTL aggregate data.
In the general format above, they are shown in bold typeface under the CTL
aggregate. These return codes are:

●

●

●

Input Error Return Code:

The contract invoker is responsible for providing SNS with a valid Outside
Plant request message that conforms to the specifications outlined in this
document. However, if SNS detects a critical input error condition that
prevents it from continuing its processing, it notifies the contract invoker of
the problem via the IERC tag. The value associated with the tag indicates
the error condition. This tag may appear multiple times to identi@ multiple
input errors.

Street Address Return Code:

The SARC tag indicates the validity of the street address provided on input.
It is produced whenever the Outside Plant contract involves a request to
PREMIS to SAG-validate the input street address.

Living Unit Return Code:

The LU RC tag indicates the validity of the living unit address sent to
LFACS. It is produced whenever the Outside Plant contract involves a
request to LFACS.

Propds - aellcore And Almodzed CN- m.
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. Loop Return Code.”

The LPRC tag indicates the results of the loop inquixy or loop reservation.

Refer to Appendix D for a description of each return code. (Some return codes
are not applicable to all loop activities).

4.7.3 Additional Data Aggregates Provided in ●OSPR Section

There are fourteen additional data aggregates that may appear in the *OSPR
section. In the general format shown previously, they appear in bold typeface at
the end of the *OSPR section. These additional data aggregates are included
only when specific return codes and values appear in the CT L aggregate. Table
4-3 shows the relationships between return code values and additional data
aggregates. The individual data items that would appear with the additional data
aggregates are described in the sections that follow the table.

Table 4-3. *OSPR CTL Return Codes and Related Data Aggregates

Return Code Value Related Data Aggregate

SARC 010 SAGAM
SARC 004 STRM
SARC 006 DESCRIPM

SARC 007,014 ARGM
SARC 008 ADDRM1 1
SARC I 009 I STRARGM
SARC 012,013 BADRM
SARC 013 PARDESCRIP
SARC > 100 SAGINFO

LPRC 101,102, LPINFO
201,202

4.7.3.1 ●OSPR Section Format SAG Area Menu

The data items in the SAGAM aggregate of the *OSPR section are identical to
those in the SAGAM aggregate of the *SNSR section. (See the description of
the *SNSR section in this document.)

Proprietw - eellccwe AndAuthorized aients onty.
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4.7.3.2 ●OSPR Section Format Street Name Menu for More than One Partial

Match

The data items in the ST RIM aggregate of the *OSPR section are identical to
those in the STR.M aggregate of the *SNS R section. (See the description of the
*SNSR section in this document.)

4.7.3.3 ●OSPR Section Format Descriptive Name Menu for More than One

Padial Match

The data items in the DESCRIPM aggregate of the *OSPR section are identical
to those in the DESCRIPM aggregate of the *SNSR section. (See the
description of the *SNTSRsection in this document.)

4.7.3.4 ‘OSPR Section Format House Number/AHN Number Menu

The data items in the ARGM aggregate of the *OSPR section are identical to
those in the ARGM aggregate of the *SNSR section. (See the description of the
*SNSR section in this document.)

4.7.3.5 ●OSPR Section Format Address Duplicated (Community/State Menu)

The data items in the ADDRM aggregate of the *OSPR section are identical to
those in the ADDRM aggregate of the *SNSR section. (See the description of
the *SNSR section in this document.)

4.7.3.6 ●OSPR Section Format Street Name/Address Range Menu

The data items in the ST RARGM aggregate of the *OSPR section are identical
to those in the STRARGM aggregate of the *SNSR section. (See the
description of the *SNSR section in this document.)

4.7.3.7 ●OSPR Section Format Select Basic Address Menu

The data items in the BADRM aggregate of the *OSPR section are identical to
those in the BADRM aggregate of the *SNSR section. (See the description of
the *SNSR section in this document.)

4.7.3.8 ●OSPR Section Format Partial Match on Descriptive

The data items in the PA RDESCRIP aggregate of the *OSPR section are
identical to those in the PA RDESC RIP aggregate of the *SN’SR section. (See
the description of the *SNSR section in this document.)

4.7.3.9 ●OSPR Section Format Living Unit Menu

The data items in the LUM aggregate of the *OSPR section are identical to
those in the LUM aggregate of the *SNSR section. (See the description of the
*SNSR section in this document.)

Proplietiuy - SellCore And Authorized alents OIw.
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4.7.3.10 ●OSPR Section Format Similar Street Repoti

The data items in the SI-MSTRPT aggregate of the *OSPR section are identical
to those in the SHMSTRPT aggregate of the *SNSR section. (See the
description of the *SNSR section in this document.)

4.7.3.11 ●OSPR Section Format SAG Information

The following identifies the *OSPR SAG-related data items returned for a valid
input street address. A SAGINFO aggregate is returned for any of the following
return codes in the CTL aggregate:

SARC = all return codes greater than 100.

SAGINFO{
SAGA =...;
CNA1 = ....
CNA2=...;
ALT=...;
DESCRIP=...;
We=...;
ZIP= ...;
CNA=...;
CNARQ = ....
STN=...;
STNRQ = ....

}

SAG information
SAG area
Alternate community name 1 [opt]
Alternate community name 2 [opt]
Alternate address [opt]
Descriptive address [opt]
W~e center
Zip code [opt]
Community name
Community name required indicator [opt]
State name
State name required indicator [opt]

4.7.3.12 ●OSPR Section Format Modified Street Information

The data items in the ST RINFO aggregate of the *OSPR section are identical to
those in the STRINFO aggregate of the *SNSR section. (See the description of
the *SN-SR section in this document.)

4.7.3.13 ●OSPR Section Format Modified Living Unit Information

The data items in the LUINFO aggregate of the *OSPR section are identical to
those in the LU INFO aggregate of the *SNSR section. (See the description of
the *SNSR section in this document.)

4.7.3.14 ●OSPR Section Format Successful Loop Inquiry

The following identifies the *OSPR data items returned when the loop inquiry is
partially successful. This type of *OSPR is returned for any of the following
return codes in the CTL aggregate:

Pmprietmt - selkore And Authorized aients ~.
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LPRC = 101 and 102.

LPIATFO{ Loop information
NUMSP=...; Number of spare loops
NUMCF=...; Number of comected facilities

}

4.7.3.15 ●OSPR Section Format Successful Loop Reservation

The following identifies the *OSPR data items returned when the loop
reservation is partially successfid. This type of *OSPR is returned for any of the
following return codes in the CTL aggregate:

LPRC = 201 and 202.

LPINFO{ Loop information
FJUMRSV= .... Number of reserved loops
NUMCF= .... Number of connected facilities

}

Propriewy - aencore And Aulrlolized clients only.
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4.8 Request for TN List Selection/Return (* RTNL) Section

The *RTNL section is required in the request message of the TN List
Selection/ Return contract (U PDTNL). It contains the data needed to select or
return TNs from a TN list established for a regular Centrex group.

4.8.1 General ●RTNL Section Format

The data items~ for the *RTNL section are:

*RTNL{
CTL{

TNACT=...;

}

ACL{
MA INTN{

NPA=...;
NXX = ....
LINE =...;

}
SPTN{

TN{
NPA = ....
Nxx=...;
LINE = ....

}
TNRNG{

NPA=...;
NXX=...;
LOLN=...;
HILN=...;

}

Control data
TN activity

Action line
Main TN
Main NPA
Main NXX
Main line

Specified TN {0-1}
Telephone number
NPA
NXX
Line

TN range
NPA
NXX
Low line
High line

~ Data items shown in the general section format do not indicate whether they are optional,
conditional, or required. This information is supplied in the subsequent sections.

Proprietiuy - Betlcore And Auttlodzed Clients Oslty.
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UNTSPTN1{
NUMTN=...;
CON=,..;
NPA=...;
Nxx=...;

}
}

}%

Unspecified TN {0-1)
Number of TNTS
Consecutive indicator c Y = Yes>
NPA
Nxx

The CTL aggregate identifies certain control information. In particular, the TN
activity code (TNACT) is used to determine the type of activity to be performed:

. Select TNs (TNACT = S)

. Return TNs (TNACT = R).

The ACL aggregate contains the specflc infomnation required to pefiorm the TN
list activity. The information that SNS requires in each AC L aggregate varies,
depending upon the TNACT code that appears in the CTL aggregate. The
following subsections explain how the *RTNL section should be constructed.

4.8.2 ●RTNL Section Format Selection of Non-Specific TNs

SNS uses the information provided in the *RTNL section to select non-specflc
TNs associated with a regular Centrex group. For an existing Centrex customer,
a main TN (MA INTN) should be specified on input so that SNS can derive the
Centrex group to which it belongs. In the TNLIST database, each regular
Centrex group is associated with a main TN. If SNS does not find that the
MAINTN is a main TN associated with a Centrex group in TNLIST, SNS
instead derives the group based on its existence in a TN list.

When a number of TNs is requested for selection, the *RTNL may optionally
indicate whether the TNs should be selected from a particular NPA-NXX and/or
whether the selected TNs should be consecutive.

Proprietary - Bellcore And AlltiZed ClimtS ~.
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As a remindec

The *RTXL section is one section in the LPDTNL request
message. The structure of the sections in the UPDTNL request is
as follows:

*C 1 section
*P LHD R section
*SNSHDR section
*RTNL section.

The following data items may appear in the *RTNL section.

*RTNL{

CTL{
TNACT = S;

}

ACL{
MA INTN{

NPA=...;
NXX=...;
LINE= ...;

}
UNSPTN{

NUJMTN = ....
CON= ...;
NPA=...;
NXX=...;

}
}

}%

Control data
TN activity

Action line
Main TN
Main NPA
Main NXX
Main line

Unspecified TN
Number of TNs to select
Consecutive indicator <Y= Yes> [opt]
NPA [conditional – required if NX-X-specified]
NXX [conditional – required if NPA specified]

4.8.3 *RTNL Section Format TN Return

SNS uses the information provided in the *RTNL section to return TNs back to
the original list from which they were selected. The *RTNL may ident@ these
TNs as individual TNs or as ranges of TNs. Return on a range basis is only
meant to minimize the amount of data provided in the input request.

Propri~ - BellcoI@And Auttwized Clients OI#Y.
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As a reminder

The *RTNL section is one section in the UPDTNL request
message. The structure of the sections in the UPDTNL request is
as follows:

*C 1 section
*PLHDR section
*SNSHDR section
*RTNL section.

The following data items may appear in the *RTNL section:

*RTNL{

CTL{ Control data
TNACT = R; TN activity

}

ACL{
SPTN{

TN{

NPA=...;
NXX=...;
LINE = ....

}
TNRNG{

NPA = ....
NXX=...;
LOLN=...;
HILN=...;

}
}

}
}%

Action line
Specilied TN
Telephone number {O-N}, where IN= the number
of individual TNs to return
N-PA
NXX
Line

TN range {O-N}, where N= the number of TN
ranges to return
NPA
NXX
Low line
High line

Propfietw - BeNcore AndAuihaized aimts only.
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4.9 TN List Selection/Return Response (*TNLR) Section

The *TNLR section returned in the response message indicates the results of the
TN selection or return activity in the UPDTNL request message. It may also
identifi errors and discrepancies.

4.9.1 General ●TNLR Section Format

The data items~ for the *TNLR section are shown in the following general
format. The items shown in reguktr typeface reflect the data provided in the
original request (*RTNL section). The original input data from the *RTNL
section of the request message is always provided in the corresponding *TNLR
section of the response message. (The original input data shown in this general
format does not indicate multiple occurrences of data items, since that depends
on the tiormation provided in the request message.) The items shown in bold
typeface represent the response data that SNS supplies. The fwst group of
response data – from IERC to TNRC – includes the CTL aggregate return
codes. The second group of response data — from TN,GRPINFO through
SPTNINFO – shows the additional data aggregates that may appear in the
*TNLR section.$ The return codes and the add-itional data aggregates are
explained in the sections that follow the general format.

As a reminden

The *TNLR section is one section in the response message. The
structure of the sections in the response message is as follows

*C2 section
*PLHDR section
*SNSHDR section
*TNLR section.

t Data items shown in the generul section format do not indicate whether they are optional,
conditional or required. This information is supplied in the subsequent sections.

$ In m actual *TNLR section, each of these additional data aggregates would have data items
under it. These data items are not shown in the general format; however, they are explained in
subsequent sections.
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*TXLR{

CTL{
TNACT=...;

IERC=...;

TNRC = ....

}

ACL{
MAINTN{

NPA=...;
NXX = ....
LINE= ...;

}
SPTN{

TN{
NPA = ....
NXX=...;
LINE =...;

}
TNRNG{

NPA=...;
NXX=...;
LOLN=...;
HILN=...;

}
}
UNSPTN{

NUMTN=...;
CON= ...;
NPA=...;
Nxx=...;

}
}

TNGRPINFO{

}

Control data
TNTactivity

Input error return code {O-N}, where N = the

number of input errors detected

TN return code {O-1}

Action line
Main TN
Main NPA
Main NXX
Main line

Specified TN {0-1}
Telephone number
NPA
NXX
Line

TN range
NPA
NXX
Low line
High line

Unspecified TN {O-1}
Number of TNs
Consecutive indicator < Y = Yes>
NPA
NXX

TN group information {0-1}
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UNSPTNINFO{
.
J
SPTNINFO{

}
}%

Unspecified TN information {O-1}

Specified TN information {O-1}

4.9.2 CTL Aggregate Return Codes

There are two return codes that may be included with the CTL aggregate data.
In the general format above, they are shown in bold typeface under the CTL
aggregate. These return codes are:

. Input Error Return Code.”

The contract originator is responsible for providing SNS with a valid TN List
Selection/Return request message that conforms to the Specflcations outlined
in this document. However, if SNS detects a critical input error condition
that prevents it from continuing its processing, it notiles the originator of the
problem via the IERC tag. The value associated with the tag indicates the
error condition. This tag may appear multiple times to iden@ multiple
input emors.

. TN Return Code..

The TNRC tag indicates the results of the TN selection or return.

Refer to Appendix D for a description of each return code. (Some return codes
are not applicable to all TN activity types).

4.9.3 Additional Data Aggregates Provided in ●TNLR Section

There are three additional data aggregates that may appear in the *TNLR
section. In the general format shown previously, they appear in bold typeface at
the end of the *TNLR section. These additional data aggregates are included
only when specific values of the TNRC return code appear in the CTL
aggregate. Table 4-4 shows the relationships between TNRC values and
additional data aggregates. The individual data items that would appear with the
additional data aggregates are described in the sections that follow the table.
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Table 4-4. TNRC Values and Related Data Aggregates

TNRC Value Related Data Aggregate

104-1, 105-1, 106-1 TNGRPIN’FO

104, 104-1, 106, 106-1, UNTSPTNINFO
107, 107-1, 108, 108-1

202 SPTNINFO

4.9.3.1 ●TNLR Section Format TN Group information

The following identifies the *TNLR data items returned when the input
,MAINTN differs from the main TN of the regular Centrex group to which the
input TN belongs.

A TNGRPINFO aggregate is returned for any of the following return codes in
the CTL aggregate:

TNRC = 104-1, 105-1 and 106-1.

TNGRPINFO{ TN group information
MAINTN{ Main TN

NPA=...; Main NPA
NXX = .... Main NXX
LINE= ...; Main line

}
}

4.9.3.2 ●TNLR Section Format TN Selection of Unspecified TNs

The following identiles the *TNLR data items returned to indicate the results of
the TN selection when particular TNs were not specified. An UNSPTNINFO
aggregate is returned for any of the following return codes in the CTL aggregate:

TNRC = 104, 104-1, 106, 106-1, 107, 107-1, 108, and 108-1.

UNSPTNINFO{ Unspec~led TN Wonnation
TNS{ Successful TNs

NUMSEL=...; Number of TNs selected
TN{ Telephone number {O-N}, where N = the number

of non-consecutive TNs selected
NPA=...; NPA
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Nxx=...; Yxx
LINE= ...; Line

}
TNTRNG{ TN range {O-N}, where N = the number of groups

of consecutive TNs selected
NPA=...; NPA
NXX=...; NXX
LOLN=...; Low lie
HILN=...; High line

}

4.9.3.3 ●TNLR Section Format TN Return Information

The following identifies the *TNLR data items supplied when the TN return was
only partially successful. An SPTNINFO aggregate is returned when the
following return code appears in the CTL aggregate:

TNRC = 202.

SPTNINFO{ SpecKled TN information
TNS{ Successfd TNs

NUMRET=...; Number of TNs returned
TN{ Telephone number {O-N}, where N = the number

of individual spec~led TNs that were returned
NPA=...; NPA
NXX=...; NXX
LINE= ...; Line

1
TNRNG{ TN range {O-N}, where N = the number of

specified TNs that were returned, grouped in ranges
(these ranges may not match the ranges in the
original request)

NPA=...; NPA
NXX=...; NXX
LOLN=...; Low line
HILN=...; High line

}
}
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TXERR{
TN{

NPA=...;
Nxx=...;
LINE =...;

}
TNTRXG{

NTPA=...;
Nxx=...;
LOLN=...;
HILN=...;

}
}

}

TN error
Telephone number {O-N}, where N = the number
of individual TXS that could not be returned
INPA
Nxx
Line

TN range {O-N}, where N = the number of TN’s
that could not be returned, in terms of ranges
NPA
Nxx
Low line
High line
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5. Negotiation Dialogue Contracts

This section presents the five negotiation dialogue contracts defined to support
Digital Centrex negotiations in the SNS Release 2.0. These dialogue contracts
are:

. Line Negotiation Support Contract (SNSNEG) – Assists in service request
administration, network data inquiries, and TN selection and return

. Service Specification Contract (SVCSPC) — Identifies associated service
orders issued during the negotiation dialogue

. Order Completion Contract (O RDC MP) – Processes the completed order
and ends the negotiation dialogue

. Hold Contract (HOLDSR) – Places a negotiation dialogue on hold and
saves current service request data

● Retrieve Contract (RTRVSR) – Retrieves service request data that was
placed on hold.

This section describes the FCIF structure of the negotiation dialogue contracts
and explains the FCIF sections that are specific to the negotiation dialogue
contracts. The FC IF sections that are common to all SNS contracts — *C 1,
*C2, *PLHDR, *SNSHDR, and *UMSG — are presented in Section 3 in this
document.
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5.1 Line Negotiation Support Contract (SNSNEG)

The Line Negotiation Support contract supports the negotiation of Digital
Centrex lines and groups involved in a service request. This contract consists of
a request message and a response message. The FC IF sections in the request
message are as follows:

*c 1 Control Header section
*PLHDR Provisioning Platform Header section
*SNSHDR SNS Header section
*RSRA Request for Service Request Administration section

(optional)
*RNDI Request for Network Data Inquiry section

(optional)
*RTNI Request for TNLIST Inventory section (optimal)

NOTE

The *SNSHDR is required in the request message since
the contract invoker must supply the date and time. The -
use of this data is described later.

The FCIF sections in the response message are as follow~

*C2 Control Header section
*PLHDR Provisioning Platform Header section
*UMSG User Message section (optional)
*SN-SHDR SNS Header section
*SRAR Service Request Administration Response section

(optional)
*NDIR Network Data Inquiry Response section (optional)
*TNIR TNLIST Inventory Response section (optional)

5.1.1 Line Negotiation Support Contract Request Message

This contract is designed so that multiple requests may be initiated in one
contract invocation (request message). These requests are structured in terms of
the following FCIF sections
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. The *RSRA section is used to trigger a Service Request Administration
activity in SNTS:

– Establish a service request.

– Modi@ a service request.

– Cancel a service request.

Based on the type of negotiation, SNTSderives data from the service request
(e.g., serving network element) that is used for all subsequent requests
pertaining to this session.

. The *RNDI section is used to request one or more Network Data Inquiries.

. The *RTNI section is used to request one or more TNLIST Inventory
Updates.

Once a service request has been established in SNS, network data inquiries and
network resource updates may be requested for this negotiation. It is possible to
“couple” them along with a service request administration activity, provided the
service request is not being canceled. However, if the service request
administration activity is unsuccessfid, SNS will nor attempt to process the other
requests in the message, since these requests are dependent upon the service
request data.

Whh one exception, SNS does not impose any restrictions on when SNSNEG
contracts can be invoked. (This exception is described later.) The contract is
designed to support asynchronous invocations. The input date/time stamp
supplied in the *SNSHDR is used to detect service request timing problems that
may tise on rare occasions. By comparing this date@rne stamp to the date and
time that the service request was established or last modified, SNS can determine
whether to continue processing the contract against the current service request
data. Any “pending” requests sent before the last service request administration
activity will not be completed (in case the data they rely on has been modified).
There is one situation that does, however, impose a restriction. The contract
invoker is expected to wait for the response to a service request administration
activity before submitting any subsequent requests. The invoker should wait for
a confirmation that the update did in fact take place. Otherwise, it would be
ambiguous what service request data was actually in effect at the time subsequent
requests were processed.

When SNS receives multiple network inquiries and/or network resource update
requests in a message, it processes each request independently. Only one
response message is returned when all requests have been processed.
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5.1.1.1 Request for Service Request Administration (* RSRA) Section

The *RSRA section contains the data needed to perform a service request
administration activity. When the Line Negotiation Support contract is invoked,
SXS processes this type of request f~st, if one exists in the request message.

5.1.1 .1.1 General ●RSRA Section Format

The data items~ for the *RSRA section are:

*RSRA{
CTL{

SROPT=...;

1
ACL{

NEGACT = ....

MAINTN{
NPA=...;
NXX=...;
LINE= ...;

)
CUST=...;
SA{

SAGA = ....
ZIP= ...;
ADDR{

BADR{
BAD= ...;
AHN=...;
STR=...;
CNA=...;
STN=...;

}

Request for Service Request Administration
Control data
Service request option
< E = Establish,M = Mod@,C = Cancel >
End CTL aggregate
Action line
Negotiation activity c A = Add Line(s),
C = Change existing service>
Main Centrex TN
NPA
NXX
Lme number
End MAINTN aggregate
Customer name
Service address
SAG area
ZIP code
Address
Basic address
Basic address designation
Assigned house number
Street name
Community name
State name
End BADR aggregate

t Data items shown in the generul section fommt do not indicate whether they are optional,
conditional, or required. This information is supplied in the subsequent sections.
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SUPL{
STYP = ....
SID=...;
ETYP=...;
EID=...;
UTYP=...;
UID=...;

}
}

}
SERVICE=C;
PROD = ....
CONFIRM = ....

}
}Vo

Supplemental address data (LOC)
Structure type
Structure ID
Elevation type
Elevation ID
Unit type
Unit ID
End SUPL aggregate
End ADDR aggregate
End SA aggregate
Type of service - Digital Centrex
Product
Conflation to continue modflcation and
return selected inventory c Y = Yes>
End ACL Aggregate
End *RSIU4 section

The CTL aggregate identifies certain control ifiorrnation. In particular, the
service request option (SROPT) is used to determine the type of activity to be
perfoxmed:

● Establish a service request (SROPT = E)

● Modify a service request (SROPT = M)

c Cancel a service request (SROPT = C).

The ACL aggregate contains the specific information required to perform the
service request administration activity. The information that SNS requires in
each AC L aggregate varies, depending upon the SROPT code that appears in the
CTL aggregate. The following subsections explain how the *RSRA section
should be constructed.

5.1.1.1.2 ●RSRA Format Establish Service Request

This request establishes a service request to add Digital Centrex lines or to
change an existing Digital Centrex customer’s service (e.g., line features). SINS
determines the network element associated with the customer’s Centrex group,
based on the main TN provided on input. For better efficiency, the main TN of
the Centrex group should be specified. IL however, the main Centrex TN is
unknown, a TN within the Centrex group may be provided instead.

● If successful, all subsequent requests for this service request are based on this
serving network element and service request data (unless modtiled).
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. If unsuccessful, SNS does not establish the service request, since it is unable
to provide further assistance.

*RSRA{
CTL{

SROPT = E;

}
ACL{

NEGACT = ....

MAIN’TN{
NPA=...;
NXX = ....
LINE= ....

)
CUST=...;
SA{

SAGA = ....

ZIP= ...;

ADDR{
BADR{

BAD= ...;

AHN = ....

STR=...;
CNA=...;
STN=...;

}
SUPL{

STYP = ....
SID=...;
ETYP=...;
EID=...;
UTYP = ....
UID=...;

Request for Service Request Administration
Control data
Service request option - establish service
request
End CTL aggregate
Action line
Negotiation activity c A = Add Line(s),
C = Change existing service>
Main Centrex TN
NPA
NXX
Line number
End MAINTN aggregate
Customer name [opt]
Service address
SAG area [conditional - required if ZIP not
speeified]
ZIP code [conditional - required if SAGA
not specified]
Service address
Basic address
Basic address designation [conditional -
required if AHN not specified]
Assigned house number [conditional -
required if BAD not specified]
Street name
Community name [opt]
State name [opt]
End BADR aggregate
Supplemental address data (LOC) [opt]
Structure type [opt]
Structure ID [opt]
Elevation type [opt]
Elevation ID [opt]
Unit type [opt]
Unit ID [opt]
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} End SUPL aggregate

} End ADDR aggregate

} End SA aggregate
SERVICE = C; Type of service - Digital Centrex
PROD =...; Product [opt]

} End ACL aggregate
}% End *RSRA section

5.1.1.1.3 ●RSRA Format Modify Service Request

This request mod~les a service request established earlier in SNTS.t The
modification request should include the new service request data along with the
original data that has not changed. The only dilTerence in the FCIF message
format is the use of the mod~y service request option (SROPT = M). The type
of service and negotiation activity must remain the same. A change to this type
of itiormation requires a cancellation of the existing service request and the
establishment of a brand new service request.

When SNS receives a service request modflcation, it performs the processing
that was described in the original request. If the modification results in a
diiTerent Centrex group and TNs have already been selected, one of the following
scenarios occurs

● SNS does not proceed with the modification until it receives a confkrnat.ion
(CONFIRM = Y) that the selected TNs should be returned. When SNS
receives this confhmat.ion, it first returns the TNs and then proceeds with the
modification.

. SNS does not proceed with the modification if it results in a diflerent nenvork
elemenL and service orders have already been issued based on the original
network element. In this case, the service orders should be canceled and a
brand new service request should be established.

Whenever a mod~lcation is successfi.d, SNS indicates what other impacts the
modification may have had on the negotiation. In this way, SNS alerts the
contract invoker that data provided earlier may no longer be pertinent. SNS
provides a warning when these situations occur, thereby allowing the negotiator
to reuse as much of the negotiation as possible.

t The service request to be modithd is identifkd by the service request number in the ●Cl
header.
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5.1.1.1.4 ●RSRA Format Cancel Service Request

This request cancels the service request in SNS. In doing so, SA’S also returns
any selected inventory.

*RSRA{ Request for Service Request Administration
CTL{ Control data

SROPT=C; Service request option- cancel service request

} End CTL aggregate
}% End *RSRA section

5.1.1.2 Request for Network Data Inquiry (* RNDI) Section

The *RNDI section contains the data needed to pefiorm a network data inquiry
to obtain:

● Customer system data

. Nework element characteristics

. Feature package information

. Feature gxoup information

. In-service view of a series completion hunt group

● Customer premises equipment tiormation

5.1.1.2.1 General ●RNDI Section Format

The data items? for the *RNDI section are:

*RNDI{ Request for Network Data Inquiry
REC{ Record {l-N}, where N equals the number of

Network Data Inquhy Requests
CTL{ Control data

t Data items shown in the general section format do not indicate whether they are optionai,
conditional, or required. This information is supplied in the subsequent sections.
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NDIOPT=...;

}
ACL{

ALL= ...;
FGRP=...;
FPKG=...;
TN{

NPA=...;
NXX=...;
LINE= ...;

}
SET{

CPEMAN=...;
CPEMOD=...;

}
}

}
}%

Network data inquiry option:
< CU ST = Customer System Data,

NE= NTetwork Element Characteristics,
FPKG = Feature Package,
FGRP = Feature Group,
SCH = Series Completion Hunt Group In-
Service View,
CPE = Customer Premises Equipment>

End CTL Aggregate
Action line
All information < Y = Yes>
Feature group name
Feature package name
Telephone number (lead or pilot)
NPA
NXX
Line number
End TN aggregate
CPE set
CPE manufacturer
CPE model
End CPE set aggregate
End ACL aggregate
End REC aggregate
End *RNDI section

Each record aggregate within the *RNDI section corresponds to a specific
request and contains the data needed to process that request. The NDIOPT tag
indicates which Network Data Inquiry option is being invoked. Only one option
may be specified per record. However, multiple requests (REC aggregates) are
allowed. The following sections describe the appropriate input data for each
type of network data inquiry request.

5.1.1.22 ●RNDI Format Customer System Data Request

This request obtains the default customer system data for a Centrex group.

*RNDI{ Request for hTetwork Data Inquiry
REC{ Record

CTL{ Control data
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NDIOPT = CUST; Customer system data option

} End CTL Aggregate

} End REC aggregate
}Y. End *RNDI section

5.1.1.2.3 ●RNDI Format Network Element Characteristics Request

This request obtains the characteristics of the serving network element.

*RNDI{ Request for Network Data Inquiry
REC{ Record

CTL{ Control data
NDIOPT=NE; Network element characteristics option

} End CTL aggregate

} End REC aggregate
}%0 End *RNDI section

5.1.1.24 ●RNDI Format Feature Package Information Request

This request obtains feature package information, based on the requested
product.

One of the following options maybe requested:

. Provide a “list” of feature packages that can be offered to the customer. The
optional FPKG and ALL tags are not specified on input.

. Obtain a description of a particular feature package. SNS identifies features
associated with the specfled feature package. The optional FPKG tag is
specified on input.

. Provide all of the above feature package tioxmation. For each feature
package available for the produc~ SNS identiles the features associated with
each feature package. The optional ALL tag is specified on input.

*RNDI{ Request for Network Data Inquiry
REC{ Record {1-N}, where N= the number of feature

package requests
CTL{ Control data

NDIOPT = FPKG; Feature package option

} End CTL aggregate
ACL{ Action line
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FPKG=...; Feature package name [opt]
ALL=Y; All feature package information [opt]

} End ACL aggregate

} End REC aggregate
)% End *RNDI section

5.1.1.2.5 ●RNDI Format Feature Group Information Request

This request performs one of two functions:

1. Identi@ the feature groups that can be offered to the Digital Centrex
customer, based on the customer’s serving network element type and
generic. The optional FGRP tag is not specfled on input.

2. Ident.@ the sub-features associated with the specfled feature group that are
actually available in the customer’s serving network element. The optional
FGRP tag is specified on input.

*RNDI{
REC{

CTL{
NDIOPT = FGRP;

}
ACL{

FGRP = ....

}
}

}%

Request for Network Data Inquiry
Record {1-N], where N= the number of
feature group requests
Control data
Feature group option
End CTL aggregate
Action line
Feature group name [opt]
End ACL aggregate
End REC aggregate
End *RNDI section

5.1.1.2.6 ●RNDI Format Series Completion Hunt Group in-Setvice View
Request

This request determines the members of a series completion hunt group.

*RNDI{ Request for Network Data Inquiry
REC{ Record {l-N}, where N= the number of SCH

requests
CTL{ Control data
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NDIOPT = SCH; . Series completion hunt group in-service view
option

} End CTL aggregate
ACL{ Action line

TN{ Lead telephone number
NPA=...; NPA
Nxx=...; NXX
LINE= ...; Line number

} End TN aggregate

} End ACL aggregate

} End REC aggregate
}% End *RNDI section

5.1.1.2.7 ●RNDI Format CPE Information Request

This request petiorms one of two functions:

1. Identi@ the customer premises equipment that is compatible with the
customer’s serving network element. The SET aggregate is not spectied on
input.

2. Describe a particular CPE. The SET aggregate is specified on input.

*RNDI{
REC{

CTL{
NDIOPT = CPE;

.

~CL{
SET{

CPEMAN = ....
CPEMOD = ....

}
}

}
}%

Request for Network Data Inquiry
Record {l-N}, where N= the number of
CPE requests
Control data
Customer premises equipment option
End CTL aggregate
Action line
CPE set [opt]
CPE manufacturer
CPE model
End SET aggregate
End ACL aggregate
End REC aggregate
End *RNDI section

5.1.1.3 Request for TN List I nvento~ ~RTNl) Section

The *RTNI section contains the data needed to perform one or more TNLIST
inventory updates to select or return TNs.
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5.1.1.3.1 General ●RTNI Section Format

The data items? for the *RTNI section are:

*RTNI{
RE-C{

CTL{
TNACT=...;

}
ACL{

SPTN{
TN{

NPA=...;
NXX=...;
LINE =...;

}
TNRNG{

NPA=...;
NXX=...;
LOLN=...;
HILN=...;

}
}
UNSPTN{

NUMTN= ....
CON= ...;
NPA=...;
NXX = ....
ALLTN=...;

}
}

}
}%

Request for TNLIST Inventory
Record {1-N}, where N= the number of
TN list inventory requests
Control data
TN activity < S = Select,R = Return >
End CTL aggregate
Action line
Specified TN(s)
Telephone number
NPA
NXX
Line number
End TN aggregate
TN range
NPA
NXX
Low lie number
High line number
End TNRNG aggregate
End SPTN aggregate
Unspec~led TN(s)
Number of TNs
Consecutive indicator < Y = Yes>
NPA
NXX
All TNs required flag < N = No >
End UNSPTN aggregate
End ACL aggregate
End REC aggregate
End *RTNI section

t Data items shown in the generuf section format do not indicate whether they are optional,
conditional, or required. This information is supplied in the subsequent sections.
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I

Each REC aggregate corresponds to an individual TNLIST inventoxy request
and contains the data needed to process that request.

The CTL aggregate within each record ident~les cemain control Mormation. In
particular, the TN’ activity code (TNACT) is used to determine the type of
activity to be performed:

. Select TNs (TNACT = S)

. Return TNs (TNACT = R).

The ACL aggregate contains the specific tionnation required to pekorm the
TNTLIST activity. The information that SNS requires in each ACL aggregate
varies, depending upon the TNACT code that appears in the CTL aggregate. In
the case of TN selection, either specific TNs or non-spec~lc TNs may be
requested in each REC aggregate. The following subsections explain how the
*RTNI section should be constructed.

5.1.1.3.2 ●RTNI Section Format Selection of Non-Specific TNs

This request selects non-specific TNs for a customer. A request may optionally
indicate whether the TNs should be selected horn a particular NPA-NXX or the
TNs should be consecutive.

If all of the requested TNs are not available for selection, SNS does not select
any TNs for the request, urdess all TNs are not required (ALLTN = N). In this
case, SNS selects the smaller subset of TNs that are available to partially fidfdl
the request.

*RTNI{
REC{

CTL{
TNACT = S;

}
ACL{

UNSPTN{
NUMTN=...;
CON= ...;
NPA= ....
NXX=...;
ALLTN=...;

}

Request for TNLIST Inventory
Record {l-N}, where N = the number of
TNIIST inventory requests
Control data
TN selection activity
End CTL aggregate
Action line
Unspecified TN(s)
Number of TNs
Consecutive indicator <Y= Yes> [opt]
NPA [opt - required if NXX specified]
NXX [opt - required if NPA specified]
All TNs required flag <N= No> [opt]
End UNSPTN aggregate

Pm@~ - SdiC~ And AUttWliZSd Clhnk ~.
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} End ACL aggregate

} End REC aggregate
}“/0 End *RTNI section

5.1.1.3.3 ●RTNI Section Format Selection of Specific TNs

This request selects specific TNs for a customer. These TNs may be identiled as
individual TNs or as ranges of TNs. Selection on a range basis is meant to
minimize the amount of data provided in the input reques~ (It has no bearing
on the TN selection algorithm.)

If all of the requested TNs are not available for selection, SNS selects those TNs
that can be selected.

*RTNI{
REC{

CTL{
TNACT = S;

}
ACL{

SPTN{
TN{

NPA=...;
NXX=...;
LINE = ....

)
TNRNG{

NPA=...;
NXX = ....
LOLN = ....
HILN = ....

}
}

}
}

}?LO

Request for TNLIST Inventory
Record {1-N}, where N = the number of
TNLIST inventory requests
Control data
TN selection activity
End CTL aggregate
Action line
Specified TN(s)
Telephone number {O-N}, where N = the
number of individual TNs to select
NPA
NXX
Line number
End TN aggregate
TN range {O-N}, where N = the number of
TN ranges to select
NPA
NXX
Low line number
High line number
End TNRNG aggregate
End SPTN aggregate
End ACL aggregate
End REC aggregate
End *RTNI section

Proprim - BellCore And AIMlorized alents only.
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5.1.1.3.4 ●RTNI Section Format TN Return

This request returns TN’s that were selected during the negotiation of this service
request back to the original list from which they were selected. These TNTSmay
be identified as individual TNs or as ranges of TNs. SNS will not rerurn any TNs
that were not selected for [his serwice request. Return on a range basis is meant
to minimize the amount of data provided in the input request.

*RTNI{
REC{

CTL{
TNACT = R;

}
ACL{

SPTN{
TN{

NPA=...;
Nxx=...;
LINE= ...;

}
TNRNG{

NPA=...;
NXX=...;
LOLN=...;
HILN=...;

}
}

}
}

}Yo

Request for TNLIST Inventory
Record {1-N), where N = the number of
TNLIST inventory requests
Control data
TN return activity
End CTL aggregate
Action line
Specfled TN(s)
Telephone number {O-N}, where N= the
number of individual TNs to return
NPA
NXX
Line number
End TN aggregate
TN range {O-N}, where N = the number of
TN ranges to return
NPA
NXX
Low line number
High line number
End TNRNG aggregate
End SPTN aggregate
End ACL aggregate
End REC aggregate
End *RTNI section

5.1.2 Line Negotiation Suppmt Contract Response Message

The response message contains the results of each request. Similar to the request
message, the response message is structured into FC IF sections. Each response
message section corresponds to a section in the request message:

. The *SRAR section contains the results of the Service Request
Administration activity in SNS.

Pro@- - Sellcore AndAuthorized aients only.
see wO@eWy restrictions on title page
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● The *NDIR section contains the results of the requested Network Data
Inquiry activities.

● The *TNIR section contains the results of the requested TNLIST Inventory
Update activities.

5.1.2.1 Semite Request Administration Response Section (%RAR)

The *SRAR section contains the results of the service request administration
activity.

5.1.2.1.1 General ●SRAR Section Format

The data items~ for the *SRAR section are shown in the following general
format. The items shown in regular typeface reflect the data provided in the
original request (*RSRA section). The original input data from the *RSR4
section of the request message is always provided in the corresponding *SRAR
section of the response message. (The original input data shown in this general
format does not indicate multiple occurrences of data items, since that depends
on the tionnation provided in the request message.) The items shown in bold
typeface represent the response data that SNS supplies. The first group of
response data – IERC and SRRC – includes the CTL aggregate return codes.
The second group of response data shows the additional data aggregates that
may appear in the *SIUAR section.$ The return codes and the additional data
aggregates are explained in the sections that follow the general forrna~

*SRAR{ Service Request Administration Response
CTL{ Control data

SROPT=...; Service request option
< E = Establish,M = Mod@,C = Cancel>

IERC = .... Input error return code {O-N}, where

N = the number of input emors

t Data items shown in the generul section format do not indicate whether they are optional,
conditional or required. This infommtion is supplied in the subsequent sections.

$ In an actuat “SRAR section, each additional data aggregate would have data items under it.
These data items are not shown in the general format; however, they are explained in
subsequent sections.
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SRRC = ....

}
ACL{

NEGACT = ....

MAINTN{
NPA=...;
NXX = ....
LINE =...;

}
CUST=...;
SA{

SAGA= ...;
ZIP= ...;
ADDR{

BADR{
BAD= ...;
AHN=...;
STR=...;
CNA=...;
STN=...;

}
SUPL{

STYP=...;
SID=...;
ETYP=...;
EID = ....
UTYP=...;
UID=...;

Service request return code {O-N}, where

N= the number of service request
processing conditions

End CTL aggregate
Action line
Negotiation activity < A = Add Line(s),
C = Change existing service>
Main Centrex TN
NPA
NXX
Line number
End IMAINTN aggregate
Customer name
Service address
SAG area
ZIP code
Address
Basic address
Basic address designation
Assigned house number
Street name
Community name
State name
End BADR aggregate
Supplemental address data (LOC)
Structure type
Structure ID
Elevation type
Elevation ID
Unit type
Unit ID

mopmw - Bekore AndAumotized aients only.
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}

}

}
SERVICE=C;
PROD =...;
Confirm=...;

}
RETINV{

}

End SUPL aggregate
End ADDR aggregate
End SA aggregate
Type of service - Digital Centrex
Product
Confirmation to continue modification and
return selected inventory < Y = Yes>
End ACL aggregate
Returned invento~

End RETINV aggregate

End *SRAR section

5.1.2 .1.1.1 CTL Aggregate Return Codes

On a response, SNS may include various return codes in the CTL aggregate.
Each provides more detail on any errors or special processing conditions
encountered.

. Input Error Return Code

The contract invoker is responsible for providing SNS with a valid request
message that conforms to the specifications outlined in this document.
However, if SNS detects a critical input error condition that prevents it from
continuing its processing, it notiles the contract invoker of the problem via
the IERC tag. The value associated with the tag indicates the error
condition. This tag may appear multiple times for multiple input errors.

. Service Request Return Code

The SRRC tag indicates whether SNS was successfid in pefiorrning the
requested service request administration activity. It also alerts the contract
invoker of any special processing conditions encountered (e.g., errors or
warnings).

See Appendix D for a description of each return code.

If SNS was not successful in performing the requested Service Request
Administration activity, it does not attempt to process any of the other requests
(e.g., network data inquiries, network inventory updates) in the message.

There is one additional data aggregate that may appear in the *SRAR section.
In the general format shown previously, it appears in bold typeface at the end of
the *SRAR section. This additional data aggregate is included only when a
particular value of the SRRC return code appears in the CTL aggregate, as
described in the next section.
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5.1.2.1.2 ●SRAR Section Format Returned lnvento~

The RETINV aggregate identifies the selected inventory returned as a result of
the service request modification or cancellation. A RETINV aggregate is
supplied when the following return code appears in the CTL aggregate:

SRRC = 007.

RETINV{
TNI{

TN{

NPA=...;
NXX=...;
LINE =...;

}
TNRNG{

NPA=...;
NXX=...;
LOLN=...;
HILN=...;

}
}
TNERR{

TN{

NPA=...;
NXX=...;
LINE= ...;

}
TNRNG{

NPA=...;
NXX = ....
LOLN=...;
HILN=...;

}
}

}

Returned Inventory
TN inventory returned
Telephone number {O-N], where N = the number
of individual TNs returned
NPA
NXX
Line number
End TN aggregate
TN range {O-N}, where N = the number of groups
of consecutive TNs returned
NPA
NXX
Low line number
High line number
End TNRNG aggregate
End TNI aggregate
TN error - TN inventory that could not be returned
Telephone number {O-N}, where N= the number
of individual TNs that could not be returned
NPA
NXX
Line
End TN aggregate
TN range {O-N}, where N= the number of TNs
that could not be returned, in terms of ranges
NPA
NXX
Low line
High line
End TNRNG aggregate
End TNERR aggregate
End RETINV aggregate
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5.1.2.2 Network Data Inquiry Response (* NDIR) Section

The *NDIR section contains the results of the network data inquiry(ies). It may
contain network-related information, as well as identifi errors and discrepancies.
Each REC aggregate in the *NDIR section corresponds to a specflc network
data inquiry response.

5.1.2.2.1 General ●NDIR Section Format

The data items~ for the *NDIR section are shown in the following general
format. The items shown in regular typeface reflect the data provided in the
original request (*RND I section). For each REC aggregate, the original input
data from the *RNDI section of the request message is always provided in the
corresponding *NDIR section of the response message. (The original input data
shown in this general format does not indicate multiple occurrences of data
items, since that depends on the information provided in the request message.)
The items shown in bold typeface represent the response data that SNS supplies.
The f~st group of response data – IERC and NDRC – includes the CTL
aggregate return codes. The second group of response data — from CU STINFO
through CPEINFO – shows the additional data aggregates that may appear in
the *NDIR section.$ The return codes and the additional data aggregates are
explained in the sections that follow the general format.

*NDIR{ Network Data Inquiry Response
REC{ Record {l-N}, where N equals the number

of Network Data Inquiry Responses
CTL{ Control data

~ Data items shown in the generul section format do not indicate whether they are optional,
conditional or required. This information is supplied in the subsequent sections.

$ In an actual *NDIR section, each of these additional data aggregates would have data iterns
under it. These data items are not shown in the general form~, however, they are explained in
subsequent sections.
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NDIOPT=...;

IERC=...;

NDRC = ....

}
ACL{

ALL= ...;
FGRP=...;
FPKG=...;
SET{

CPEMAN = ....
CPEMOD = ....

}
TN{

NPA=...;
NXX = ....
LINE= ...;

}
}
CUSTINFO{

}
NEINFO{

}

Nenvork data inquiry option:
< C UST = Customer System Data,

NE= Network Element Characteristics,
FPKG = Feature Package,
FGRP = Feature Group,
SCH = Series Completion Hunt Group

In-
Service View,
CPE = Customer Premises Equipment>

Input error return code {O-N}, where
N= the number of input errors
Network data return code {O-1}
End CTL aggregate
Action line
All fiorrnation <Y= Yes>
Feature group name
Feature package name
CPE set
CPE manufacturer
CPE model
End SET aggregate
Telephone number (lead or pilot)
NPA
NXX
Line number
End TN aggregate
End ACL aggregate
Customer system information {O-1}
End CUSTINFO aggregate
Network element information {O-1}
End NEJNFO aggregate

moptietay- sekore And Authorized aids onty.
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FPKGINFO{

}
FGRPINFO{

}
SCHINFO{

}
CPEINFO{

}

}
}“/0

Feature package information {O-1 }

End FPKGINFO aggregate

Feature group information {O-1 }

End FGRPINFO aggregate

Series completion hunt group information

{o-1 }

End SCHINFO aggregate

Customer premises equipment
information {O-1 }

End CPEINFO aggregate

End REC aggregate
End *NDIR section

5.1.2 .2.1.1 CTL Aggregate Return Codes

There are two return codes that may be included with the CTL aggregate data.
In the general format above, they are shown in bold typeface under the CTL
aggregate. These return codes are:

● Input Error Return Code

The contract invoker is responsible for providing SNS with a valid request
message that conforms to the specifkations outlined in this document.
However, if SNS detects a critical input error condition that prevents it from
continuing its processing, it notifies the contract invoker of the problem via
the IERC tag. The value associated with the tag indicates the error
condition. This tag may appear multiple times for multiple input emors.

● Network Data Return Code

The NDRC tag indicates whether SNS was successful in obtaining the
requested network data.

See Appendix D for a description of each return code.

The only situation in which SNS does not return at least one of the above return
codes is when the request was coupled with an unsuccessfid service request
administration activity.

5.1.22.2 Additional Data Aggregates in ●NDIR Section

There are six addkional data aggregates that may appear in the *NDIR section.
In the general format shown previously, they appear in bold typeface at the end
of the *NDIR section. These additional data aggregates are included only when
specific values of the NDRC return code appear in the CTL aggregate. Table
5-1 shows the relationship between the NDRC return code values and the
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additional data aggregates. The individual data items that would appear with the
additional data aggregates are described in the sections that follow the table.

Table 5-1. NDRC Return Codes and Related Data Aggregates

NDRC Value Related Data Aggregate

003 CUSTINFO

001 NEINFO

007, 008, or 010 FPKGINFO

011 orO13 FGRPINFO

028 SCHINFO

t 021 or 023 I CPEINFO I

5.1.2.2.3 ●NDIR Section Format Customer System Information

The CUSTINFO aggregate contains the default customer system data for the
Centrex group. A CUSTINFO aggregate is returned when the following return
code appears in the CTL aggregate:

NDRC = 003.

CUSTINFO{
CTXGRP{

CTX=...;
CLLI=...;
CAT= ...;
INTCPT = ....
LCC = ....
PIC=...;
MAINTN{

NPA=...;
NXX=...;
LINE= ...;

}
}

}

A main TN is returned only if it
service request was established.

Customer system information
Centrex group
Centrex group ID
Network element CLLI code
Customer access treatment [opt]
Intercept status [opt]
Line class code [opt]
Pre-designated inter-exchange carrier [opt]
Main Centrex TN [opt]
NPA
NXX
Line number
End MAINTN aggregate
End CTXGRP aggregate
End CUSTINFO aggregate

diflers from the main TN provided when the
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5.1.2.2.4 ●NDIR Section Format Network Element Characteristics

The NEINFO aggregate describes the characteristics of the customer’s serving
network element. A NEINFO aggregate is returned when the following return
code appears in the CTL aggregate:

NDRC = 001.

NEINFO{
NECHARS{

CLLI=...;
We=...;
NETYP=...;
NEGEN=...;
MXSCH= ...;

}
}

hTetwork element information
Network element characteristics
Network element CLLI code
Wue center
Network element type
Nenvork element generic
Maximum members in a SCH group [opt]
End NECHARS aggregate
End NEINFO aggregate

5.1.2.2.5 ●NDIR Section Format Feature Package Information

The FPKGINFO aggregate contains feature package information for the
requested product on the serving network element. Depending upon the request,
SNS may return:

● A list of feature packages, or

● A description of a particular feature package, or

● A description of all feature packages.

In the latter two cases, SNS provides a description of each feature associated
with the requested feature package(s). The following idoxmation is obtained
from the Feature Catalog

. Feature Availability

SNS indicates whether the feature is optional in the feature package and
whether it is available on a regular station set and/or electronic set.

● Feature Activation

For each type of set that the feature can be used on, SNS indicates if the
feature may be activated by dialing an access code and/or by depressing a
button (key) on the set. This Mormation is useful in cotilguring the set.

PrqXie@y - BellCoreAnd AuUlolized Cliants only.
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. Feature Scope

For each feature that is available on an electronic business set (PSET), SNS
also indicates the scope of the feature:

– Business Set Feature: Applies to all directory numbers on the set. This
includes DiMS- 100 key features that can be assigned to more than one
vacant key on the set.

– Subset Feature: Assigned to a subset of directory numbers on the set.

– Direcrory Number Feature: Assigned on an individual directory number
basis.

– Primary Number Feature: Assigned to the set’s primary number. The
primary number of the set always appears on key one.

A FPKGINFO aggregate is returned when any of the following return codes
appear in the CTL aggregate:

NDRC = 007,008 or 010.

FPKGINFO{
NE{

CLLI=...;
PROD =...;
FTRPKG{

FPKG=...;
FEATURE{

FTR=...;

FTRDES = ....
OPT= ...;
RSET{

FAI = ....

}
ESET{

Feature package Wormation
Network element
Network element CLLI code
Product
Feature package {1-N}, where N = the
number of feature packages returned
Feature package name
Feature {O-N}, where N = the number of
features returned
Network element feature name < see
feature catalog>
Feature description
Optional feature flag <Y= Yes> [opt]
Regular (station) set feature [opt]
Feature Activation Indicator
< D = Did accessed,

N= Not dial accessed or buttonable >
End RSET aggregate
Electronic set feature [opt for DMS- 100
features]
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FTRSCP = ....

FAI=...;

}
}

}
}

}

Scope of feature on electronic set
< B = (Business) set feature,

S = Subset feature,
D = Directory number feature,
P = Primary number feature>

Feature Activation Indicator
< B = Buttonable,

D = Dial accessed,
E = Either dial accessed or buttonable,
N = N’ot dial accessed or buttonable >

End ESET aggregate
End FEATURE aggregate
End FTRPKG aggregate
End NE aggregate
End FPKGINFO

5.1.2.2.6 ●NDIR Section Format Feature Group Information

The FGRPINFO aggregate contains either

. The feature groups that are available for the type of service, based on the
customer’s serving network element type and generic.

. The sub-features available in the requested feature group. SNS also obtains a
description of each feature from the Feature Catalog (as described in Feature
Package Information).

A FGRPINFO aggregate is returned when any of the following return codes
appear in the CTL aggregate:

NDRC = 011 or O13.

FGRPINFO{ Feature group information
NE{ Network element

CLLI=...; Network element CLLI code
SERVICE=C; Type of service - Digital Centrex
FGRP{ Feature group {l-N}, where N = the

number of feature groups returned
FGRP=...; Feature group name < see feature catalog>
FGRPDES = .... Feature group description [opt]
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FEATURE{

FTR=...;

FTRDES=...;
RSET{

FAI=...;

}
ESET{

FTRSCP=...;

FAI=...;

Feature {O-N}, where N= the number of
features returned
Network element feature name < see
feature catalog>
Feature description
Regular (station) set feature [opt]
Feature Activation Indicator
< D = Dial accessed,

N = Not dial accessed or buttonable >
End RSET aggxegate
Electronic set feature [opt for DMS- 100
features]
Scope of feature on electronic set
< B-= (Business) set feature,

S = Subset feature,
D = Directory number feature,
P= Primary number feature>

Feature Activation Indicator
< B = Buttonable,

D = Dial accessed,
E = Either dial accessed or buttonable,
N= Not dial accessed or buttonable >

End ESET aggregate
End FEATURE aggregate
End FGRP aggregate
End NE aggregate
End FGRPINFO aggregate

5.1.2.2.7 ●NDIR Section Format Series Completion Hunt Group Information

The SCHINFO aggregate identifies the members in a series completion hunt
group. Telephone numbers will appear in hunt sequence. A SCHINFO aggregate
is returned when the following return code appears in the CTL aggregate:

NDRC = 028.

SCHINFO{
HTYP=...;

Series completion hunt group information
Hunting type < RG = Regular, CIR = Circular>

Pro@et=Y - Seucofe AJld Aualorized Clients ~.
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TN{ Telephone number {l-N}, where N = the number
of members in the hunt group

NPA=...; NPA
Nxx=...; NXX
LINE = .... Line number

} End TN aggregate

} End SCHINFO aggregate

5.1.2.2.8 ●NDIR Section Format Customer Premises Equipment Information

The CPEINFO aggregate contains eithec

● The C PE that are compatible with the customer’s serving network element.

. A description of the requested CPE.

A CPEINFO aggregate is returned when any of the following return codes
appears in the CTL aggregate:

NDRC = 021 or 023.

CPEINFO{
CLLI=...;
CPE{

SET{
CPEMAN=...;
CPEMOD = ....

}
CPENAME=...;
CPEREG=...;
CHARS{

DIS=...;
ONETOUCH = ....
MAXKEY=...;
MAXCA=...;

HKEY=...;
RKEY= ....

}
}

}

Customer premises equipment Morrnation
Network element CLLI code
CPE {1-N}, where N= the number of CPE
returned
CPE set
CPE manufacturer
CPE model
End SET aggregate
CPE name [opt]
CPE registration number [opt]
CPE characteristics [opt]
Display flag <Y= Yes> [opt]
One touch flag <Y= Yes> [opt]
Max number of keys <1-999> [opt]
Maximum number of call appearances <1-999>
[opt]
Dedicated hold key flag <Y= Yes> [opt]
Dedicated release key flag <Y= Yes> [opt]
End CHARS aggregate
End CPE aggregate
End CPEINFO aggregate
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5.1.2.3 TNLIST Inventory Response Section (*TN[R)

The *TNIR section returned in the response message contains the results of the
TNLIST inventory request(s). Each REC aggregate corresponds to a TiNLIST
database inventory response. It may also identifi errors and discrepancies.

5.1.2.3.1 General ●TNIR Section Format

The data items~ for the *TNIR section are shown in the following general
format. The items shown in regular typeface reflect the data provided in the
original request (*RTNI section). For each REC aggregate, the original input
data from the *RTNI section of the request message is always provided in the
corresponding *TNIR section of the response message. (The original input data
shown in this general format does not indicate multiple occurrences of data
items, since that depends on the tiorrnation provided in the request message.)
The items shown in bold typeface represent the response data that SNS supplies.
The fmt group of response data – IERC and TNRC – includes the CTL
aggregate, return codes. The second group of response data – from
UNSPTNINFO thrOUgh SPTNINFO – shows the additional data aggregates
that may appear in the *TNIR section.$ The return codes and the additional
data aggregates are explained in the sections that follow the general format.

*TNIR{
REC{

CTL{
TNACT=...;
IERC = ....

TNRC = ....

}
ACL{

SPTN{

TNLIST Inventory Response
Record {l-N}, where N= the number of
TNLIST inventory responses
Control data
TN activity < S = Select,R = Return >
Input error return code {O-N}, where N =

the number of input errors detected

TN return code {O-1}

End CTL aggregate
Action line
Specified TN(s)

? Data items shown in the generuf section format do not indicate whether they are optional,
conditional or required. This information is supptied in the subsequent sections.

~ In an actuat V’NIR section, each of these additional data aggregates would have data items
under it. These data iterns are not shown in the general form~ however, they are explained in
subsequent sections.
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TX{
NPA=...;
Nxx=...;
LINE= ...;

}
TNRNG{

NPA=,..;
NXX = ....
LOLN=...;
HILN=...;

}
}
UNSPTN{

NUMTN=...;
CON= ...;
NPA=...;
NXX=...;
ALLTN = ....

}
}
UNSPTNINFO{ ...

}
SPTNINFO{ ...

}

}
]%

Telephone number
NPA
Nxx
Line number
End TN aggregate
TN range
NPA
NXX
Low line number
High line number
End TNRNG aggregate
End SPTN aggregate
UnspecKled TN(s)
Number of TNs
Consecutive indicator < Y = Yes>
NPA
NXX
All TNs required flag < N = No >
End UNSPTN aggregate
End ACL aggregate
Unspecified TN information [opt]

End UNSPTNINFO aggregate
Specified TN information [opt]

End SPTNINFO aggregate

End REC aggregate
End *TNIR section

5.1.2 .3.1.1 CTL Aggregate Return Codes

There are two return codes that may be included with the CTL aggregate data.
In the general format above, they are shown in bold typeface under the CTL
aggregate. These return codes are:

● Input Error Return Code

The contract originator is responsible for providing SNS with a valid request
message that cotiorms to the specifications outlined in this document.
However, if SNS detects a critical input error condition that prevents it from
continuing its processing, it notiles the originator of the problem via the
IERC tag. The value associated with the tag indicates the error condition.
This tag may appear multiple times to ident@ multiple input errors.
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● TN Rerurn Code

The TNRC tag indicates the results of the TN selection or return.

See Appendix D for a description of each return code. (Some return codes are
not applicable to all TN activity types).

The only situation in which SNTSdoes not return at least one of the above return
codes is when the request was coupled with an unsuccessfid service request
administration activity.

There are two additional data aggregates that may appear in the *TNIR section.
In the general format shown previously, they appear in bold typeface at the end
of the *TNIR section. These additional data aggregates are included only when
specific values of the TNTRC return code appear in the CTL aggregate.

5.1.2.3.2 *TNIR Section Format TN Seleetion of Unspecified TNs

The following identifies the *TNIR data items returned to indicate the results of
the TN selection when particular TNs were not specified in the request. An
UNSPTNINFO aggregate is returned for any of the following return codes in the
CTL aggregate:

TNRC = 104, 106, 107 and 108.

UNSPTNINFO{
CLLI=...;
CTX=...;
SERVICE=C;
TNS{

NUMSEL=...;
TN{

NPA = ....
NXX=...;
LINE= ...;

)
TNRNG{

NPA=...;
NXX = ....
LOLN=...;
HILN = ....

Unspectiled TN information
Network element CLLI code
Centrex group ID
Centrex service
Successfid TNs
Number of TNs selected
Telephone number {O-N}, where N = the number
of non-consecutive TNs selected
NPA
NXX
Line
End TN aggregate
TN range {O-N}, where N= the number of groups
of consecutive TNs selected
NPA
NXX
Low line
High line
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End TNRNG aggregate

} End TNS aggregate

1 End UNSPTNINFO ag~egate

5.1.2.3.3 ●TNIR Section Format TN Selection of Specific TNs

The following identiles the *TNIR data items returned to indicate the results of
the TN selection. The following data items are provided when the selection of
specified TNs was not entirely successfid.

This type of SPTNINFO aggregate is returned for any of the following return
codes in the CTL aggregate:

TN-RC = 101, 102 and 103.

SPTNINFO{
CLLI=...;
CTX=...;
SERVICE= ...;
TNS{

NUMSEL=...;
TN{

NPA=...;
N’xx = ....
LINE= ...;

)
TNRNG{

NPA=...;
NXX=...;
LOLN=...;
HILN=...;

}
}
TNERR{

TN{

NPA=...;

Specified TN tiormation
Network element CLLI code
Centrex group ID
Centrex service
Successful TNs
Number of TNs selected
Telephone number {O-N), where N= the number
of individual specfled TNs that were selected
NPA
Nxx
Line
End TN aggregate
TN range {O-N}, where N = the number of
.specKledTNs that were selected, grouped in ranges
(these ranges may not match the ranges in the
original request)
NPA
NXX
Low line
High line
End TNRNG aggregate
End TNS aggregate
TN emor
Telephone number {O-N}, where N = the number
of specific TNs that could not be selected
NPA
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‘Nxx = .... h-xx
LINE =..,; Line number
SELERR=...; Selection error

< U = Unselectable,
K = Undesignated,
S = Selected,
I= Invalid>

} End TN aggregate

} End TNERR aggregate

} End SPTNINFO aggregate

When SNS is unable to select a specified TN, it identifies the reason for the
ftiure via the SELERR tag

. TN was not selected because it is marked unselecrable in TNLIST
(SELERR=U).

. TN was not selected because its status is undesignated in TNTL1ST
(SELERR=K).

. TN was not selected because it is already marked as selecred in TNLIST
(SELERR=S).

. TN was not selected because it is invalid for the Centrex group
(SELERR=I).

5.1.2.3.4 ●TNIR Section Format TN Return Information

The following identifies the *TNIR data items supplied when the TN return was
only partially successfd. A SPTNINFO aggregate is returned when the
following return code appears in the CTL aggregate:

TNTRC = 202.

SPTNINFO{
TNS{

NUMRET=...;
TN{

NPA=...;
NXX = ....
LINE= ...;

}

Specified TN information
Successful TNs
Number of TNs returned
Telephone number {O-N}, where N= the number
of individual spec~led TNs that were returned
NPA
NXX
Line
End TN aggregate
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TNRNTG{

NPA=...;
NXX=...;
LOLN=...;
HILN=...;

}
}
TNERR{

TN{

NPA=...;
NXX = ....
LINE = ....

)
TNRNG{

NPA = ....
NXX=...;
LOLN=...;
HILN = ....

}
}

}

TN range {O-N}, where N = the number of
specified TNs that were returned, grouped in ranges
(these ranges may not match the ranges in the
original request)
NPA
Nxx
Low line
High line
End TNRNG aggregate
End TNS aggregate
TN error
Telephone number {O-N}, where N = the number
of individual TNs that could not be returned
NPA
NXX
Line
End TN aggregate
TN range {O-N}, where N = the number of TNs
that could not be returned, in terms of ranges
NPA

-NXX
Low line
High line
End TNRNG aggregate
End TNERR aggregate
End SPTNINFO aggregate
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5.2 Service Specification Contract (SVCSPC)

This abridged version of the Service Specification contract (SVCSPC) is used to
identify those service orders that were issued during the negotiation dialogue.
SNS uses this data to administer network resources and clean up the session
when the corresponding Order Completion contract is invoked. The Service
Specification contract should be invoked whenever a new order is issued for this
service request. This contract consists of a request message and a response
message.

. The FCIF sections in the request message are as follows

*c 1 Control Header section
*PLHDR Provisioning Platform Header section
*SNSHDR SN’S Header section [opt]
*SVCSPEC Service specification section

. The FCIF sections in the response message are as follows

*C2 Control Header section
*PLHDR Provisioning Platform Header section
*UMSG User Message section [opt]
*SNSHDR SNS Header section
*SVCSPEC Service specification section

5.2.1 Service Specification Contract Request Message

The service spec~lcation data provided in the request message consists of a
minimal set of order identification data.

5.2.1.1 Semite Specification (%VCSPEC) Section Format

The *SVCSPEC FCIF section contains the service spec~lcation data for one or
more orders associated with the service request. The FCIF presented below
identifies the data that may be included in the *SVC SPEC section.

*SVCSPEC{ Service specification
REC{ Record {1-N}, where N= the number of

orders
ID{ Identification

ORDID{ Order identiler
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ORDTYP = C; Order type: Change
ORDNUIM = .... Order number

} End ORDID aggregate
ORDPASS = PRE; Order pass: pre-completion

} End ID aggregate

} End REC aggregate
}70 End *SVCSPEC section

Each REC aggregate identifies an individual order issued during the negotiation.
Multiple REC aggregates are allowed for negotiations involving multiple orders.

5.2.2 Service Specification Contract Response Message

The response message contains the results of processing the Service SpecKlcation
contract.

5.2.2.1 Service Specification (% VCSPEC) Section Format

In a response message, the *SVCSPEC FCIF section contains the service
specification data provided on input. These data items are identified below in
regular typeface. Additionally, SNS may return the output data identified in
bold typeface.

*SVCSPEC{
REC{

CTL{ ...
SSRC = ....

}
ID{

1
}

...

IDRC=...;

ORDID{
ORDTYP = C;
ORDNUM=...;

}
ORDPASS = PRE;

Service spectilcation
Record {1-N}, where N = the number of
orders
Control data

Service specification return code {O-N},

where N = the number of processing

conditions
End CTL aggregate
Identification
Identification return code {O-1 }

Order identifier
Order type: Change
Order number
End ORDID aggregate
Order pass pre-completion
End ID aggregate
End REC aggregate
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}% End *SVCSPEC section

SNS supplements the response message with one or more return codes:

● The Service Specification Rerurn Code (SS RC) returned in the CT L aggregate
indicates whether SNS was successful in processing the request. The SSRC
may also identify an error in the ID data aggregate. When an SSRC of 002 is
returned, the ID aggregate should be checked for errors.

. The Zden@arion Rerurn Code (ID RC) provided in the ID aggregate
indicates the order identification error.

See Appendix D for more information on the possible SSRC and IDRC return
code values.
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5.3 Order Completion Contract (ORDCMP)

The Order Completion contract signifies the completion or cancellation of an
order and triggers order related updates in the TNLIST database. This contract
should only be invoked once for each completed or canceled order. The order
update infomnation provided is assumed to be based on the latest version of the
order. When the Order Completion contract is invoked, SNS updates the status
of the order to show that it is no longer pending. If appropriate, the SCH in-
service views are also updated.

SNS does not update the TNLIST database if any errors are encountered while
processing the order. In this case, SNS identfles the errors and indicates which
updates would have otherwise been successful.

The Order Completion contract may also result in negotiation dialogue clean-up
activities. If all orders associated with the negotiation dialogue have been
completed, SNS returns all unused TNs selected for this service request, unless
an order update error occurred. If such an enor occurs, SNS is not able to
detemn.ine which TNs were unused and therefore which ones to return. SNS
ends the negotiation dialogue by purging the session and its related data.

This contract consists of”a request and an optional response message.

● The FC IF sections in the request message are as follows

*c 1 Control Header section
*PLHDR Provisioning PlatXorm Header section
*SNSHDR SNS Header section [opt]
*ORD Order section
*SCH Series Completion Hunt Group section [opt]
*TNTL TN Line section [opt]

NOTE

The Service Request Number (SRN) field in the *C 1
header is optional. It should be left blank if unknown at
the time the contract is invoked. SNS then determines the
appropriate SRN, based on information received earlier
when the related Service Specification contract was
invoked.
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The FCIF sections in the optional response message are as followx

*C2
*PLHDR
*SNSHDR
*ORD
*SCH
*TN L
*SELINV
*O RDINFO

Control Header section
Provisioning Platform Header section
SNS Header section [opt]
Order section [opt]
Series Completion Hunt Group section [opt]
TN Line section [opt]
Selected inventory section [opt]
Order status information section [opt]

NOTE

The ORDCMP response message is not returned unless an
error occurs while processing one or more orders
associated with the service request. This message is routed
to the ORDERERR destination identified in the Output
Handler Destination Table.

5.3.1 Order Completion Contract Request Message

The request message contains information pertaining to the completed or
canceled order. The *ORD section is required in the request message to ident.i@
the order. The optional *SCH and *TNL sections contain the order related
updates that impact the TNLIST database.

5.3.1.1 Order (*ORD) Section

The data items for the *ORD section are:

*ORD{ Order
ORDID{ Order identifier

ORDTYP = C; Order type change
ORDNUM = .... Order number
CORSFX=...; Comection suffi [opt]

} End ORDID aggregate
ORDPASS...; Order pass

c PCN = Post completion,
CAN = Cancellation>

}% End *ORD section
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The *ORD section identifies the order and indicates whether the order
completed successfully (ORDPASS = PCN) or was canceled
(ORDPASS = CAN).

In the SNS 2.0 release, the Order Completion contract is assumed to be the
source of order update information. The actual nehvork changes that tiect the
TNLIST database are supplied in the optional *SCH and *TNL sections.

5.3.1.2 Series Completion Hunt Group (*SCH) Section

If SCH in-service views are kept in SNS, the *SCH section should be included in
the request message to identi@ order-related updates.

The data items for the *SCH section are:

*SCH{
REC{

CTL{
CTC = ....

}
ACL{

ACT= ...;
HTYP=...;

TN{

NPA=...;
NXX = ....
LINE= ...;

)
}

}
}%

Series completion hunt group
Record {l-N}, where N= the number of SCH in-
service view updates
Control data
Control code < B = Build,C = Change,R = Remove>
End CTL aggregate
Action line {1-2}
Action code <0 = Old,N = New>
Hunting type < RG = Regular, CIR = Circular>
[conditional; required when ACT = N]
Telephone number {1-N}, where N= the number of
members in the hunt group
NPA
NXX
Line number
End TN aggregate
End ACL aggregate
End REC aggregate
End *SCH section

Each REC aggregate contains an SCH in-service view update.

The CTL aggregate within each record contains the control code (CTC) used to
detexmine the type of update to be performed:

. Build the in-service view of an SCH group (CTC = B).

. Change the in-service view of an SCH group (CTC = C).

. Remove the in-service view of an SCH group (CTC = R).
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The AC L aggregate contains the specflc information required to perform the
SCH in-service view update. The action code within the ACL aggregate specifies
the type of AC L, old or new. An old action code (ACT= O) identiles outward
activity, whereas a new action code (ACT= N) indicates inward activity. The
type of ACL aggregate required depends on the CTC code that appears in the
CTL aggregate.

. A build request requires a new ACL.

. A change request requires both an old and a new ACL.

. A remove request requires an old ACL.

TN entries in the ACL. aggregate must appear in hunt sequence.

5.3.1.3 TN Line (*TNL) Section

This FCIF section identifies TNs that are working TNs as a result of the order.
SNS uses this information to compare against the selected TNs. Those TNs that
were selected during the negotiation, but not used, are

The data items for the *TNL section are:

*TNL{
REC{

CTL{
CTC=B;

}
ACL{

ACT = N;
TN{

NPA= ....
Nxx=...;

NE=...;

TN Line
Record {1-N}, where
requests
Control data
Control code: Build
End CTL aggregate
Action line
Action code: New
Telephone number
NPA
NXX
Line number
End TN aggregate
End ACL aggregate
End REC aggregate
End *TNL section

returned.

N= the number of TNL

Each REC aggregate represents inward TN activity on the order. Multiple REC
aggregates are allowed for multiple working TNs.

The CTL aggregate within each record contains the control code (CTC). In
SNS 2.0, build (CTC = B) is the only control code supported.
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The ACL aggregate contains a new action code (ACT= N) and identiles the
new working TN.

5.3.2 Order Completion Contract Response Message

A response message is returned under one or both of the following
circumstances:

. SNS encounters one or more errors while processing the order. In this
situation, the *ORD, *SCH and *TNL sections provided on input are
returned to identifi the error (e.g., ThlLIST discrepancy).

. SNS is unable to return unused network resources selected for the service
request. When an order, update error occurs, SNS does no~ automatically
return unused network resources. It does, however, ident@ those resources
that were selected. This information is provided in the *SELINV section
when the last order associated with the negotiation has been completed or
canceled. In this situation, an *ORDINFO section is also returned to
ident@ those orders in the negotiation that could not be processed
success fidly in SNS.

The *SELINV and *ORDINFO sections are not returned when there is no
remaining selected inventory.

5.3.2.1 Order ~ORD) Section

The presence of the *ORD section in the response message indicates that SNTS
could not successfully process the order.

The data items for the *ORD section are identical to those provided on input
and are identified below in regular typeface. In addition, SNS may optionally
return the IERC return code shown in bold typeface.

*ORD{ Order
IERC = .... Input error return code {O-N}

ORDID{ Order identiler
ORDTYP = C; Order type change
ORDNUJM = .... Order number
CORSFX = .... Correction suffi [opt]

} End ORDID aggregate
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ORDPASS...; Order pass
< PCN = Post completion,

CAN = Cancellation>
}Yo End *ORD section

The contract invoker is responsible for providing SNS with a valid request
message that conforms to the specflcations outlined in this document. However,
if SNS detects a critical input error condition that prevents it from processing the
order updates, it notifies the contract invoker of the problem via the IERC tag.
The value associated with the tag indicates the error condition. This tag may
appear multiple times for multiple input errors.

When an input error condition is found in the *ORD section, SNS does not
attempt to process the order updates in the *SCH or *TNL sections of the
message.

5.3.22 Series Completion Hunt Group (%CH) Section

When SNS is unsuccessful in processing the order, the *SCH section is provided
in the response message, if received on input. Each REC aggregate within the
*SC H section always contains the original input data. These data items are
identified below in regular typeface. In addition, SNS may optionally return the
SCHRC return code shown in bold typeface.

*SCH{
REC{

CTL{
CTC=...;

SCHRC = ....

}
ACL{

ACT= ...;
HTYP = ....
TN{

NPA=...;
NXX=...;
LINE = ....

}

Series completion hunt group
Record {1-N}, where N = the number of SCH in-
service view updates
Control data
Control code
< B = Build,C = Change, R = Remove >
SCH return code {O-N}
End CTL aggregate
Action line {1-2}
Action code <0 = Old, N = New>
Hunting type < RG = Regular, CIR = Circular>
Telephone number {1-N), where N= the number
of members in the hunt group
NPA
NXX
Line number
End TN aggregate
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} End AC L aggregate

} End REC aggregate
}C%o End *SCH section

On a response, SNS may include a Series Completion Hunt Return Code. The
SCHRC tag supplied in the CTL aggregate indicates whether SNS was
“successful” in processing the SCH order update.

NOTE

As explained earlier, SNS does not perfo~ partial order
updates in the TNLIST database. As a result, the
TNLIST database is noi actually updated when an order
error occurs, despite any “successful” return codes provided
in the response message. The purpose of these return
codes is to identifj’ those order updates that would have
been successfid, had other emors not occurred.

See Appendix D for a description of the possible SCHRC return codes.

5.3.2.3 TN Line (*TNL) Section

When SNS is unsuccessfid in processing the order, the *TNL section is provided
in the response message, if received on input. Each REC aggregate within the
*TN L section always contains the original input data provided on input. These
data items are identiled below in regular typeface. In addition, SNS may
optionally return the TNRC return code shown in bold typeface.

*TNL{ TN Line
REC{ Record {l-N}, where N= the number of TNL

requests
CTL{ Control data

CTC=B; Control code: Build
TNRC = .... TN return code {O-N}, where N = the number of

TN processing conditions

} End CTL aggregate
ACL{ Action line

ACT = N; Action code: New
TN{ Telephone number

NPA=...; NPA
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Nxx=...; Nxx
LINE= .... Line number

} End TN aggregate

} End ACL aggregate

} End REC aggregate
}“/0 End *TNL section

On a response, SNS may include a TN Return Code if it attempted to process
the order update. The TNRC tag supplied in the CTL aggregate indicates
whether SNS was successful in p~oce&g the TN order update.

NOTE

As explained earlier, SNS does not perform partial order
updates in the TNLIST database. As a result, the
TNLIST database is not actually updated when an order
error occurs, despite any “successfti” return codes provided
in the response message. The purpose of these return
codes is to ident@ those order updates that would have
been successful, had other errors not occurred.

See Appendix D for a description of the possible TNRC return codes.

5.3.2.4 Selected Inventory (*SELINV) Section

The presence of the *SELINV section in the response message indicates that
SNS could not automatically return unused network resources that were selected
during the negotiation dialogue. The *SELINV section identifies the remaining
selected inventory in question. This section is returned after the ORDCMP
contract has been invoked for the last order that was associated with the service
request.

The data items provided in the *SELINV section are as follows

*SELINV{ Selected network resource inventory
TNI{ TN inventory selected

TN{ Telephone number {1-N}, where N= the number
of individual TNs selected

NPA = .... NPA
NXX = .... NXX
LINE= ...; Line number
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1 End TN aggregate
TNRNTG{ TN range {1-N}, where N = the number of groups

of consecutive TNs selected
NPA=...; NPA
NXX=...; NXX
LOLN=...; Low line number
HILN=...; High line number

) End TNRNG aggregate

} End TNI aggregate
}% End *SELINV section

5.3.2.5 Order Status Information (*ORDINFO) Section

The *ORDINFO section identifies orders in the negotiation dialogue that errored
in SNS upon completion or cancellation. This section is returned after the
ORDCMP contract has been invoked for the last order that was associated with
the service request. The *ORDINFO section is supplied only when the
*SELINV sec-tion is returned.

*ORDINFO{
ORD{

ORDID{
ORDTYP = ....
ORDNUM=...;
CORSFX = ....

‘1
ORDPASS = ....

Order Status Information
Order {l-N}, where N = the number of orders in
the negotiation dialogue that emored
Order identiler
Order type
Order number
Correction sufKx [opt]
End ORDID aggregate
Order pass
< CAN= Cancelled,

PCN = Post completion>
End ORD aggregate
End *ORDINFO section

Propriew’y - E$ellcomAnd AuUwized Clknts only.
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5.4 Hold Contract (HOLDSR)

The Hold contract holds the service request in SNTS. Whenever the negotiation
dialogue is put on hold, SNS refmins from returning any responses related to this
negotiation until the service request is retrieved (via the RTRVSR contract).

This contract consists of a request and a response message.

. The FC IF sections in the request message are as follows:

*C 1 Control Header section
*PLHDR Provisioning Platform Header section
*SNSHDR SINS Header section [opt]
*HOLD Hold Data section [opt]

The *HOLD section may contain any FCIF-cotionning structure supplied
by the contract invoker to save data about the negotiation.

● The FC IF sections in the response message are as followx

*C2 Control Header section
*PLHDR Provisioning Platform Header section
*UMSG User Message section [opt]
*SNSHDR SNS Header section
*HOLD Hold data section [opt]

If the hold was successful, SNS does not return a *UMSG or *HOLD section.
However, if the hold was not successful, SNS returns a *UMSG section, along
with the *HOLD section optionally provided in the request message.

ProPrietal-Y-Baacore And AuUwi=d Ciients only.
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5.5 Retrieve Contract (RTRVSR)

The Retrieve contract serves two purposes:

1. Takes a held negotiation dialogue off hold so that SNS may resume
returning responses for any outstanding requests related to this negotiation.
In addition, SNS returns the negotiation data that was previously held
when the Hold contract was last invoked. It also returns the status of each
service order associated with the negotiation dialogue.

2. Obtains the service specflcation data for one or more issued service orders
associated with the service request.

NOTE

This capability has limited use in SNS 2.0 because of the
abridged Service Specification contract. In future SNS
releases, the Service Specification contract will be
expanded to include more service specification data.

This contract consists of a request and a response message.

. The FCIF sections in the request message are as follows

*cl Control Header section
*PLHDR Provisioning Platform Header section
*SNSHDR SNS Header section [opt]
*RSRD Request for Service Request Data

The *RSRD section indicates which retrieve options are requested.

● The FC IF sections in the response message are as followx

*C2 Control Header section
*PLHDR Provisioning PlatJorm Header section
*UMSG User Message section [opt]
*SNSHDR SNS Header section
*SRDR Semite Request Data Response
*HOLD Hold Data [opt]
*SVCSPEC Service Specification section [opt]
*ORDINFO Order Status Ifiormation section [opt]

PlqXietwy - BaUcofe And Autllonzed Ulem only.
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The *SRDR section is always returned to summarize the results of processing
the Retrieve contract. When SNS takes the negotiation off hold, it returns
the *HOLD data supplied in the last Hold contract invocation. If service
specification data was requested for issued orders, SNS supplies this data in
the *SVCSPEC section. In either case, SNS also returns the *ORDINFO
section to indicate the status of each order involved in the service request (or
each requested order), except when orders were not issued.

5.5.1 Retrieve Contract Request Message

The request message contains the data needed to take the negotiation dialogue
off hold and/or retrieve service specification data.

5.5.1.1 Request for Service Request Data (* RSRD) Section Format

This FCIF section identifies which retrieve options to petiorm. The data items
for the *RSRD section are:

*RSRD{
CTL{

OFFHOLD=...;
SVCSPEC=...;

1
ACL{

ORDID{

ORDTYP = ....
ORDNUM = ....

}
)

}%

Request for Service Request Data
Control data
Off hold option < Y = Yes> [opt]
Retrieve service spec~lcation data flag
< S = Retrieve data for spec/j7c order(s),

A= Retrieve data for all orders> [opt]
End CTL aggregate
Action line {0-1}
Order identiler {l-N}, where N= the number of
orders to retrieve when SVCSPEC = S
Order type
Order number
End ORDID aggregate
End ACL aggregate
End *RSRD section

The CTL aggregate identifies certain control information. It may contain one or
both of the following options

. The off hold option (O FFHOLD = Y) indicates that SNS should take the
negotiation dialogue off hold.

● The retxieve service spec~lcation flag indicates that SNS should retrieve the
service specification data for one or more orders (SVCSPEC = S) or all orders
(SVCSPEC = A) associated with the negotiation dialogue.
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When SVCSPEC = S, an ACL aggregate is required to identi@ the desired
order(s).

5.5.2 Retrieve Contract Response Message

The response message contains the results of the request to retieve service

request data.

5.5.2.1 Service Request Data Response (*SRDR) Section Format

The data items for the *SRDR section are:

*SRDR{
CTL{

OFFHOLD=...;
SVCSPEC = ....

IERC = ....

RVRC = ....

}
ACL{

ORDID{

ORDTYP=...;
ORDNUM=...;
CORSFX=...;

}
}

}“/0

Service Request Administration Response
Control data
Off hold option <Y= Yes> [opt]
Retrieve semice specification data flag
< S = Retrieve data for specljic order(s),

A = Retrieve data for ali orders > [opt]
Input error return code {O-N}, where N= the
number of input errors detected

Retrieve return code {O-2}

End CTL aggregate
Action line {0- 1}
Order identifier {1-N}, where N= the number of
orders to retrieve when SVCSPEC = S
Order type
Order number
Comection suffix [opt]
End ORDID aggregate
End ACL aggregate
End *SRDR section

There are two return codes that may be included in the CTL aggregate data. In
the general format above, they are shown in bold typeface under the CTL
aggregate. The return codes are:

● Input Error Return Code (IERC)

The contract invoker is responsible for providing SNS with a valid request
message that cofiorms to the specifications outlined in this document.
However, if SNS detects a critical input error condition that prevents it from
continuing its processing, it notifies the contract invoker of the problem via

the IERC tag. The value associated with the tag indicates the error
condition. This tag may appear multiple times for multiple input errors.
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● Retrieve Return Code (R VRC)

The RVRC tag indicates whether SNS was successful in taking the
negotiation dialogue off hold and in retrieving the requested service
specification data. This tag may appear multiple times for multiple
processing conditions.

See Appendix D for a description of the possible RVRC values.

5.5.2.2 Hold Data ~HOLD) Section

This FCIF section is identical to the *HOLD section described in the Hold
contract request message.

5.5.2.3 Service Specification (%VCSPEC) Section

This FCIF section is identical to the *SVCSPEC section described in the Service
Specification Contract request message. It is returned whenever a request is
made to retrieve the semice specitlcation data for issued orders.

5.5.2.4 Order Status Information ~ORDINFO) Section

This FCIF section indicates the current status (in SNS) of one or more orders
involved in the negotiation dialogue. When the negotiation dialogue is taken off
hold, the *ORDINFO section contains the status of each issued order associated
with the negotiation. When only service spectication data was requested, the
*O RDINFO section contains only the status of those orders requested. This
information is supplied to avoid comections or cancellations on completed or
canceled orders.

*ORDINFO{
ORD{

ORDID{
ORDTYP = ....
ORDNUM = ....
CORSFX = ....

}

Order Status Information
Order {l-N}, where N= the number of orders
involved in the negotiation dialogue
Order iden~ler
Order type
Order number
Correction sufh [opt]
End ORDID aggregate
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}
}%

ORDPASS=...; Order pass
< CAN= Cancelled,

PCN = Post-completion,
PRE = Pre-completion >

End ORD aggregate
End *ORDINFO section
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6. System Administration Table Maintenance Contracts

All system administration contracts are classified as Table Mainrenunce. Table
Maintenance contracts can be one of two types, inquiry or update. The
difference between inquiry contracts and update contracts is that only update
contracts alter the contents of the database tables. An inquiry contract accesses
the database tables and returns the data being requested to the contract invoker.
An update contract provides the means to alter the contents of database tables
through build, remove, and change functions. The inquiry contracts are:

●

●

●

●

●

Inquiry of TNLIST data (INQTNL)

Inquiry of Feature Group Catalog, Feature Catalog, and Name Description
data (INTQCAT)

Inquiry of Network Element and Switch Parameter data or Switch Feature
Exception data (INQNED)

Inquiry of CPE data (INQCPE)

Inquiry of Feature Package data (INQFPK)

The table maintenance update contracts are:

●

●

●

●

●

s

●

Build, remove, or change data associated with a TNLIST Group (MTCTNL)

Build, remove, or change Series Completion Hunt Groups and their
associated telephone numbers (MTCHNT)

Change Feature Group Catalog data, Feature Catalog data, and Name
Description data (MTCCAT)

Build, remove, or change data associated with Customer Premises Equipment
(MTCCPE)

Build, remove, or change Feature Packages and their associated data
(MTCFPK)

Build, remove, or change Network Element data (MTCNED)

Build, remove, or change Switch Feature Exception data (MTCNTED).
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The following sections describe the System Administration Table Maintenance
contracts. These descriptions are organized by type of data:

TNLIST Maintenance contracts (INQTNL, MTCTNL, and iMTCHNT)

Catalog Data Maintenance contracts (INQCAT and MTCCAT)

CPE Data Maintenance contracts (INQCPE and MTCCPE)

Feature Package Data Maintenance contracts (INQFPK and MTCFPK)

Switch-Related Data iMaintenance contracts (INQNED and MTCNED).
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6.1 TNLIST Maintenance Contracts

This section presents the spec~lcations for the three TNLIST Maintenance
contracts. These contracts support the build, remove, change, and inquiry
functions for the Centrex Group, TN, and Hunting data residing in the TNLIST
database.

The first contract, INQTNL, performs inquiries on TN data stored in a service
type and/or hunt group. The second, MTCTNL, petiorms the build, remove,
and change functions for the regular Centrex service type and its associated
telephone numbers. Finally, the third contract, MTCHNT, pefionns the build,
remove, and change functions for Series Completion Hunt Groups and their
associated telephone numbers.

All three contracts may consist of *C l/*C2 headers, *P LHDR, *SNSHDR,
*U MSG, and some combination of request/response sections. The following
tables list the request and response sections used in the three contracts.
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Table 6-1. INQTNL Contract Sections

Request Sections Response Sections

*c 1 *C2

t
*RMTN *IMTNR

*RSCH *SCHR

Table 6-2. MTCTNL Contract Sections

*UMSG [opt]
*RGRP *GRPR

*RiMTN *MTNR

Table 6-3. MTCHNT Contract Sections

Request Sections Response Sections

*c 1 *C2
*PLHDR *PLHDR

The *C l/*C2 headers, *P LHDR, *SNSHDR, and *UMSG sections are
described in Section 3 of this document. The following sections describe the
various request/response sections used in the TNLIST Maintenance contracts.

A description of the tag names and code sets used in the definition of the
TNLIST Maintenance contracts is provided in Appendix B. Appendw D lists
possible return codes, and Appendix E presents examples of TNLIST
Maintenance contracts.
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6.1.1 ●RGRP Section

The *RGRP section is required in the request message for TNLIST processing
of the Centrex Group Inquiry (INQTNL) and the Centrex Group ,Maintenance
(MTCTNL) functions. The data items for the *RGRP section are listed below.

This listing does not indicate whether the items are optional, conditional, or
required. This information is supplied in subsequent sections.

*RGRP{
REC{

CTL{
CTC=...;
MODE= ...;
ALLSTAT = ....

}
ACL{

ACT= ...;
TIECODE= ....
GROUP{

CLLI=...;
CTX=...;
MAINTN{

NPA=...;
NXX=...;
LINE= ...;

}
GRPTYP=...;
INTCPT = ....
LISTTHRS = ....
RCDATA{

PIC=...;
LCC=...;
CAT = ....

}
}

}
}

}%

Record data {l-N}
Control data {1}
Control code
Contract origin
Delete all TN enties
End CTL
Action line {1-2}
Action code
Centrex customer ID
Centrex group data
Network element CLLI code
Centrex group ID
Main TN data
TN area code
TN exchange code
TN line number
End MAINTN
Group type
Intercept code
List threshold
Recent change data {1}
Primary interexchange carrier
Line class code
Customer access treatment
End RCDATA
End GROUP
End ACL
End REC
End *RGRP

PropIietay - BeMcoreAnd AuUlolized UI* only.
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The CTL aggregate contains control information. In particular, the control code
(CTC) is used to determine the type of processing to be performed:

Inquiry for TN’LIST Centrex Group data (CTC = I)
Build TNLIST Centrex Group data (CTC = B)
Remove TNLIST Centrex Group data (CTC = R)
Change TNLIST Centrex Group data (CTC = C)

The ACL aggregate contains the specflc tionnation required to perform the
TNLIST Cemtrex Group inquiry/maintenance procedure. The information that
SNS requires in each ACL aggregate varies, depending upon the CTC that
appears in the CT L aggregate.

For a TNLIST Centrex Group inquiry/maintenance procedure, the action code
(ACT) within the ACL aggregate may identi@ the type of ACL: old (0), new
(N), or replace (R). The following types of ACLs are required, based on the
CTC value:

. When CTC = I, an old ACL only is assumed.

. When CTC = B, a new ACL only is required.

. When CTC = R, an old ACL only is required.

● When CTC = C, both an old and new ACL are required, or a single replace
ACL is required.

The following subsections explain how the *RGRP section should be
constructed, depending on the type of control data provided in the CTL
aggregate.

6.1.1.1 ●RGRP Section Format TNLIST Centrex Group Inquiry (I NQTNL)

SNS uses the information provided in the *RGRP section of the INQTNL
request message to determine the level of data returned by the inquiry. If only
the TIECODE has been entered, then all of the groups associated with the
specified customer will be returned. If the combination CLLI/CTX is entered,
then only that data dwectly associated with the specified group is returned.
Finally, if the MAINTN is entered, then only the data associated with that main
telephone number is returned.

The following data items may appear in the *RGRP section of the INQTNL
request message:
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*RGRP{
REC{

CTL{
CTC = I;

}
ACL{

TIECODE=...;
GROUP{

CLLI=...;
CTX=...;
MAINTN{

NPA=...;
NXX=...;
LINE =...;

}
}

}
}

}%

Record data {1-N}
Control data {1}
Control code

Action line {1]
Centrex customer ID [opt]
Centrex group data [opt]
Network element CLLI code [conditional]
Centrex group ID [conditional]
Main TN data [conditional]
TN area code
TN exchange code
TN line number
End MAINTN
End GROUP
End ACL
End REC
End *RGRP

6.1.1.2 ●RGRP Section Format TNLIST Group Maintenance (MTCTNL)

SNS uses the information provided in the *RGRP section of the MTCTNL
request message to build, remove, or change a specific TNLIST Centrex group.
The format and actions depend on the control code (CTC) specified in the
control data (CTL) aggregate.

6.1.1.2.1 ●RGRP Section Format TNLIST Group BUILD

To build a TNLIST group, the following *RGRP section information should be
provided.

*RGRP{
REC{ Record data {1-N}

CTL{ Control data {1}
CTC=B; Control code
MODE= ...; Contract origin

} End CTL
ACL{ Action line {1}

ACT = N; Action code
TIECODE=...; Centrex customer ID [opt]
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GROUP{
CLLI=...;
CTX=...;
MAINTN{

NPA=...;
NXX = ....
LINE= ...;

}
GRPTYP = ....
INTCPT=...;
LISTTHRS...;
RCDATA{

PIC=...;
LCC=...;
CAT= ...;

}
}

}
}

}%

Centrex group data {1}
Network element CLLI code
Centrex group ID
Main TN data
TN area code
TN exchange code
TN line number
End MAINTN
Group type
Intercept code [opt]
List threshold [opt]
Recent change data [opt] {1}
Primary interexchange carrier
Line class code
Customer access treatment
End RCDATA
End GROUP
End ACL
End REC
End *RGRP

6.1.1.2.2 ●RGRP Section Format TNLIST Group REMOVE

A TNLIST Centrex group can be removed in difFerent ways. If just the
TIECODE is entered, then an attempt is made to remove all groups associated
with the TIECODE. If just the CLLI/CTX or MAINTN is entered, then an
attempt to remove only that specified group is made. If the AL LSTAT tag is set
to “Y,” the delete is pefioxmed regardless of the TN status.

*RGRP{
REC{ Record data {l-N}

CTL{ Control data {1}
CTC = R; Control code
ALLSTAT = .... Delete all TN entries [opt]

} End CTL
ACL{ Action line {1}

ACT = O; Action code
TIECODE=...; Centrex customer ID [opt]
GROUP{ Centrex group data [opt]

hprietaw - aacore And Authorized aiems cmy.
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CLLI=...;
CTX=...;
MAINTN{

NPA=...;
NXX=...;
LINE= ...;

}
}

}
}

}%

Network element CLLI code [conditional]
Centrex group ID [conditional]
Main TN data [conditional]
TN area code
TN exchange code
TN line number
End MAINTN
End GROUP
End ACL
End REC
End *RGRP

6.1.1.2.3 ●RGRP Section Format TNLIST Group CHANGE

To change a TNLIST group, the existing key information – as defined in the
Service Negotiation Support (SNS) Database Administration Guide (B R 007-
560-406) – must be provided in either the “O” ACL or “R” AC L aggregate. The
key information for the *RGRP section is defined as the valid combinations of
TIECODE, CLLI, CTX, and MAINTN, which are used to ident@ specific
TNLIST Centrex groups.

If the ‘O” ACL aggregate is used, then new entries must be supplied in the “N”
ACL aggregate. The “O” ACL aggregate must match the values in the database
or no changes will be made. Wkh this method of change, the key information
may be mod~led.

*RGRP{
REC{

CTL{
CTC=C;

}
ACL{

ACT = O;
TIECODE=...;
GROUP{

CLLI=...;
CTX=...;
MAINTN{

NPA=...;
NXX=...;

Record data {1-N}
Control data {1]
Control code
End CTL
Action line {1}
Action code
Centrex customer ID [opt]
Centrex group data [conditional]
Network element CLLI code
Centrex group ID
Main TN data
TN area code
TN exchange code

Proprietary - Seucom And Aumorized al- only.
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LINE= ...;

}
GRPTYP = ....
INTCPT = ....
LISTTHRS...;
RCDATA{

PIC = ....
LCC=...;
CAT= ...;

}
}

}
ACL{

ACT = N;
TIECODE=...;
GROUP{

CLLI=...;
CTX=...;
iMAINTN{

NPA=...;
NXX=...;
LINE= ...;

}
GRPTYP=...;
INTCPT=...;
LISTTHRS...;
RCDATA{

PIC=...;
LCC=...;
CAT= ...;

}
}

}
}

)%

TN line number
End MAINTN
Group type [opt]
Intercept code [conditional]
List threshold [opt]
Recent change data [conditional] {1}
Primary interexchange carrier
Line class code
Customer access treatment
End RCDATA
End GROUP
End ACL
Action line {1}
Action code
Centrex customer ID [opt]
Centrex group data {1}
Network element CLLI code
Centrex group ID
Main TN data
TN area code
TN exchange code
TN line number
End MAINTN
Group type [opt]
Intercept code [opt]
List threshold [opt]
Recent change data [opt] {1)
Primary interexchange canier
Line class code
Customer access treatment
End RCDATA
End GROUP
End ACL
End REC
End *RGRP

If the “R” ACL aggregate is used, then the Spetiled tags are used to update the
database. This type of change is unconditional and requires that the key
i.dormation only match the values in the database. With this method of change,
the key Wormation may nor be modified.
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*RGRP{
REC{

ACL{
ACT = R;
TIECODE = ....
GROUP{

CLLI=...;
CTX = ....
lMAINTN{

NPA=...;
NXX=...;
LIN’E =...;

}
GRPTYP=...;
INTCPT = ....
LISTTHRS...;
RCDATA{

PIC=...;
LCC = ....
CAT = ....

}
}

}
}

]“/0

Record data
Action line {1}
Action code
Centrex customer ID [opt]
Centrex group data [conditional]
hTetwork element CLLI code
Centrex group ID
Main TN data
TN area code
TN exchange code
TN line number
End MAINTN
Group type [opt]
Intercept code [opt]
List threshold [opt]
Recent change data [opt] {1}
Primary interexchange carrier
Line class code
Customer access treatment
End RCDATA
End GROUP
End ACL
End REC
End *RGRP

6.1.2 ●GRPR Section

The *GRPR section returned in the response message presents the results of the
INQTNL and MTCTNL contracts. It may contain customer, group, and/or
feature information. It may also ident@ errors and discrepancies.

6.1.2.1 ●GRPR Section Format TNLIST Centrex Group Response

(I NQTNIJMTCTNL)

The data items for the *GRPR section are shown in the following general
format. The items shown in regular type reflect the data provided in the *RGRP
section of the original request. The original input is always provided in the
conesponding ACL aggregate of the *GRPR section of the response contract.
The items shown in bold type represent the additional response data. The fmt
group of items appear in the CTL aggregate and contain the return codes for the
attempted action. The second group appears in the GRPDATA aggregate,
which contains any additional data returned from the TNLIST database tables.
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*GRPR{
REC{

CTL{
CTC = ....
lMODE = ....
ALLSTAT = ....
IERC = ....

GRPRC = .. ..

}
ACL{

ACT=...;
TIECODE=...;
GROUP{

CLLI=...;
CTX=...;
MAINTN{

NPA=...;
NXX=...;
LINE= ...;

}
GRPTYP = ....
INTCPT=...;
LISTTHRS = ....
RCDATA{

PIC=...;
LCC=...;
CAT= ...;

}
}

}
GRPDATA{

TIECODE=...;

GROUP{

CLLI = ....

CTX = ....

MAINTN{

NPA = ....

NXX = ....

LINE =...;

Record data {l-N}
Control data {1}
Control code
Contract origin
Delete all TN entries
Input error return code {l-N}

Centrex database validation return code {1}

End CTL
Action line {1-2}
Action code
Centrex customer ID
Centrex group data {l-N}
Network element CLLI code
Centrex group ID
Main TN data
TN area code
TN exchange code
TN line number
End MAINTN
Group type
Intercept code
List threshold
Recent change data {opt] {1}
Primary interexchange carrier
Line class code
Customer access treatment
End RCDATA
End GROUP
End ACL
Group data {1}

Centrex customer ID

Centrex group data {1-N]

Netwok element CLLI code

Centrex group ID

Main TN data

TN area code

TN exchange code

TN line number

Propfietay - BsMcoreAnd Aualorized Cti- my.
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}

}
GRPTYP = ....

INTCPT = ....

LISTTHRS = ....

RCDATA{

Plc=...;

LCC=...;

CAT = ....

}

End MAINTN

Group type

Intercept code

List threshold

Recent change data [opt] {1}

Primary interexchange carrier

Line class code

Customer access treatment
End RCDATA

End GROUP

End GRPDATA

End REC
End *GRPR

6.1.2.2 CTL Aggregate Return Codes

There are two return codes that may be included with the CTL aggregate data.
In the general format above they are shown in bold face type. These return
codes are:

● Input Error Return Code {IERC)

The contract invoker is responsible for providing SNS with a valid TNLIST
Centrex group request message that conforms to the specifications outlined in
this document. However, if SNS detects an input error condition that
prevents it from continuing its processing, it notiles the contract invoker via
the IERC tag. The value associated with the tag indicates the error condition.
The tag may appear multiple times to ident@ multiple input errors.

● Secrion Return Code (G RPRC)

The GRPRC tag indicates the results of the attempted database processing.
It inflorms the contract invoker of the conditions found in the TNLIST
database and whether or not the requested action has taken place. The tag
may appear only once.

If the request message was an Inquiry, then the appropriate IERC or GRPRC
codes would indicate a ftiure to retrieve the requested data items.

If the request message was a Build, a fiilure would be reported by the
appropriate IERC or GRPRC codes. A success would result in the addition of
the data to the appropriate TNLIST database tables.

If the request message was a Remove, a ftiure would be reported by the
appropriate IERC or GRPRC codes. A success would result in the removal of
the data from the appropriate TNLIST database tables.

Proprietary - BeJlcoreAnd Almloru“ d Clknts only.
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Finally, if the request message was a Change, a failure would be reported by the
appropriate IERC or GRPRC codes. A success would result in the appropriate
modifications to the TNLIST database tables.

6.1.3 ●RMTN Section

The *RMTN section is required in the request message for TNLIST processing
of the TN Inquiry (INQTNL) and the TN Maintenance (lMTCTNL) flmctions.
The items for the *RMTN section are listed below. This listing does not indicate
whether the items are optional, conditional, or required. This information is
supplied in subsequent sections.

*RMTN{
REC{

CTL{
CTC=...;
MODE =...;
ALLSTAT = ....

}
ACL{

ACT= ...;
GROUP{

CLLI=...;
CTX = ....
MAINTN{

NPA=...;
NXX=...;
LINE =...;

}
}
TNLIST{

NPA = ....
NXX=...;
LOLN=...;
HILN=...;
STAT= ...;
TYPE= ...;
SUBTYPE =...;

}

Record data {l-N}
Control data {1}
Control code
Contract origin
Delete all TN entries
End CTL
Action line {1-2}
Action code
Centrex group data{ 1}
Network element CLLI code
Centrex group ID
Main TN data
TN area code
TN exchange code
TN line number
End MAINTN
End GROUP
TN list data {I-N}
TN area code
TN exchange code
Low line number of TN range
High line number of TN range
Current TN status
Type of semice for specflc TN
TN attributes
End TNLIST

Propti* - Bellcore And Aumolized Ctients only.
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} End ACL

} End REC
}% End *RMTN

The CTL aggregate contains control information. In particular, the control code
(CTC) is used to determine the type of processing to be performed.

Inquiry for TNLIST TN data (CTC=I)
Build TNTLIST TN data (CTC=B)
Remove TNLIST TN data (CTC=R)
Change TNLIST TN data (CTC=C)

The ACL aggregate contains the specific information required to perform the
TNLIST TN inquiry/maintenance procedure. The itiormation that SNS requires
in each AC L aggregate vties, depending on the CTC value that appears in the
CTL aggregate.

For a TNLIST TN inquiry/maintenance procedure, the action code (ACT)
within the AC L aggregate may ident.@ the type of AC L: old (0), new (N), or
replace (R). The following types of ACLS are required, based on the CTC
value:

. When CTC = I, an old ACL only is assumed.

● When CTC = B, an new AC L only is required.

● When CTC = R, an old AC L only is required.

● When CTC = C, both an old and new ACL are required, or a single replace
ACL is required.

The following subsections explain how the *RMTN section should be
constructed, depending on the type of control data provided in the CTL
aggregate.

6.1.3.1 ●RMTN Section Format TNLIST TN Inquiw (INQTNL)

SNS uses the tiormation provided in the *RMTN section of the INQTNL
request message to determine the level of data returned by the inquixy. If the
group data only has been entered, then the TN range information is returned for
all ranges of TNs associated with the specified group. If the NPA, NXX, LOLN,
and HILN are entered in addition to the group data, then all of the individual
telephone number tionnation is returned for the specified range.

The following data items may appear in the *RMTN section of the INQTNL
request message:

Pn@eWy - a&lCWe And AllttlOliZeCtCtienk ~.
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*RIMTN{
REC{

CTL{
CTC = I;

}
ACL{

GROUP{
CLLI=...;
CTX=...;
LMAINTN{

NPA=...;
NXX=...;
LINE= ...;

}
}
ThlLIST{

NPA = ....
NXX=...;
LOLN=...;
HILN=...;

}
}%

Record data {l-N}
Control data {1}
Control code
End CTL
Action line {1)
Group-data [conditional] {1}
N’etwork element CLLI code
Centrex group ID
Main TN data
TN area code
TN exchange code
TN line number
End MAINTN
End GROUP
TN list [opt] {l-N}
TN area code
TN exchange code
Low line number of TN range
High line number of TN range
End TNLIST
End ACL
End REC
End *RMTN

6.1.3.2 *RMTN Seetion Format TNLIST TN Maintenance (MTCTNL)

SNS uses the information provided in the *RMTN section of the MTCTNL
request message to build, remove, or change a specitlc TNLIST TN or a range of
TNs. The formats and actions depend on the control code (CTC) value
specfled in the control data (CTL) aggregate.

6.1.3.21 *RMTN Seetion Format TNLIST TN Build

To build a TNLIST TN or range of TNs, the following section information
should be provided

*RMTN{
REC{ Record data {l-N}

CTL{ Control data {1}
CTC=B; Control code

Propri* - BeJlcoreAnd AuU?oIizedclients OWy.
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MODE= ....

}
ACL{

ACT = N;
GROUP{

CLLI=...;
CTX=...;
MAINTN{

NPA=...;
NXX=...;
LINE= ...;

}
}
TNLIST{

NPA=...;
NXX = ....
LOLN=...;
HILN=...;
STAT =...;
TYPE= ...;
SUBTYPE =...;

}
}

}
}%

Contract origin
End of CTL
Action line {1}
Action code
Centrex group data [conditional] {1}
Network element C LLI code
Centrex group ID
Main TN data
TN area code
TN exchange code
TN line number
End of MAINTN
End of GROUP
TN list {1-N}
TN area code
TN exchange code
Low line number of TN range
High line number of TN range [opt]
Cunent TN status
Type of service for specific TN
TN attributes [opt]
End of TNLIST
End of ACL
End of REC
End of *RMTN

6.1.3.2.2 ●RMTN Section Format TNLIST TN Remove

When attempting to remove a TNLIST TN or range of TNs, there are two
possibilities. If just the group data is entered, an attempt to remove every TN
associated with that group is made. If the NPA, NXX, LOLN, and HILN are
entered as well, then an attempt to remove only those TNs associated with the
specified range is made. If the ALL STAT tag is set to “Y,” the delete is
petiormed regardless of TN status.

*RMTN{
REC{ Record data {1-N}

CTL{ Control data {1}
CTC = R; Control code
ALLSTAT = .... Delete all TN entries [opt]
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}
ACL{

ACT = O;
GROUP{

CLLI=...;
CTX=...;
MA INTN{

NPA=...;
NXX=...;
LINE= ...;

}
}
TNLIST{

NPA=...;
NXX=...;
LOLN = ....
HILN = ....

}
}

}
}%

End of CTL
Action line {1}
Action code
Group data [conditional] {1}
Network element CLLI code
Centrex group ID
Main TN data
TN area code
TN exchange code
TN line number
End of MAINTN
End of GROUP
TN list [opt] {1-N)
TN area code
TN exchange code
Low line number of TN range
High line number of TN range
End of TNLIST
End of ACL
End of REC
End of *RMTN

6.1.3.2.3 *RMTN Section Format TNLIST TN Change

When attempting to change a TNLIST TN or range of TNs, the existing key
information must be provided in either the “O” ACL or “R” ACL aggregate.
The key tiormation for the *RMTN section – as defined in the Service
Negotiation Support (SNS) Database Administration Guide (BR 007-560-406) –
is any valid combination of CLLI, CTX, and MAINTN that identifies the group
and the NPA, NXX, LOLN, and HILN that optionally ident@ a specific set of
telephone numbers.

If the “O” ACL aggregate is used, then new entries must be supplied in the “N”
ACL aggregate. The “O” ACL aggregate must match the values in the database,
or no changes will be made. With this method of change, the key information
may be modified.

mopietiuy- BeucoreAnd Authorized aients only.
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*RMTN{
REC{

CTL{
CTC = C;

}
ACL{

ACT = O;
GROUP{

CLLI=...;
CTX=...;
MAINTN{

NPA=...;
NXX=...;
LINE= ...;

}
}
TNLIST{

NPA=...;
NXX=...;
LOLN=...;
HILN=...;
STAT = ....
TYPE= ...;
SUBTYPE =...;

}
}
ACL{

ACT = N;
GROUP{

CLLI=...;
CTX=...;
lMAINTN{

NPA=...;
NXX=...;
LINE= ...;

}
}
TNLIST{

NPA=...;

Record data {1-N}
Control data
Control code
End CTL
Action line {1}
Action code
Centrex group data [conditional] {1}
Network element CLLI code
Centrex group ID
Main TN data
TN area code
TN exchange code
TN line number
End MAINTN
End GROUP
TN list data {1-N}
TN area code
TN exchange code
Low line number of TN range
High line number of TN range
Current TN status
Type of service for specific TN
TN attributes
End TNLIST
End ACL
Action line {1}
Action code
Centrex group data [conditional] {1}
Network element CLLI code
Centrex group ID
Main TN data
TN area code
TN exchange code
TN line number
End MAINTN
End GROUP
TN list data {l-NT}
TNTarea code

Proplietay - BeUcoreAnd AIJtlWized Ciienb only.
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Nxx = .... TN exchange code
LOLN=...; Low line number of TN range
HILN=...; High line number of TN range
STAT =...; Current TN status
TYPE= ...; Type of sewice for specific TN
SUBTYPE =...; TN attributes

} End TNLIST

} End ACL

} End REC
}“/0 End *RMTN

If the “R” ACL aggregate is used, then the spetiled tags are used to update the
database. This type of change is unconditional and reqyires that the key
tiormation only match the database. With this method of change, the key
information may nor be modfled.

*RMTN{
REC{

ACL{
ACT = R;
GROUP{

CLLI=...;
CTX=...;
MAINTN{

NPA=...;
NXX=...;
LINE =...;

}
}
TNLIST{

NPA=...;
NXX=...;
LOLN=...;
HILN=...;
STAT =...;
TYPE= ...;
SUBTYPE =...;

}

}

Record data
Action line {1}
Action code
Centrex group data [conditional] {1}
NeNork element CLLI code
Centrex group ID
Main TN data
TN area code
TN exchange code
TN line number
End MAINTN
End GROUP
TN list data {1-N}
TN area code [opt]
TN exchange code [opt]
Low line number of TN range [opt]
High line number of TN range [opt]
Current TN status [opt]
Type of service for specilic TN [opt]
TN attributes [opt]
End TNLIST
End ACL

Proplie - BellCore And Aumolized Cl&S only.
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}
}%

6.1.4 ●MTNR Section

The *MTNR section returned in the response message presents the results of the
INQTNL and MTCTNL contracts. It may contain information on TNs or
ranges of TNs. It may also ident@ errors and discrepancies.

6.1.4.1 ●MTNR Section Format TNLIST TN Response (I NQNTUMTCTNL)

The data items for the *MTNR section are shown in the following general
format. The items shown in regular type reflect the data provided in the *RMTN
section of the original request. The original input is always provided in the
corresponding ACL aggregate of the *MTNR section of the response contract.
The items shown in bold type represent the response data. The f~st group of
items appears in the CTL aggregate and contain the return codes for the
attempted action. The second group appears in the TNDATA aggregate and
contains any additional data returned from the TNLIST database tables. The
third group appears in the TNLERR aggregate, which associates a specflc TN
or range of TNs with an error condition.

*MTNR{
REC{

CTL{
CTC = ....
MODE= ...;
ALLSTAT = ....
IERC = ....

MTNRC = ....

}
ACL{

ACT = ....
GROUP{

CLLI=...;
CTX=...;
MAINTN{

NPA=...;
NXX=...;
LINE= ...;

Record data {1-N)
Control data {1}
Control code
Contract origin
Delete all TN entries
Input error return code {l-N}

TNLIST database validation return code {1}

End CTL
Action line {1-2}
Action code
Centrex group data {1}
Network element CLLI code
Centrex group ID
Main TN data
TN area code
TN exchange code
TN line number
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}

)
TNLIST{

NPA=...;
NXX=...;
LOLN=...;
HILN=...;
STAT= ...;
TYPE =...;
SUBTYPE =...;

}
}
TNDATA{

NPA = .. ..

NXX = .. ..

LOLN = ....

HILN= ...;
STAT = ....

TYPE =...;

SUBTYP = ....
.

{NLERR{
NPA=...;
NXX=...;

LOLN = ....

HILN=...;
TNERRCDE = ....

}

}
}%

End iMAINTN
End GROUP
TN list data {l-~}

TN area code
TN exchange code
Low line number of TN range
High line number of TN range
Current TN status
Type of service for specific TN
TN attributes
End TNLIST
End ACL
TN data {l-N}
TN area code

TN exchange code

Low line number of TN range

High line number of TN range
Current TN status

Type of service for specific TN

TN attributes

End TNDATA

TNLIST error data [opt] {1-N}

TN area code

TN exchange code

Low line number of TN range

High line number of TN range

TNLIST aggregate error code

End TNLERR

End REC
End *MTNR

6.1.4.2 CTL Aggregate Return Codes

There are two return codes that may be included with the CTL aggregate data.
In the general format above they are shown in bold type. These return codes
are:

. Input Error Return Code (IERC)

The contract invoker is responsible for providing SNS with a valid TNLIST
TN request message that confoxms to the specifications outlined in this
document. However, if SNS detects an input error condition that prevents it
from continuing its processing, it notifies the contract invoker via the IERC
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tag. The value associated with the tag indicates the enor condition. The tag
may appear multiple times to ident@ multiple input errors.

● Section Return Code (MTNRC)

The MTNRC tag indicates the results of the attempted database processing.
It informs the contract invoker of the conditions found in the TNLIST
database and whether or not the requested action has taken place. The tag
may appear only once.

If the request message was an Inquiry, then the appropriate IERC or lMTNRC
codes would indicate a failure to retrieve the requested data items.

If the request message was a Build, a failure would be reported by the
appropriate IERC or MTNRC codes. A success would result in the addition of
the data to the appropriate TNLIST database tables.

If the request message was a Remove, a ftiure would be reported by the
appropriate IERC or MTNTRC codes. A success would result in the removal of
the data from the appropriate TNLIST database tables.

Finally, if the request message was a Change, a fidure would be reported by the
appropriate IERC or MTNTRC codes. A success would result in the appropriate
modifications to the TNLIST database tables.

6.1.4.3 TNLERR Aggregate Return Code

There is one return code that may be returned with the TNLERR aggregate. In
the general format above it is shown in bold type along with the other elements
of the TNLERR aggregate.

6.1.4.4 TNERRCDE Return Code

The TNERRCDE return code is returned for each individual TN that has an
error associated with it.

6.1.5 ●RSCH Section

The *RSCH section is required in the request message for TNLIST processing of
Series Completion Hunt (SCH) Group Inquiry (INQTNL) and SCH Group
Maintenance (MTCHNT) fimctions. The data items for the *RSCH section are
listed below. This listing does not indicate whether the items are optional,
conditional, or required. This ~onnation is supplied in subsequent sections.
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*RSCH{
REC{

CTL{
CTC = ....
MODE = ....

}
ACL{

ACT= ...;
GROUP{

HTYP = ....
TN{

NPA=...;
Nxx = ....
LINE= ...;

}
}

}
}

}%

Record data {1-N}
Control data {1)
Control code
Contract origin
End CTL
Action line {1-2}
Action code
Hunt group data {1}
Hunting type
TN data {1-N}
TN area code
TN exchange code
TN line number
End TN
End GROUP
End ACL
End REC
End *RSCH

The CTL aggregate contains control information. In particular, the control code
(CTC) is used to determine the type of processing to be pefiorrned:

Inquiry for TNLIST SCH data (CTC = I)
Build TNLIST SCH data (CTC = B)
Remove TNLIST SCH data (CTC = R)
Change TNLIST SCH data (CTC = C)

The ACL aggregate contains the specific tionnation required to peflorrn the
TNLIST SCH inquiry/maintenance procedure. The information that SINS
requires in each AC L aggregate varies, depending on the CTC value that appears
in the CTL aggregate.

For a TNLIST SCH inquiry/maintenance procedure, the action code (ACT)
within the AC L aggregate may ident@ the type of AC L: old (0), new (N), or
replace (R). The following types of ACLs are required, based on the CTC
value:

. When CTC = I, an old ACL only is assumed.

● When CTC = B, a new ACL only is required.

. When CTC = R, an old ACL only is required.
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● When CTC = C, both an old and new AC L are required, or a single replace
ACL is required.

The following subsections explain how the *RSCH section should be
constructed, depending on the type of control data provided in the CTL
aggregate.

6.1.5.1 ●RSCH Section Fortnat TNLIST SCH Group Inquiry (I NQTNL)

ShTS uses the information provided in the *RSCH section of the INQTNL
request message to determine which SCH group should be returned by the
inquiry. The only inquiry available for SCH groups is via TN. It returns the
entire hunt group.

The following data items may appear in the *RSCH section of the INQTNL
request message:

*RSCH{
REC{

CTL{
CTC = I;

}
ACL{

GROUP{
TN{

NPA=...;
NXX = ....
LINE= ...;

}
}

}
}

}%

Record data {1-N}
Control data {1)
Control code
End CTL
Action line {1}
Hunt group data {1}
TN data{ 1-N}
TN area code
TN exchange code
TN line number
End TN
End GROUP
End ACL
End REC
End *RSCH

6.1.5.2 ●RSCH Section Format TNLIST SCH Group Maintenance (MTCHNT)

SNS uses the itiorrnation provided in the *RSCH section of the MTCHNT
request message to build, remove, or change a specific TNLIST SCH group.
The formats and actions depend on the control code (CTC) value specified in
the control data (CTL) aggregate.

6.1.5.2.1 ●RSCH Section Format TNLIST SCH Group Build

To build an TNLIST SCH group the following section information should be
provided.

Proplietmy - BeNcoreAnd AuUlorized CNentsOnly.
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*RSCH{
REC{

CTL{
CTC=B;
,MODE=...;

}
ACL{

ACT = N;
GROUP{

HTYP=...;
TN{

NPA=...;
NXX=...;
LINE =...;

}
}

}
}

}%

Record data {1-N}
Control data {1}
Control code
Contract origin
End CTL
Action line {1}
Action code
Hunt group data {1}
Hunting type
TN data {l-N}
TN area code
TN exchange code
TN line number
End TN
End GROUP
End ACL
End REC
End *RSCH

6.1.5.2.2 “RSCH Section Format TNLIST SCH Group Remove

When attempting to remove a TNLIST SCH group only one possibility exists. If
the CTC = R, then the only required tags in the old ACL aggregate are the
ACT tag and the TN aggregate for the PILOT_TN. This request removes the
entire hunt group and all of its related data.

*RSCH{
REC{

CTL{
CTC = R;
}
ACL{

ACT = O;
GROUP{

TN{
NPA=...;
NXX=...;
LINE= ...;

Record data {l-N}
Control data {1}
Control code
End CTL
Action line {1}
Action code
Hunt group data
TN data {1-N)
TN area code
TN exchange code
TN line number
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} End TN

} End GROUP
) End ACL

} End REC
}“/0 End *RSCH

6.1.5.2.3 ●RSCH Section Format TNLIST SCH Group Change

When attempting to change a TNLIST SCH group, the existing key information
must be provided in either the “O” AC L or “R” ACL aggregate. The key
information for the *RSCH section — as defined in the Senice Negcxiaticm
Supporr (SNS) Da[abase Administration Guide (B R 007-560-406) – is the
PILOT_TN, which is the first TN of the Series Completion Hunt Group.

If the “O” ACL aggregate is used, then new entries must be supplied in the “N”
ACL aggregate. The “O” AC L aggregate must match the values in the database
or no changes will be made. With this method, the key information may be
changed.
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*RSCH{
REC{

CTL{
CTC=C;

}
ACL{

ACT=O;
GROUP{

HTYP=...;
TN{

NPA=...;
NXX=...;
LINE = ....

}
}

}
ACL{

ACT = N;
GROUP{

HTYP=...;
TN{

NPA=...;
NXX=...;
LINE= ...;

}
}

}
}

)%

Record data {l-N}
Control data {1}
Control code
End CTL
Action line {1)
Action code
Hunt group data
Hunting type
TN data {l-N}
TN area code
TN exchange code
TN line number
End TN
End GROUP
End ACL
Action line {1}
Action code
Hunt group data
Hunting type
TN data {l-N}
TN area code
TN exchange code
TN line number
End TN
End GROUP
End ACL
End REC
End *RSCH

If the “R” ACL aggregate is used, then the specfled tags are used to update the
database. This type of change is unconditional and requires that the key data
only match the database. With this method of change, the key data may nor be
changed.

*RSCH{
REC{ Record data

ACL{ Action line {1}
ACT = R; Action code

Propri* - Bdlcore And Aumolized alents m.
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GROUP{
HTYP=...;
TN{

NTPA= ...;
h’xx= ...;
LINE =...;

Hunt group data
Hunting type [opt]
TN data {1-N)
TN area code
TN exchange code
TN line number
End TN
End GROUP
End ACL
End REC
End *RSCH

NOTE

The fust occumence of the TN aggregate in the “R” ACL aggregate
must be the unchanged PILOT TN of the TNLIST SCH group.

6.1.6 ●SCHR Section

The *SCHR section returned in the response message presents the results of the
INQTNL and MTCHNT contracts. It may contain TNLIST SCH group
information. It may also ident.@ errors and discrepancies.

6.1.6.1 ●SCHR Section Forrrtat TNLIST SCH Group Response

(I NQTNUMTCHNT)

The data items for the *SCHR section are shown in the following general
format. The items shown in regular type reflect the data provided in the *RSCH
section of the original request. The original input is always provided in the
comesponding ACL aggregate of the *SCHR section of the response contract.
The items shown in bold type represent the response data. The first group of
items appear in the CTL aggregate and contain the return codes for the
attempted action. The second group appears in the HTNGRP aggregate and
contain any additional data returned from the TNLIST database tables, as well
as any hunting error conditions associated with the individual TNs.

*SCHR{
REC{ Record data {l-N}

CTL{ Control data {1}
CTC = .... Control code

Prqxietary - sellcore And Authorized aients only.
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MODE =...;
IERC=...;
SCHRC = ....

}
ACL{

ACT= ...;
GROUP{

HTYP=...;
TN{

NPA=...;
NXX = .....
LIN-E= ...;

}
}

}
HTNGRP{

CLLI = ....

HTYP = ....

HTN{
NPA=...;

NXX = ....
LINE = ....

HTNERR = ....

}

}

}
}%

Contract origin
Input error return code {l-N}

Hunt group database validation return code {1}

End CTL
Action line {1}
Action code
Hunt gToup data {1}
Hunting type
TN data {1-N}
TN area code
TN exchange code
TN line number
End TN
End GROUP
End ACL
Hunt group return data {l-N}

Network element CLLI code

Hunting type

Hunt TN data {l-N}

TN area code
TN exchange code

TN line number

HTN aggregate error code

End HTN

End HTNGRP

End REC
End *SCHR

6.1.6.2 CTL Aggregate Return Codes

There are two return codes that may be included with the CTL aggregate data.
In the general format above they are shown in bold type under the CTL
aggregate. These return codes are:

. Input Emor Return Code (IERC)

The contract invoker is responsible for providing SNS with a valid TNLIST
SCH group request message that conforms to the Specflcations outlined in
this document. However, if SNS detects an input emor condition that
prevents it from continuing its processing, it notifies the contract invoker via
the IERC tag. The value associated with the tag indicates the error condition.
The tag may appear multiple times to identifi multiple input errors.

Propri~ - setlcore And Aumofized aienk only.
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. Section Return Code (SCHRC)

The SCHRC tag indicates the results of the attempted database processing.
It informs the contract invoker of the conditions found in the TNLIST
database and whether or not the requested action has taken place. The tag
may appear only once.

If the request message was an Inquiry, then the appropriate IERC or SCHRC
codes would indicate a failure to retrieve the requested data items.

If the request message was a Build, a ftilure would be reported by the
appropriate IERC or SCH RC codes. A success would result in the addition of
the data to the appropriate TNLIST database tables.

If the request message was a Remove, a fiiilure would be reported by the
appropriate IERC or SCH RC codes. A success would result in the removal of
the data from the appropriate TNTLIST database tables.

Finally if the request message was a Change, a ftiure would be reported by the
appropriate IERC or SC H RC codes. A success would result in the appropriate
modifications to the TNLIST database tables.

6.1.6.3 HTN Aggregate Return Code

There is one return code that may be returned with the HTN aggregate. In the
general format above it is shown in bold type along with the other elements of
the HTN aggregate.

6.1.6.4 HTNERR Return Code

This return code is returned for each individual TN that has an error associated
with it.

Proprietary - Bellcofe H AuttWized clients only.
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6.2 Catalog Data Maintenance Contracts

This section describes two contracts, INTQCAT and iMTCCAT, which are used
to maintain catalog data. Note that catalog data encompasses feature group
catalog, feature catalog, and feature name data. The INQCAT contract supports
the inquiry of catalog data, while the MTCCAT contract supports the
maintenance (change only) of catalog data. The change functionality of nonkey
data only is supported, since the data for these tables is provided by Bellcore.

Both contracts consist of a request and a response message and share the
*RCAT, *CATR, *RDES, and *DESR sections listed below.

. The FCIF sections in the request message are as follows

*c 1 Control Header section
*PLHDR Provisioning Plationn Header section
*SNSHDR SNS Header section (optional)
*RCAT Request for Catalog Information section
*RDES Request for Name Description Itiorrnation section

. The FCIF sections in the response message are as follows

*C2 Control Header section
*PLHDR Provisioning Platform Header section
*UMSG User Message section (optional)
*SNSHDR SNS Header section
*CATR Catalog Information Response section
*DESR Name Description I&orrnation Response section

See Section 3 in this document for more information on the *C 1, *C2,
*P LHDR, *U MSG, and *SNSHDR FCIF sections.

6.2.1 General Contract Request Information

The contracts are designed so that multiple requests may be initiated in one
contract invocation (request message). This is denoted by the REC aggregate
that spans from {1-N}. Therefore, the INQCAT contract may contain multiple
inquiry requests, while the MTCCAT contract may contain multiple requests for
changes. These requests are structured in terms of the following FC IF sections.

The *RCAT section supports the maintenance of Feature Group Catalog and
Feature Catalog Data:

. Inquiry of Feature Group Catalog, Feature Catalog, and Name Description
Data (INQCAT)

Proplim - Sellcolls And AuUlcWizedClients m.
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. Change Feature Group Catalog and Feature Catalog Data (.MTCCAT).

The *RDES section supports the maintenance of Feature Name Data:

. Inquiry of Name Description Data (INTQCAT)

. Change Name Description Data (MTCCAT).

6.2.2 Request Catalog Data (* RCAT) Section

The *RCAT section contains the data needed to perform inquiries and changes
to feature group catalog and feature catalog data.

6.2.2.1 General ●RCAT Section Format

The data itemst for the *RCAT section are:

*RCAT{ Request for Catalog Data
REC{ Record {1-N}, where N equals the number of

Catalog Data Requests
CTL{ Control data

CATOPT = .... Catalog option
e F = Feature Catalog Information,

G= Feature Group Catalog Information>
PROP =,..; Propagate option:

< Y = Yes,
N = No,
A= All>

Update Indicator
< Y = Yes,

N= No>
Control code:
< I = Inquiry,

C = Change>
End CTL aggregate
Action line {1,2}

UPWIND =...;

CTC=...;

}
ACL{

~ Data items shown in the general section format do not indicate whether they are optional,
conditional, or required. This information is supplied in the subsequent sections.

Proptietay - BellCore And Aumorized Clienrs only.
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ACT= ...;

NETYP=...;
NEGEN=...;
FGRP = ....
FTR=...;
FGRP{

SERVICE =...;

}
FEATURE{

ACTINTD = ....
ELACTIND=...;
REGSET = ....
FTRSCP = ....
SERVICE = ....

Action code:
< ()= Old,

N = New,
R = Replace>

Network element type
Nretwork element generic
Feature group tag
Feature tag
Feature Group Data
Service Type {1-3}:
< B = Business,

R = Residence,
C = Centrex

End FGRP aggregate
Feature Data
Activation indicator
Electronic activation indicator
Regular set
Feature scope
< B = Business,

R = Residence,
C = Centrex

End FEATURE aggregate
End ACL aggregate
End REC aggregate
End *RCAT section

The *RCAT section contains a CTL aggregate and one or more ACL
aggregates. The CT L aggregate identifies certain control tiormation. In
particular, the control code (CTC) is used to determine the type of control action
to be performed:

● Inquire about catalog data (CTC = I)

. Change catalog data (CTC = C).

The catalog option indicator (CATOPT) determines the type of information to
work witlx

● Feature Group Catalog Data (CATOPT = G)

● Feature Catalog Data (CATOPT = F).

The propagate option (PROP) determines the generic to which the changes
apply. If PROP= ALL, then all generics should change without specifying a

Prq)riewy . Bellcom And AWWized C@nts only.
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generic tag. If PROP= Y, propagate the changes to the specified generic and all
higher generics. If PROP= N, then only apply changes to the specified generic.
Note that the PROP tag applies only to a change code (CTC = C) and not an
inquiry.

The UPDIND is used for a confmmation of an update. If services are changed
on the catalog, revalidation of feature exception data must be done. If specific
features and services fail the validation, then that data is returned in the
XCPDATA of the response section, along with a processing code message. The
message questions if the update should still be done even though there were
feature exceptions that failed validations. The UPDIND tag spec~les “Y” if the
update should be done and implies a delete of any feature exception that ftied
revalidation. Note that this indicator is used in conjunction with the feature
option only (CATOPT = F).

The ACL aggregate contains the Specflc tiorrnation required to perform the
feature group or feature group catalog inquiry or update. The information
required in each ACL aggregate varies, depending upon the CTC and CATOPT
tags that appear in the CTL aggregate.

The following subsections explain how the *RCAT section should be
constructed, depending upon the values in the CTL aggregate.

6.2.2.2 ●RCAT Section Format Catalog Data Inquiry (INQCAT)

An inquiry for catalog data requires at least the switch type and switch generic
tags. If CATOPT = G, indicating a request for feature group information, then
using NETYP and NEGEN returns multiple feature groups and related service
information including description names for that spec~led type and generic. If
FGRP is also supplied, a spetilc single feature group and related service
Wormation is returned.

If CATOPT = F, indicating a request for feature catalog infomnation, then using
NETYP and NEGEN returns all the features and related information for that
type and generic, including the group tag IDs and descriptions of those features.
If FGRP is supplied, then all the features and related information for that
specific feature group are returned. If FTR is supplied,~ then that specific
feature with related information only is returned.

t Note if the FI’R tag is supplied, the FGRP tag does not have to be speciiied.
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The following data items may appear in the *RCAT section:

*RCAT{
REC{

CTL{
CTC = I;
CATOPT = G;

}
ACL{

NETYP=...;
NEGEN=...;
FGRP=...;

}
}

}%

*RCAT{
REC{

CTL{
CTC = I;
CATOPT = F;

}
ACL{

NETYP = ....
NEGEN=...;
FGRP=...;
FTR = ....

}
}

}‘%

Request for Catalog Data
Record {1-N}, where N equals the number of
Catalog Data Requests
Control data
Control Code = Inquiry
Catalog Option = Group level
End CTL aggregate
Action line
Netxvork element type
Network element generic
Feature group tag [opt]
End ACL aggregate
End REC aggregate
End *RCAT section

Request for Catalog Data
Record {l-N}, where N equals the number of
Catalog Data Requests
Control data
Control Code = Inquiry
Catalog Option = Feature level
End CTL aggregate
Action line
Network element type
Network element generic
Feature group tag [opt]
Feature tag [opt]
End ACL aggregate
End REC aggregate
End *RCAT section

6.2.2.3 ●RCAT Section Format Change Catalog Data (MTCCAT)

There are two types of changes (CTC = C) allowed for catalog data. The first
provides an old and new ACL with action codes (ACT) of “O” and “N”. The
old AC L holds old key values and old tag values, reflecting the cument image of
the data, while the new ACL holds the new values allowing the old data to
changed to the new data. For the case of optional tags, rhe lack of a tag in
old A CL implies the value becomes its default value (O for integer, space for

be
the
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character). Also for optional tags, the lack of a tag in the new A CL implies that
the value of the tag is set to its default value (0 for integer, space for character).
Comparing the old values ensures proper sequencing of the FCIF messages.

The second type of change contains one ACL with an action code of “R” for
replace. The old keys are given with the tags that contain the new values only.
To remove an existing value without assigning a new value, it must be explicitly
assigned, dependent upon its data type. This is because new tag values only are
given with this type of change. The assignment for integers is “TAG = O;”.
Characters are assigned “TAG = ;“. This type of change is flexible since it allows
the ability to change fields without prior knowledge of their old values. This
method does not support any updates of key fields.

6.2.2.3.1 ●RCAT Section Format Change Catalog Data (MTCCAT) ACT= O/N

Although the use of old and new ACLS would normally allow changes to key
fields, it is restricted in the case of catalog data since Bellcore provides the data. ~
Therefore, in the case of CATOPT = G, the tags NETYP, NEGEN, and FGRP
in the old ACL must match the values in the new AC L. In the case of
CATOPT = F, the tags NETYP, NEGEN, and FTR in the old ACL must
match the values in the new AC L. In this last case, the FGRP tag is not needed
because a feature may only belong to one group. In addition, in the examples
shown below, the lack of a service type would mean that the speeific service is
not available.

The following data items$ may appear in the *RCAT section:

*RCAT{ Request for Catalog Data
REC{ Record {l-N}, where N equals the number of

Catalog Data Requests
CTL{ Control data

CATOPT = G; Catalog option - Group level
PROP = Y; Propagation - Yes [opt]
CTC=C; Control code - Change

-f Service information and other f~ure-related indicators may be changed for particular f-ures
or groups within a type or gentic, but the keys may not be changed.

$ Maintenance for name descriptions is not done in thk section. This appeim in the *RDES
section.
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}
ACL{

ACT = O;
NTETYP = ....
NEGEN = ....
FGRP=...;
FGRP{

SERVICE =...;

}
}
ACL{

ACT = N;
NETYP = ....
NEGEN=...;
FGRP=...;
FGRP{

SERVICE = ....

}
}

}
}%

*RCAT{
REC{

CTL{
CATOPT = F;
PROP = N;
UPDIND= ....
CTC=C;

}
ACL{

ACT=O;
NETYP=...;
NEGEN = ....
FTR=...;
FEATURE{

SERVICE= ...;
ACTIND = ....

End CTL aggregate
Action line
Action Code - old
Network element type
Network element generic
Feature group tag
Feature Group aggregate
SeNice type {0-3} [opt]
End Feature Group aggregate
End ACL aggregate
Action line
Action Code - new
Network element type
Network element generic
Feature group tag
Feature Group aggregate
Service type {O-3} [opt]
End Feature Group aggregate
End ACL aggregate
End REC aggregate
End *RCAT section

Request for Catalog Data
Record {l-N}, where N equals the number of
Catalog Data Requests
Control data
Catalog option - Feature level
Propagation - No [opt]
Update Indicator [opt]
Control code - Change
End CTL aggregate
Action line
Action Code - old
Network element type
Network element generic
Feature tag
FEATURE aggregate
Service type {0-3} [opt]
Activation indicator

Proplie!tay - Belkore And AuUlorized Ctkllts only.
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ELACTIND = ....
REGSET = ....
FTRSCP = ....

}
}
ACL{

ACT = N;
NETYP = ....
NEGEN=...;
FTR=...;
FEATURE{

SERVICE =...;
ACTIND = ....
ELACTIND = ....
REGSET = ....
FTRSCP = ....

}
}

}
}%

Electronic activation indicator
Regular set
Feature scope
End Feature aggregate
End ACL aggregate
Action line
Action Code - new
Network element type
Network element generic
Feature tag
Feature aggregate
Service type {O-3}[opt]
Activation indicator
Electronic activation indicator
Regular set
Feature scope
End Feature aggregate
End ACL aggregate
End REC aggregate
End *RCAT section

6.2.2.3.2 ●RCAT Section Format Change Feature Data (MTCCAT) ACT= RPL

In this case, a CTC of “C” and only one ACL aggregate are required. For
CATOPT = G, only the services for a specitic group may be changed. For
CAT OPT = F, only the services and feature-related tiormation may be changed
for a specflc feature.

The following data items may appear in the *RCAT section

*RCAT{ Request for Catalog Data
REC{ Record {1-N}, where N equals the number of

Catalog Data Requests
CTL{ Control data

CTC=C; Control code - Change
CATOPT = G; Catalog Option - Group level
PROP = A; Propagation - All

} End CTL aggregate
ACL{ Action line

ACT = R; Action code - replace

PKlplietay - Beilcore And AuUlolized Clii only.
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NETYP=...;
NEGEN=...;
FGRP=...;
FGRP{

SERVICE= ...;

}

}%

*RCAT{
REC{

CTL{
CTC = C;
PROP = N;
UPWIND =...;
CATOPT = F;

}
ACL{

ACT = R;
NETYP = ....
NEGEN=...;
FTR= ....
FEATURE{

SERVICE= ...;
ACTIND = ....
ELACTIND = ....
REGSET = ....
FTRSCP=...;

}’
}

}
}%

Network element type
Network element generic
Feature Group tag
Feature Group aggregate
Service type {O-3}[opt]
End FGRP aggregate
End AC L aggregate
End REC aggregate
End *RCAT section

Request for Catalog Data
Record {l-N}, where N equals the number of
Catalog Data Requests
Control data
Control code - Change data
Propagation - No
Update Indicator [opt]
Catalog Option - Feature level
End CTL aggregate
Action line
Action code - replace
Network element type
Network element generic
Feature tag
Feature aggregate
Service type {0-3] [opt]
Activation indicator [opt]
Electronic activation indicator [opt]
Regular set [opt]
Feature scope [opt]
End FEATURE aggregate
End ACL aggregate
End REC aggregate
End *RCAT section

6.2.3 Request Name Description Data ~RDES) Section

The *RDES section contains the data needed to perform inquiries and
maintenance to feature and feature group descriptions. Name descriptions
appear through normal inquiry of catalog information in the *RCAT section.

Propciebuy - BellCore And Allalofized alents Onty.
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6.2.3.1 General *RDES Section Format

The data items~ for the *RDES section are:

*RDES{
REC{

CTL{
CTC=...;

}
ACL{

ACT= ...;

NETYP = ....
TAGTYP = ....

TAGID = ....
DESCR{

SERVICE= ....

DESC = ....
PROD =...;

}
1

}
}%

Request for Name Description Data
Record {1-N), where N equals the number of
Name Description Data Requests
Control data
Control code:
c I = Inquiry,

C = Change>
End CTL aggregate
Action line {1,2}
Action code:
<0 = Old,

N= New,
R = Replace>

Nemork element type
Tag Type:
< F = Feature,

G= Group>
Tag ID
Description Data {l-N}
Service Type
< B = Business,

R= Residence,
C = Centrex

Name Description
Product Name
End DESCR aggregate
End ACL aggregate
End REC aggregate
End *RDES section

T Data items shown in the gen.erul section format do not indicate whether they are optional,
conditional, or required. This information is supplied in the subsequent sections.
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The *RDES section contains a CTL aggregate and one or more ACL aggregates.
The CTL aggregate identifies certain control information. In particular, the
control code (CTC) is used to determine the type of control action to be
petiormed:

. Inquire about name description data (CTC = I)

. Change name description data (CTC = C).

The following subsections explain how the *RDES section should be
constructed, depending upon the CTC value in the CTL aggregate.

6.2.3.2 ●RDES Section Format Name Description Data Inquiry (1NQCAT)

An inquiry for name description data requires the NETYP and TAGTYP tags.
In this case, all the name descriptions are returned for every tag ID. If a
particular tag ID is spetiled (TAGID), then all the name descriptions are
returned for that particular tag ID.

The following data items may appear in the *RDES section

*RDES{
REC{

CTL{
CTC = I;

}
ACL{

NETYP = .....
TAGTYP = ....
TAGID=...;

}
1

}‘/0

Request for Name Description Data
Record {l-N}, where N equals the number of
Name Description Data Requests
Control data
Control Code = Inquiry
End CTL aggregate
Action line
Nenvork element type
Tag Type
Tag ID [opt]
End ACL aggregate
End REC aggregate
End *RDES section

6.2.3.3 ●RDES Section Format Change Name Description Data (MTCCAT)

There are two types of changes allowed for Name Description Data. See the
description of changing catalog data for the *RCAT section for more
tiormation.

6.2.3.3.1 ●RDES Section Format Change Name Description Data (MTCCAT)
ACT = O/N

This type of change requires a CTC of “C” and two ACL aggregates. Although
this case would normally support key changes, there is a restriction here because
the data is provided by Bellcore. Therefore, the NTETYP, TAGTYP, and

Proprietary - BellCoreAnd Atmodzed Uiems m.
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TAG ID tags may not be changed, which means that the old and new values for
these tags must be the same.

The following data items may appear in the *RDES section:

*RDES{
REC{

CTL{
CTC=C;

}
ACL{

ACT = O;
NETYP=...;
TAGTYP = ....
TAGID = ....
DESCR{

SERVICE =...;
DESC = ....
PROD= ...;

}
}
ACL{

ACT = N;
NETYP = ....
TAGTYP = ....
TAGID = ....
DESCR{

SERVICE =...;
DESC = ....
PROD =...;

}
)

}
}?40

Request for Name Description Data
Record {l-N}, where N equals the number of
Name Description Data Requests
Control data
Control Code - Change
End CTL aggregate
Action line
Activity code - Old
Nenvork element type
Tag Type
Tag ID
Description Data {1-N)
Service Type [conditional]
Name Description
Product Name [conditional]
End DESCR aggregate
End ACL aggregate
Action line
Action code - New
Network element type
Tag Type
Tag ID
Description Data {1-N}
Service Type [conditional]
Name Description
Product Name [conditional]
End DESCR aggregate
End ACL aggregate
End REC aggregate
End *RDES section

6.2.3.3.2 ●RDES Section Format Change Name Description Data (MTCCAT)
ACT = RPL

In this type of change, a CTC of “C” and one ACL aggregate are required. The
NETYP, TAGTYP, TAGID, and SERVICE tags must be spectiled in order to
use this type of change.
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The following data items may appear in the *RDES section:

*RDES{
REC{

CTL{
CTC = C;

}
ACL{

ACT = R;
NETYP=...;
TAGTYP = ....
TAGID=...;
DESCR{

SERVICE =...;
DESC = ....
PROD =...;

}
}

}
]%

Request for Catalog Data
Record {l-N}, where N equals the number of
Name Description Data Requests
Control data
Control Code = Change
End CTL aggregate
Action line
Activity code - replace
Network element type
Tag Type
Tag ID
Description Data {1-4}
Service Type [opt]
Name Description [opt]
Product Name [opt]
End DESCR aggregate
End ACL aggregate
End REC aggregate
End *RDES section

6.2.4 Catalog Related Data Response ~CATR) Section

The *CATR section is created as a result of a request in the *RCAT section of
the INQCAT or MTCCAT contract. There is one response REC for each REC
in the original request message. The section contains responses to feature group
catalog and feature catalog information. The *CATR section also identifies
errors and discrepancies.

6.2.4.1 General ●CATR Section Format

The data itemst for the *CATR section are shown below in a general format.
The *RCAT of the request message is provided in the CTL and AC L aggregates
of the corresponding *CATR section of the response message for each REC

~ Data items shown in the general section format do not indicate whether they are optional,
conditional, or required. This information is supplied in the subsequent sections.
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aggregate. The items shown in regular typeface reflect the data provided in the
original request (* RCAT section). The items shown in bold typeface represent
the response data.

*CATR{
REC{

CTL{
CATOPT=...;
PROP =...;
UPWIND =...;
CTC = ....
IERC = ....

CDRC = ....

)
ACL{

NETYP=...;
NEGEN=...;
FGRP=...;
FTR=...;
FGRP{

SERVICE =...;
}
FEATURE{

SERVICE =...;
ACTIND = ....
ELACTIND = ....
REGSET = ....
FTRSCP = ....

}
}
FGRPDATA{

FGRP = ....

GDESCR{

SERVICE = ....

FGRPDES = ....

}

}

Catalog Data Response
Record {1-N), where N equals the number of
Catalog Data Responses
Control data
Catalog option
Propagation option
Update indicator
Control code
Input error return code {O-N}, where N = the

number of input errors
Catalog data return code {O-N}

End CTL aggregate
Action line {1,2}
Network element type
Network element generic
Feature group tag
Feature tag
FGRP aggregate
Service Type {0-3}
End FGRP aggregate
Feature Data Ifionnation
Service Type {O-3}
Activation indicator
Electronic activation indicator
Regular set
Feature scope
End FEATURE aggregate
End ACL aggregate
Feature group information {O-N}

Feature group tag ID

GDESCR aggregate {0-3}

Service Type

Feature Group Name Description

End GDESCR aggregate

End FGRPDATA aggregate
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FEATDATA{

FGRP = ....

GDESCR{

SERVICE = ....

FGRPDES = ....

}
FTR=...;

FDESC{

SERVICE = ....

FTRDES = ....

}
ACTIND = ....

ELACTIND = ....

REGSET = ....
FTRSCP = ....

}
XCPDATA{

FTR = ....
SID{

CLLI = ....

SERVICE = ....

}.
)
ERROR{

SERVICE...;

NEGEN...;

SVCERR...;

}

}
)%

Feature data information {O-N}

Feature group tag ID

GDESCR aggregate {O-3}

Service Type

Feature Group Name Description

End GDESCR aggregate

Feature tag ID

FDESC aggregate {O-3}

Service Type

Feature Name Description

End FDESC aggregate

Activation indicator

Electronic activation indicator

Regular set
Feature scope

End FEATDATA aggregate

Switch feature exception data {O-N}

Feature tag

SID aggregate (1-N}

Network element ID
Service Type

End SID aggregate

End XCPDATA aggregate

ERROR aggregate {O-N}

Service type

Network element generic

Service error code

End ERROR aggregate

End REC aggregate
End *CATR section

The f~st group of response data (IERC and CDRC), includes the CTL aggregate
return codes. This data is returned as a response in all cases (CTC = I, C).

The other group of response data (FGRPDATA and/or FEATDATA
aggregates) shows the additional data that may appear in the *CATR section.
This is returned upon a successfid inquiry request only.

The XC PDATA aggregate is returned only when a change of service leads to a
fdure in revalidating the feature exceptions against the new catalog containing
the updated services. A CDRC processing message supplies the ftied feature
exception validations and the L.lPDIND tag to detexmine if the update should
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continue. See the description of the *RCAT section for an explanation of the
UPDIND tag.

The ERROR aggregate is returned when there is an error. The aggregate
identifies the generic that is tiected for all IERC enors. This is done specifically
for the case in which the PROP tag specifies that multiple generics are being
manipulated. In the case of a service type error, the service type and associated
generic is identified. This is done because sever~ service types could be input at
the same time.

The return codes and the additional aggregates are explained in the sections that
follow the general format.

6.2.4.2 CTL Aggregate Return Codes

There are two return code tags that may be included in the CTL aggregate. In
the general format above, they are shown in bold typeface within the CTL
aggregate. These return code tags are:

● Input Error Return Code (IERC)

This return code indicates an incomect format in the FCIF message or the
associated tags. The value associated with the tag indicates the error
condition. This tag may appear multiple times to iden@ multiple input
errors. See Appendix D for specific IERC values and descriptions.

. Feature Data Return Code (CDRC)

The CDRC tag indicates the result of inquiries, and changes of feature related
data. This tag may appear multiple times indicating multiple process
messages. See Appendix D for specific CDRC values and descriptions.

6.2.4.3 ●CATR Section Format Feature Data 1nquiry Response

Upon successful completion of an inquiry, the data items in the FGRPDATA
and/or FEATDATA aggregate of the *CATR general section are returned
(depending upon the CATOPT specified).

If unsuccessfid, only the IERC and CDRC tags are returned.

6.2.4.4 ●CATR Section Format MTCCAT Contract Response

The response to maintenance activity (CTC = C) results in either a successfid or
unsuccessful return code, but it does not return any data as would happen in the
case of an inquiry request. Therefore, for this case, the FGRPDATA and/or
FEATDATA aggregates are never returned. Only the IERC and CDRC tags are
returned, which contain the input error codes and return codes described
previously.
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*CATR{
REC{

CTL{
CTC = ....
IERC = ....

CDRC = ....

}
ACL{

}
}

}%

Catalog Data Response
Record {1-N}, where N equals the number of
Catalog Data Responses
Control data
Control code <C>
Input error return code {O-N}, where N= the

number of input errors

Catalog data return code {O-N}

End CTL aggregate
Action line {1,2} from original request
End ACL aggregate
End REC aggregate
End *CATR section

6.2.5 Name Description Data Response (* DESR) Section

The *DESR section is created as a result of a request in the *RDES section of
the INQCAT or MTCCAT contract. There is one response REC for each REC
in the original request message. The section contains responses to name
description data. The *DESR section also identiles errors and discrepancies.

6.2.5.1 General ●DESR Section Format

The data itemst for the *DESR section are shown below in a general format.
The *RDES of the request message is provided in the CTL and ACL aggregates
of the corresponding *DESR section of the response message for each REC
aggregate. The items shown in regular typeface reflect the data provided in the
original request (*RDES section). The items shown in bold typeface represent
the response data.

*DESR{ Name Description Data Response
REC{ Record {l-N}, where N equals the number of

Name Description Data Responses
CTL{ Control data

~ Data iterns shown in the gerseraf section format do not indicate whether they are optional,
conditional, or required. This information is supplied in the subsequent sections.
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CTC = ...-
IERC = ...

DDRC=.,

}
ACL{

.9

NETYP=...;
TAGTYP = ....
TAGID = ....
DESCR{

SERVICE =...;
DESC = ....
PROD =...;

}
}
NAMES{

TAGID = ....
DESCR{

SERVICE = ....

DESC = ....

PROD = ....

}
ERROR{

SERVICE = ....

DESC = ....

PROD = ....

NAMERR = ....

}

}

}
}“/0

Control code
Input error return code {O-N}, where N = the

number of input errors

Description data return code {O-N}

End CTL aggregate
Action line {1,2}
Network element type
Tag Type
Tag ID
DESCR aggregate
Service Type
Name Description
Product Name
End DESCR aggregate
End ACL aggregate
NAMES aggregate {O-N}
Tag ID
DESCR aggregate {1-N}
Senrice Type
Name Description

Product Name
End DESCR aggregate

ERROR aggregate {O-N}
Semite Type

Name Description
Product Name

Names Error Code

End ERROR Aggregate

End NAMES aggregate

End REC aggregate
End *DESR section

The fnt group of response data (IERC and DDRC) includes the CTL aggregate
return codes. This is returned as a response in all cases (CTC = I, C).

The other group of response data (the DESCR aggregate) shows the additional
data that may appear in the *CATR section. This is returned only upon a
successful inquiry request. The return codes and the addhional aggregates are
explained in the sections that follow the general format.
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The ERROR aggregate is returned when any errors occur. This aggregate
identifies the data fields in error and provides the corresponding error code.

6.2.5.2 CTL Aggregate Return Codes

There are two return code tags that may be included in the CTL aggregate. In
the general format above, they are shown in bold typeface within the CTL
aggregate. These return code tags are:

. Input Error Return Code (IERC)

This return code indicates an incorrect format in the FC IF message or the
associated tags. The value associated with the tag indicates the emor
condition. This tag may appear multiple times to identify multiple input
errors. See Appendix D for specific IERC values and descriptions.

. Description Data Return Code (DD RC)

The DDRC tag indicates the result of inquiries and changes of feature-related
data. This tag may appear multiple times indicating multiple process
messages. See Appendix D for specflc DDRC values and descriptions.

6.2.5.3 ●DESR Section Format Name Description Data Inquiry Response

Upon successfid completion of an inquiry, the data items in the DESCR
aggregate of the *DESR general section are returned.

If unsuccessful, only the IERC and DDRC tags are returned.

6.2.5.4 ●DESR Section Format MTCCAT Contract Response

The response to maintenance activity (CTC = C) results in either a successful or
unsuccessful return code, but does not return any data as would happen in the
case of an inquiry request. Therefore, for this case, the NAMES aggregate is
never returned. Only the IERC and DDRC tags are returned. These tags hold
the input errors and return codes described previously.

*DESR{ Name Description Data Response
REC{ Record {l-N}, where N equals the number of

Name Description Data Responses
CTL{ Control data

CTC = .... Control code < C >
IERC=...; Input error return code {O-N}, where N= the

number of input errors
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DDRC=...;

}
ACL{

}
}

}%

Description Data return code {O-N}

End CTL aggregate
Action line {1,2} from original request
End ACL aggregate
End REC aggregate
End *DESR section
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6.3 CPE Data Maintenance Contracts

This section describes two contracts, INQCPE and MTCCPE, which are used to
maintain CPE data. CP E data encompasses customer premises equipment
tiorrnation and reference data. The INQCPE contract supports the inquiry~ of
CPE data, while the MTCCPE contract supports the maintenance (build,
change, and remove) of CPE data.

Both contracts consist of a request and a response message and share the *RCPE
and *CPER sections listed below.

●

●

The FCIF sections in the request message are as follows

*c 1 Control Header section
*PLHDR Provisioning Plationn Header section
*SNSHDR SNS Header section (optional)
*RCPE Request for Customer Premises Equipment section

The FCIF sections in the response message are as follows

*C2 Control Header section
*PLHDR Provisioning Platfotm Header section
*UMSG User Message section (optional)
*SNSHDR SNS Header section
*CPER Customer Premises Equipment Response section

See Section 3 in this document for more information on the *C 1, *C2,
*PLHDR, *UMSG, and *SNSHDR FCIF sections. The *RCPE and the
*C PER sections are explained in the following subsections.

6.3.1 General Contract Request Information

The contracts are designed so that multiple requests may be initiated in one
contract invocation (request message). This is denoted by the REC aggregate
that spans from {1-N}. Therefore, the INQCPE contract may contain multiple
inquiry requests, while the MTCCPE contract may contain multiple requests for

~ Note that the inquiries in maintenance are designed for the support of the maintenance
fimctionality.
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builds, changes, and deletes. These requests are structured in terms of the
following FCIF sections. The *RCPE section supports the maintenance of CPE
data

● Inquiry of CPE Data (INQCPE)

● Build CPE Data (MTCCPE)

. Change CPE Data (MTCCPE)

● Remove CPE Data (MTCCPE).

6.3.2 Request for CPE Date (* RCPE) Section

The *RCPE section contains the data needed to petiorm inquiries and
maintenance to CPE data.

6.3.2.1 General ●RCPE Section Format

The data items? for the *RCPE section are:

*RCPE{ Request for CPE data
REC{ Record {l-N}, where N equals the number

of CPE Inquiry Requests
CTL{ Control data

CTC=...; Control code:
< I = Inquiry,

B = Build,
C = Change,
R = Remove>

End CTL aggregate
Action line {1,2}
Action code:
<0 = Old,

N = New,
R= Replace>

CPEMAN = .... CPE manufacturer.

}
ACL{

ACT = ....

t Data items shown in the generuf section format do not indicate whether they are optional,
conditional, or required. This infommtion is supplied in the subsequent sections.
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CPEIMOD=...;
CPENA,ME = ....
CPEREG = ....
DIS=...;
ONETOUCH=...;
MAXKEY=...;
MAXCA=...;
HKEY=...;
RKEY=...;
NETYP = ....

}
}

}%

CPE model number
CPE name
CPE registration number
Display indicator
One touch indicator
Maximum number of keys
Maximum number of call appearances
Hold key indicator
Release key indicator
Switch type {O-N}
End ACL aggregate
End REC aggregate
End *RCPE section

The *RCPE section contains a CTL aggregate and one or more ACL aggregates.
The CTL aggregate identiles certain control ifiorrnation. In particular, the
control code (CTC) is used to determine the type of control action to be
performed:

● Inquire about CPE data (CTC = I)

. Add/Build CPE data (CTC = B)

. Change CPE data (CTC = C)

. Remove CPE data (CTC = R).

The ACL aggregate contains the spec~lc information required to peflorrn the
CPE data inquiry or update. The information required in each ACL aggregate
varies, depending upon the CTC that appears in the CTL aggregate.

The following subsections explain how the *RCPE section should be
constructed, depending upon the CTC value in the CTL aggregate.

6.3.2.2 ●RCPE Seetion Format Customer Premises Equipment lnqui~
(I NQCPE)

An inquiry for CPE data requires the CPEMAN and CPEMOD (manufacturer
and model number) tags.
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The following data items may appear in the *RCPE section:

*RCPE{
REC{

CTL{
CTC = I;

}
ACL{

CPEMAN=...;
CPEMOD = ....

).

}% )
6.3.2.3 ●RCPE Section Fortnat

Request for CPE data
Record {l-N}, where N equals the number
of CPE Inquiry Requests
Control data

End CTL aggregate
Action line
CPE mantiacturer
CPE model number
End ACL aggregate
End REC aggregate
End *RCPE section

Build CPE Data (MTCCPE)

To add CPE datat requires a CTC of”B” and an ACT of”N”. The required
tags in the ACL aggregate are CPEMAN, CPEMOD, DIS, ONETOUCH,
HKEY, RKEY and MAXKEY.

The following data items may appear in the *RCPE section

*RCPE{ Request for CPE data
REC{ Record {l-N}, where N equals the number

of CPE Maintenance Requests
CTL{ Control data

CTC=B; Control code

} End CTL aggregate
ACL{ Action line

ACT = N; Action code = New
CPEMAN=...; CPE manufacturer
CPEMOD = .... CPE model number
CPENAME = .... CPE name [opt]
CPEREG=...; CPE registration number [opt]

? Note that multiple switch types (N ETYP) may be added for a CPE manufacturer md model
number.
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DIS=...;
ONETOUCH=...;
MAXKEY=...;
MAXCA=...;
HKEY=...;
RKEY=...;
NETYP=...;

}
}

}%

Display indicator
One touch indicator
lMaximum number of keys
Maximum number of call appearances [opt]
Hold key indicator
Release key indicator
Switch type {O-N} [opt]
End ACL aggregate
End REC aggregate
End *RCPE section

6.3.2.4 ●RCPE Section Format Remove CPE Data (MTCCPE)

To delete CPE data, a CTC of”R” and an ACT of”O” are required in the CTL
aggregate. In the ACL aggregate, the CPEMAN and CPEMOD tags are
required.

The following data items may appear in the *RCPE section

*RCPE{ Request for CPE data
REC { Record {l-N}, where N equals the number

of CPE Maintenance Requests
CTL{ Control data

CTC = R; Control code - Remove

) End CTL Aggregate
ACL{ Action line

ACT = O; Action code - Old
CPEMAN=...; CPE manufacturer
CPEMOD = .... CPE model number

} End ACL aggregate

} End REC aggregate
}‘/0 End *RCPE section

6.3.2.5 ●RCPE Section Format Change Customer Premises Equipment

(MTCCPE)

There are two types of changes (CTC = C) allowed for CPE data. The first
provides an old and new ACL with action codes (ACT) of “O” and “N”. This
allows updates for key fields. The old ACL holds old key values and old tag
values that reflect the current data image, while the new AC L holds the new
values that allow the old data to be changed to the new data. The lack of a rag
in the old A CL implies that the value represents its default value (O for integer, or
space for character). The lack of a tag in the new ACL implies that the value of
~he tag will be set to its default value. This case is flexible since it allows key
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changes and ensures proper sequencing by comparing tag values in the old ACL
to the old database image.

The second type of change contains one ACL with an action code of “R” for
replace. The old keys are given with the tags that contain the new values only.
To remove an existing value without assigning a new value, it must be explicitly
assigned, dependent upon its data type. The assignment for integers is TAG= O;
while characters will be assigned TAG= ;. This type of change is flexible since
it allows the ability to change fields without prior knowledge of their old values.
However, this method does not allow changes to key fields.

6.3.2.5.1 ●RCPE Section Format Change Customer Premises Equipment
(MTCCPE) ACT= OIN

The following data items may appear hi the *RCPE section:

*RCPE{
REC{

CTL{
CTC=C;

}
ACL{

ACT = O;
CPEMAN=...;
CPEMOD = ....
CPENAME=...;
CPEREG = ....
DIS = ....
ONETOUCH = ....
MAXKEY=...;
MAXCA=...;
HKEY=...;
RKEY=...;
NETYP=...;

}
ACL{

ACT = N;
CPENAME=...;
CPEREG = ....
CPEMOD = ....

Request for CPE data
Record {1-N}, where N equals the number
of CPE Maintenance Requests
Control data
Control code - Change
End CTL aggregate
Action line
Action code - Old
CPE manufacturer
CPE model number
CPE name [opt]
CPE registration number [opt]
Display indicator
One touch indicator
Maximum number of keys
Maximum number of call appearances [opt]
Hold key number
Release key number
Switch type {O-N} [opt]
End ACL aggregate
Action line
Action code - New
CPE name [opt]
CPE registration number [opt]
CPE model number
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DIS=...;
ONETOUCH = ....
MAXKEY=...;
MAXCA= ....
HKEY=...;
RKEY=...;
NETYP = ....

}
}

}YO

Display indicator
One touch indicator
Max number of keys
Maximum number of call appearances [opt]
Hold key indicator
-Release key indicator
Switch type {O-N} [opt]
End ACL aggregate
End REC aggregate
End *RCPE section

6.3.2.5.2 ●RCPE Section Format Change Customer Premises Equipment
(MTCCPE) ACT= RPL

In this type of change, a CTC of “C” and one ACL aggregate only are required.
As a reminder, you cannot change the key field with this type of change.

The following data items may appear in the *RCPE section

*RCPE{
REC{

CTL{
CTC=C;

}
ACL{

ACT = R;
CPEMAN=...;
CPEMOD = ....
CPENAME=...;
CPEREG=...;
DIS = ....
ONETOUCH= ....
MAXKEY=...;
MAXCA=...;
HKEY=...;

Request for CPE data
Record {1-N}, where N equals the number
of CPE Maintenance Requests
Control data
Control code - Change
End CTL aggregate
Action line
Action code - replace
CPE manufacturer
CPE model number
CPE name [opt]
CPE registration number [opt]
Display indicator
One touch irdcator
Maximum number of keys
Maximum number of call appearances [opt]
Hold key indicator
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RKEY=...; Release key indicator
NETYP = .... Switch type {O-N} [opt]

} End ACL aggregate

} End REC aggregate
}% End *RCPE section

6.3.3 Customer Premise Equipment Response ~CPER) Section

The *C PER section is created as a result of a request in the *RCPE section of
the INQCPE or MTCCPE contract. There is one response REC for each REC
in the original request message. The section contains responses to CPE data
requests. The *C PER section also identiles errors and discrepancies.

6.3.3.1 General ●CPER Section Format

The data itemst for the *CPER section are shown below in a general format.
The *RCPE section of the request message is provided in the CTL and ACL
aggregates of the corresponding *C PER section of the response message for each
REC aggregate. The items shown in regular typeface reflect the data provided in
the original request (*RCPE section). The items shown in bold typeface
represent the response data.

*CPER{ Customer Premises Equipment Response
REC{ Record {1-N}, where N equals the number

of Customer Premises Equipment
Responses

CTL{ Control data
CTC=...; Control code
IERC = .... Input error return code {O-N}, where

N= the number of input errors

CPRC = .... Customer Premises Equipment return

code {O-N}

} End CTL aggregate
ACL{ Action line {1,2}

~ Data iterns shown in the general section format do not indicate whether they m optional,
condition, or required. This information is supplied in the subsequent sections.
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CPEMAN=...;
CPEMOD = ....
CPENAME=...;
CPEREG = ....
DIS=...;
ONETOUCH = ....
MAXKEY= ....
MAXCA=...;
HKEY=...;
RKEY=...;
NETYP=...;

}
CPEDATA{

CPENAME = ....
CPEREG = ....

DIS=...;
ONETOUCH = ....

MAXKEY = ....

MAXCA = ....

HKEY = ....

RKEY = ....

NETYP = ....

}
NETYPERR{

NETYP=...;
NERR = ....

}

}
}%

CPE manufacturer
CPE model number
CPE name
CPE registration number
Display indicator
One touch indicator
Maximum number of keys
Maximum number of call appearances
Hold key indicator
Release key indicator
Switch type {O-N}
End ACL aggregate
Customer Premises Equipment data {O-1 }

CPE name
CPE registration number

Display indicator

One touch indicator

Maximum number of keys

Maximum number of call appearances
Hold key indicator

Release key indicator

Network element type {O-N}
End CPEDATA aggregate

NETYPERR aggregate {O-N}

Network element type

Network element error

End NETYPERR aggregate

End REC aggregate
End *CPER section

The fmt group of response data (IERC and CPRC) includes the CTL aggregate
return codes. This data is returned as a response in all cases (CTC = I, B, C, R).

The CPEDATA aggregate shows the additional data that may appear in the
*CPER section. This is returned only upon a successful inquiry request.

If an error is detected with the input NETYP data, the NETYPERR aggregate
will be generated on output. This is done to indicate which specific occurrence
of NETYP is in emor, since several could be present on input.

The return codes and the additional aggregates are explained in the subsections
below.
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6.3.3.2 CTL Aggregate Return Codes

There are wo return code tags that may be included in the CTL aggregate. In
the general format above, they are shown in bold typeface within the CTL
aggregate. These return code tags are:

●

●

Input Error Return Code (IERC)

This return code indicates an incorrect format in the FCIF message or the
associated tags. The value associated with the tag indicates the error
condition. This tag may appear multiple times to identifi multiple input
errors. See Appendix D for specific IERC values and descriptions.

Customer Premises Equipment Return Code (CPRC)

The CPRC tag indicates the result of inquiries, additions, changes,
replacements, and deletions of CPE data. See Appendix D for spedlc
CPRC values and descriptions.

6.3.3.3 ●CPER Section Format Customer Premises Equipment lnqui~

Response

Upon successful completion of an inquiry, the data items in the CPEDATA
aggregate of the *C PER general section are returned. If unsuccessfi.d, only the
IERC and CPRC tags are returned.

6.3.3.4 ●CPER Section Format MTCCPE Contract Response

The response to any maintenance activity (CTC = B,C,R) results in either a
successfid or unsuccessfid return code. Data is not returned as in the case of an
inquiry request. Therefore, for this case, the CPEDATA aggregate is never
returned. Only the IERC and CPRC tags are returned. These tags hold the
input errors and return codes described previously.

*CPER{ Customer Premises Equipment Response
REC Record {l-N}, where N equals the number

of CPE Responses
CTL{ Control data

CTC = .... Control code < B,C,R>
IERC=...; Input error return code {O-N}, where

N= the number of input errors

CPRC = .... Customer Premises Equipment return

code {0-1}

} End CTL aggregate

Proplietay - BellCore And AuUlotized clients Q.
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NETYPERR{ NETYPERR aggregate {O-N}

NETYP = .... Network element type

NERR = .... Network element error

} End NETYPERR aggregate

} End REC aggregate
}% End *CPER section

If an error is detected with the input NETYP data, the NETYPERR aggregate
will be generated on output. This is done to indicate which specific occurrence
of NETYP is in error, since several could be present on input.

Pro@~ - BeJlcoreAnd Auttnxized Ctients Onty.
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6.4 Feature Package Data Maintenance Contracts

This section describes two contracts, INQFPK and MTCFPK, which are used to
maintain feature package data. The IhTQFPK contract supports the inquiry of
feature package data, while the MTCFPK contract supports the maintenance of
feature package data. Both contracts consist of a request message and a response
message.

FCIF sections in the request message are as follows:

*c 1 Control Header section
*PLHDR Provisioning Plationn Header section
*SNSHDR SNS Header section (optional)
*RFPK Request for Feature Package Maintenance

FCIF sections in the response message are as follows:

*c 2 Control Header section
*PLHDR Provisioning Platform Header section
*UMSG User Message section (optional)
*SNSHDR SNS Header section
*FPKR Feature Package Maintenance Response

Both contracts, INQFPK and MTCFPK, follow this FCIF format and share the
*RFPK and *FPKR sections.

See Section 3 in this document for more information on the *C 1, *C2,
*PLHDR, *UMSG, and *SNSHDR FCIF sections.

6.4.1 Request Feature Package Data FRFPK)

The *RFPK section allows you to build, remove, change, and inquire about
feature packages. The general format of this section is shown below.

6.4.1.1 General Format

*RFPK{ Request for Feature Package Data
REC{ Record {l-N}, where N equals the number

of Feature Package Requests
CTL{ Control data

Proprim - Beucore And AAlthorized a- m.
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CTC = ....

PROP =...;
ALL= ...;

}
ACL{

ACT= ...;

PROD =...;
NETYP = ....
NEGEN=...;
FPKG= ...;
SERVICE =...;

FEATURE{

FTR=...;
OPT= ...;

}
}

1
}%0

Control code: <I= Inquiry, B = Build,
C = Change, R = Remove>
Propagate Indicator
Request all data Indicato~ < Y = Yes>
End CTL aggregate
Action line {1,2}
Action code:
<0 = Old,
N = New,
R = Replace>
Product Name
Switch Type
Switch Generic
Feature Package Name
Types of’service {O-3}:
< R = Residence,
B = Business,
C = Centrex >
Feature {I-N} where N equals the number
of features within this package.
Feature Tag ID
Optional Indicator
End Feature aggregate
End ACL aggregate
End REC aggregate
End *RFPK section

This FCIF section is broken into the REC, CTL, ACL, and FEATURE
aggregates. The REC aggregate allows multiple requests to be sent in one
contract. For example, one *INQFPK contract may process multiple inquiry
requests. Similarly, one *lMTC FP K contract may process multiple requests for
build, remove, and change. The CTL aggregate holds the control code (CTC),
which determines the type of request to be performed. The ACL aggregate
contains the necessary information to process this request. The FEATURE
aggregate contains tiormation about specflc features in a package.

The NEGEN and PROP tags are used to determine the generic of the feature
package as follows

Propfieta’y - Betlcol12And AuUlodzed Ctients mlty.
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No NTEGEN tag, PROP= A Perform the maintenance request for all
generics.

NEGEN = XYZ, PROP= N Pefiorm the maintenance request for the
specific generic xyz.

NEGEN = XYZ, PROP= Y Perform the maintenance request for the
given generic xyz and all subsequent
generics (propagate it).

The generic is determined in this manner for all requests in the maintenance
contract, MTC FPK. In the inquiry contract, however, a specific generic must be
supplied by the user.

The ALL tag is used to indicate how much data should be returned upon an
inquiry request. For example, when ALL = Y, this indicates the return of both
feature package data names and all the feature information associated with the
feature packages. When ALL = N, this indicates that only feature package
names were requested.

The following subsections describe the formats of specific requests for each
control code (B RICt ). In these FCIF formats, each tag shown is required
unless spec~lcally labeled as optional, denoted by “(opt]”.

6.4.1.2 ●RFPK Section Format Feature Package Inquiw (I NQFPK)

There are three types of inquiries that can be made on a feature package:

1. Request a list of all feature package names under a product name/switch
type/switch generic. The required tags for this type of request are PROD,
NETYP, NEGEN, and ALL = N.

2. Request a list of all features under a specific feature package. The required
tags for this type of request are PROD, NETYP, NEGEN, and FPKG.

3. Request all feature packages and all features within the packages. The
required tags for this type of request are PROD, NETYP, NEGEN, and
ALL = Y.

The absence of the feature package name tag, FPKG, indicates that all feature
package names are requested. It is the ALL indicator that determines whether
just feature package names or feature packages and associated feature
information are returned upon an inquiry request. If ALL= Y, all feature

? BRIC is used hereto abbreviate Bui14 Rexnove, Inquire and Change
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packages and theti associated feature information are returned. If ALL= N,
feature package names only are returned. The type of service, indicated by the
SERVICE tag, determines which feature package data is returned. For example,
if SERVICE= “R” (residence), then residence feature package names? are
returned in the response section (*FPK R). Note that only one type of service
may be specified here. The lack of a SERVICE tag indicates all feature package
data under that product is returned.

If the features of a specflc package are requested, then FPKG should be equal to
the name of the package.

To obtain a list of feature package names, the following *RFPK section would
be used:

*RFPK{
REC{

CTL{
CTC = I;

}
ACL{

PROD =...;
NETYP = ....
NEGEN = ....
SERVICE= ...;

}
}

}?4

Request for Feature Package Data
Record {l-N}, where N equals the number of
Feature Package Requests
Control data
Control code: Inquiry
End CTL aggregate
Action line
Product Name
Switch Type
Switch Generic
Type of Service [opt]
End ACL aggregate
End REC aggregate
End *RFPK section

T “Residence feature package names” is used here to mean those feature packages that support
residence services. These packages may also support other types of seriices.

Propfietsry - 6eilcore And Auttwized Clients Only.
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To obtain a list of features for a particular feature package, the *RFPK section
would appear as:

*RFPK{
REC{

CTL{
CTC = I;

)
ACL{

PROD =...;
NETYP = ....
NEGEN=...;
FPKG=...;

}
}

]%

Request for Feature Package Data
Record {l-N}, where N equals the number of
Feature Package Requests
Control data
Control code: Inquiry
End CTL aggregate
Action line
Product Name
Switch Type
Switch Generic
Feature Package Name
End ACL aggregate
End REC aggregate
End *RFPK section

To obtain information about all feature packages and their associated features,
the following *RFPK section would be used

*RFPK{
REC{

CTL{
CTC = I;
ALL=Y;

}
ACL{

PROD= ...;
NETYP=...;
NEGEN=...;
SERVICE =...;

}
}

}%

Request for Feature Package Data
Record {l-N}, where N equals the number of
Feature Package Requests
Control data
Control code: Inquiry
All indicator - Yes
End CTL aggregate
Action line
Product Name
Switch Type
Switch Generic
Service Type [opt]
End ACL aggregate
End REC aggregate
End *RFPK section

PmPtim - Beilcore And AuUlorized Clii G!My.
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6.4.1.3 ●RFPK Section Format Build Feature Package (MTCFPK)

To build a feature package, there must be at least one FEATURE aggregate in
the *RFPK section.~ The absence of the SERVICE tag implies that the feature
package has been set up, however it is not yet offered (possibly because of tarifT
reasons). This section may appear as follows:

*RFPK{ Request for Feature Package Data
REC{ Record {1-N}, where N equals the number of

CTL{
CTC=B;
PROP =...;

}
ACL{

ACT = N;
PROD = ....
NETYP=...;
NEGEN=...;
FPKG=...;
SERVICE= ....

Feature Package Requests
Control data
Control code - Build
Propagate indicator [opt]
End CTL aggregate
Action line
Action code: New data
Product Name
Switch Type
Switch Generic [condition~
Feature Package Name
Type of service {0-3}

FEATURE{ Feature {l-N} where N equals the number of
features within this package.

FTR=...; Feature Tag ID
OPT= ...; Optional Indicator

} End Feature Aggregate

} End ACL aggregate

} End REC aggregate
}% End *RFPK section

6.4.1.4 ●RFPK Section Format Remove Feature Package (MTCFPK)

To remove feature package data, a CTC of “R” and an ACT of “O” are required
in the CTL and ACL aggregates, respectively.

The type of remove performed is determined by the appearance of the tags.
Although the product name (PROD) is the only required tag, the NETYP,
NEGEN, and FPKG tags may also be supplied. Depending upon the

~ Every feature package must consist of at le=t one feature.

Proplim - Bellcoce And Authorized Ctks’l& Olliy.
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combination, various responses may result. Some of the possible combinations
are:

. PROD/NETYP/NEGEN/ FPKG removes a specific feature package for a
switch type, switch generic, and product. The PROP tag may also be used to
propagate the delete across generics.

. P ROD/NETYP/NEGEN removes all feature packages for a switch type,
switch generic, and product. Again, the PROP tag may also be used to
propagate the delete across generics.

. P ROD/FP KG removes a specific feature package from a product for all
switch types and switch generics. The PROP tag is not used in this case.

. PROD removes all the feature packages for a product for all switch types and
generics. The PROP tag is not used in this case.

When a feature package is removed, it is removed for all types of service
(business, residence, and Centrex).

The following data items may appear in the *RFPK section

*RFPK{
REC{

CTL{
CTC = R;
PROP =...;

}
ACL{

ACT=O;
PROD =...;
NETYP = ....
NEGEN = ....
FPKG= ....

)
)

}%

Request for Feature Package Data
Record {1-N), where N equals the number of
Feature Package Requests
Control data
Control code: Remove
Propagate indicator [opt]
End CTL aggregate
Action line
Action code: Old data
Product Name
Switch Type [opt]
Switch Generic [opt]
Feature Package Name [opt]
End ACL aggregate
End REC aggregate
End *RFPK section

Pru@m - BellConsAnd Authorized at- OrMy.
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6.4.1.5 ●RFPK Section Format Change a Feature Package (MTCFPK)

There are two ways to request a change for feature packages

1. Old/hTew Action Codes

This request requires two ACL aggregates to change the old data in the old
ACL aggregate (ACT= O) to the new data supplied in the new ACL
aggregate (ACT = N-). The lack of a tag in the new AC L aggregate for
optional fields indicates that the value of that tag becomes its default value
(O for integers, space for characters). The lack of a tag in the old ACL
aggregate for optional fields indicates that its current value is its default
value (O for integers, space for characters). This type of change allows key
changes and ensures proper sequencing by matching the tag values in the
old ACL aggregate to the database values. PROD, NETYP, NEGEN,
SERVICE, and FPKG may be changed as well as Feature Data in this
type of change.

2. Replace Action Code

This method requires one ACL aggregate (ACT= R) with an action code
of replace. An old image of the data is not needed. The new data must be
provided with the feature package and all of its associated features and
related data. In this type of change, only feature data associated with a
particular feature package for a specific product, switch type, and switch
generic may be changed. Therefore, PROD, NETYP, NEGEN, and
FPKG tags are required in this type of change. The propagate option
(PROP) may be used to propagate changes across generics.

Using the old/new ACLS to petiorm the change, the *RFPK section would
appear ax

*RFPK{ Request for Feature Package Data
REC{ Record {l-N}, where N equals the number of

Feature Package Requests
CTL{ Control data

CTC=C; Control code: Change
PROP = .... Propagate indicator [opt]

} End CTL aggregate
ACL{ Action Ii.ne

ACT=O; Action code: Old data

Pm@@in- ad- AndAuulorized etients alty.
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PROD =...;
~TETYp = . . . .

NEGEN = ....
SERVICE = ....
FPKG=...;
FEATURE{

FTR=...;
OPT= ...;

}
}
ACL{

ACT = N;
PROD =...;
NETYP=...;
NEGEN=...;
SERVICE =...;
FPKG=...;
FEATURE{

FTR=...;
OPT= ...;

1
}

}
}%

Product Name
Switch Type
Switch Generic [conditional]
Type of service {O-3}
Feature Package Name
Feature {l-N} where N equals the number of
features within this package.
Feature Tag ID
Optional Indicator
End Feature aggregate
End ACL aggregate
Action line
Action code New data
Product Name
Switch Type
Switch Generic [conditional]
Type of service {0-3}
Feature Package Name
Feature {l-N} where N equals the number of
features within this package.
Feature Tag ID
Optional Indicator
End Feature aggregate
End ACL aggregate
End REC aggregate
End *RFPK section

Using the “R” (replace) action code, the *RFPK section for a change would
appear ax

*RFPK{ Request for Feature Package Data
REC{ Record {1-N}, where N equals the number of

Feature Package Requests
CTL{ Control data

CTC = C; Control code: Change
PROP =...; Propagate option [opt]

} End CTL aggregate
ACL{ Action line

Pru@s@l - Betlcore And A4mlaized clients only.
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ACT = R;
PROD =...;
NETYP=...;
NEGEN=...;
FPKG=...;
SERVICE =...;
FEATURE{

FTR=...;
OPT= ...;

}
}

}
}%

Action code: Replace data
Product Name
Switch Type
Switch Generic [conditional]
Feature Package Name
Type of service {0-3} [opt]
Feature {O-N} where N equals the number of
features within this package. Replace with this
new feature set
Feature Tag ID [opt]
Optional Indicator [opt]
End Feature aggregate
End ACL aggregate
End REC aggregate
End *RFPK section

6.4.2 Feature Package Data Response ~FPKR) Section

The *FPKR section is created as a result of a request (*RFPK) in either the
INQFPK contract or the MTCFPK contract. There is one response REC for
each request REC in the original request message.

6.4.2.1 General Format

The following is a general format for the response message:

*FPKR{
REC{

CTL{
CTC=...;

IERC=...;

FPRC = ....

PROP = ....
ALL= ...;

}
ACL{

ACT= ...;
PROD= ...;

Feature Package Response section
Record {1-N}, where N equals the number
of Feature Package Responses
Control data
Control code
Input error return code {O-N}, where the

number of input errors.

Feature package return code {O-1 }

Propagate option
Request all data option [opt]
End CTL aggregate
Action line {1,2} - Original Request
Action code
Product Name

Prwietmf - SeNcore AndAuthorized aients my.
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NETYP = ....
NEGEN=...;
FPKG=...;
SERVICE =...;
FEATURE{

FTR=...;
OPT= ...;

}
}
PRODUCT{

PROD =...;

NETYP=...;

NEGEN = ....
FPDATA{

FPKG = ....

SERVICE = ....

FEATURE{

FTR = ....
OPT = ....

DESC{

SERVICE =...;

FTRDES = ....

}
.
J

}

}
ERROR{

FTR = ....

SERVICE = ....

IERC = ....

}

}
}%

Switch Type
Switch Generic
Feature Package Name
Type of service {O-3}
Feature {O-N} where N equals the number
of features within a package.
Feature Tag ID
Optional Indicator [opt]
End Feature aggregate
End ACL aggregate
Product Date {O-1}
Product Name

Network Element Type

Network Element Generic
Feature Package Data {O-N}

Feature Package Name

Type of service {0-3}
Feature {O-N} where N equals the number

of feature within a package.

Feature Tag ID

Optional Indicator

Feature Descriptions {1-3}
Service type <R, B, C>

Description Long Name

End of DESC aggregate

End FEATURE aggregate

End FPDATA aggregate

End PRODUCT aggregate

Error aggregate {O-N}
Feature Tag ID

Service Type

Input Error Code

End Error aggregate

End REC aggregate
End *FPKR section

mopriq - selkom And Authorized aients Cw.
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The response message contains the ACL from the original request message, plus
additional data (FPDATA aggregate from the inquiry) and return codes. Two
return codes will be present in the response section. They are the IERC (Input
Emor Return Code) and the FPRC (Feature Package Return Code). The IERC
may contain multiple error codes indicating input errors or incorrect formats in
the FCIF message. The FPRC will return the result of processing the request.
The ERROR aggregate contains the IERC code to indicate which FTR or
SERVICE the error belongs to.

See Appendix D for a listing of the IERC and FPRC codes.

ProprietW - Betlcore And ~zed Ctienk Onty.
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6.5 Switch-Related Data Maintenance Contracts

This section describes two contracts, INQNED and MTCNED, which are used
to maintain switch-related data. Switch-related data encompasses nenvork
element, switch parameter, and switch feature exception data. The INQNED
contract supports the inquiryt of switch-related data, while the MTCNED
contract supports the maintenance (build, change, and remove) of switch-related
data. There is no maintenance associated with the switch parameter table, since it
consists of Bellcore-provided data.

Both contracts consist of a request and a response message and share the
*RNED, *NEDR, *RXCP, and *XCPR sections listed below.

● The FC IF sections in the request message are as follows

*c 1 Control Header section
*PLHDR Provisioning Platform Header section
*SNSHDR SNS Header section (optional)
*RNED Request for Nework Element Data section
*RXCP Request for Switch Exception Data section

. The FCIF sections in the response message are as follows

*C2 Control Header section
*PLHDR Provisioning Platform Header section
*UMSG User Message section (optional)
*SNSHDR SNS Header section
*NEDR Network Element Data Response section
*XCPR Switch Exception Data Response section

See Section 3 in this document for more information on the *C 1, *C2,
*PLHDR, *U MSG, and *SNSHDR FCIF sections.

6.5.1 General Contract Request Information

The contracts are designed so that multiple requests maybe initiated in one
contract invocation (request message). This is denoted by the REC aggregate
that spans from {l-N}. Therefore, the INQNED contract may contain multiple
inquiry requests, while the MTCNED contract may contain multiple requests for

~ The inquiries in maintenance are designed for the support of the maintenance functiontity.
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builds, changes, and deletes. These requests are structured in terms of the
following FCIF sections.

The *RNE.D section supports the maintenance of network element and switch
parameter data:

● Inquiry of Network Element and Switch Parameter Data (INTQNED)

. Build Network Element Data only (MTCNED)

. Mod@ Network Element Data only (MTCNED)

. Remove Network Element Data only (MTCNED).

The *RXCP section supports the maintenance of Switch Feature Exception
Dat.rx

. Inquiry of Switch Feature Exception Data (INQNED)

. Build Switch Feature Exception Data (MTCNED)

● Mod@ Switch Feature Exception Data (MTCNED)

. Remove Switch Feature Exception Data (MTCNED).

6.5.2 Request Network Element Data (%NED) Section

The *RNED section contains the data needed to perform inquiries and
maintenance to network element and switch parameter data.

6.5.2.1 General ●RNED Section Format

The data items~ for the *RNED section are:

*RNED{ Request for Network Element Data
REC{ Record {l-N}, where N equals the number of

Network Element Inquiry Requests
CTL{ Control data

~ Data items shown in the general section format do not indicate whether they are optional,
conditional, or required. This information is supplied in the subsequent sections.

ProprietiUY - -Icon? nnd AIJUIWized Clients only.
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CTC = ....

}
ACL{

ACT= ...;

Control code:
< I = Inquiry,

B = Build,
C = Change,
R = Remove>

End CTL aggregate
Action line {1,2}
Action code:
<0 = Old,

N = New,
R = Replace>

CLLI=...; Network element
NETYP=...; Network element
NEGEN = .... Network element
Wc = .... Wh-e center

CLLI code
type
generic

} End ACL aggregate

} End REC aggregate
}% End *RNED section

The *RNED section contains a CTL aggregate and one or more ACL
aggregates. The CTL aggregate identifies certain control information. In
particular, the control code (CTC) is used to determine the type of control action
to be performed

● Inquire about network element data (CTC = I)

. Add/Build another network element ID (CTC = B)

. Change network element data (CTC = C)

● Remove network element data (CTC = R).

The ACL aggregate contains the spedlc information required to perform the
switch-related data inquiry or update. The information required in each ACL
aggregate varies, depending upon the CTC that appears in the CTL aggregate.

The following subsections explain how the *RNED section should be
constructed, depending upon the CTC value in the CTL aggregate.

6.5.2.2 ●RNED Section Format Network Element lnqui~ (INQNED)

An inquiry for network element data requires a CLLI code for network element
ID.

Proprietary - Bettcore And Authorized aients Only.
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The following data items may appear in the *RNED section:

*RNTED{
REC{

CTL{
CTC = I;

}
ACL{

CLLI=...;

}
}

}%

Request for Network Element Data
Record {1-N}, where N equals the number of
Network Element Data Requests
Control data
Control Code = Inquiry
End CTL aggregate
Action line
Network element ID (CLLI code)
End ACL aggregate
End REC aggregate
End *RNED section

6.5.2.3 ●RNED Section Format Build Network Element (MTCNED)

To add a network element ID with related Wonnation requires a CTC of “B”
and an ACT of “N”. The required tags in the ACL aggregate are C LLI,
NETYP, NEGEN, and WC.

The following data items may appear in the *RNED section:

*RNED{
REC{

CTL{
CTC=B;

}
ACL{

ACT = N;
CLLI = ....
NETYP=...;
NEGEN = ....
We=...;

}
}

}“/0

Request for Network Element Data
Record {1-N}, where N equals the number of
Network Element Data Requests
Control data
Control code - Build
End CTL aggregate
Action line
Activity - new
Network element CLLI code
Network element type
Network element generic
Ww center
End ACL aggregate
End REC aggregate
End *RNED section

6.5.2.4 ●RNED Section Format Remove Network Element (MTCNED)

To delete a network element ID and its related data, a CTC of “R” and an ACT
of “O” are required in the CTL aggregate. In the ACL aggregate, the C LLI code
for the network element ID is required.

ProPfie@Y - BellConsAnd AutJmfized clients only.
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The following data items may appear in the *RNED section

*RNED{
REC{

CTL{
CTC = R;

}
ACL{

ACT=O;
CLLI=...;

}
}

}%

Request for Network Element Data
Record {1-N}, where N equals the number of
Network Element Data Requests
Control data
Control code - Remove data
End CTL aggregate
Action line
Activity is against old data
Network element CLLI code
End ACL aggregate
End REC aggregate
End *RNED section

6.5.2.5 ●RNED Section Format Change Network Element (MTCNED)

There are two types of changes (CTC = C) allowed for network element data.
The fwst provides an old and new ACL with action codes (ACT) of “O” and
“N”. This allows updates for key fields. The old ACL holds old key values and
old tag values, reflecting the current data image, while the new ACL holds the
new values that allow the old data to be changed to the new data. The lack of a
tag in the old A CL implies that the value represents its default value (O for integer,
or space for character). The lack of a tag in the new ACL implies that the value
of the tag will be set to its default value. Comparing the values in the old ACL
aggregate with the current database image ensures proper sequencing of the
FCIF messages.

The second type of change contains one ACL with an action code of “R” for
replace. The old keys are given with only the tags that contain the new values.
To remove an existing value without assigning a new value, it must be explicitly
assigned, dependent upon its data type. The assignment for integers is
“TAG = O;”. Characters are assigned “TAG= ;“. This type of change is flexible
since it provides the ability to change fields without prior knowledge of their old
values. This method does not allow changes to key fields.
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6.5.2.5.1 ●RNED Section Format Change Network Element (MTCNED)
ACT=OIN

The following data items may appear in the *RNED section:

*RNED{
REC{

CTL{
CTC=C;

}
ACL{

ACT = O;
CLLI=...;
NETYP=...;
NEGEN=...;
Wc = ....

}
ACL{

ACT= N;
CLLI=...;
NETYP=...;
NEGEN=...;
We=...;

}
}

)%

Request for Network Element Data
Record {1-N}, where N equals the number of
N’etwork Element Data Requests
Control data
Control code - Change
End CTL aggregate
Action line
Activity - old
Network element CLLI code
Network element type
Network element generic
Wue center
End ACL aggregate
Action line
Activity - data
Network element CLLI code
Network element type
Network element generic
Wm center
End ACL aggregate
End REC aggregate
End *RNED section

6.5.2.5.2 ●RNED Section Format Change Network Element (MTCNED)
ACT = RPL

In this type of change, a CTC of “C” and only one ACL aggregate is required.
As a reminder, you cannot change the key field with this type of change.

The following data items may appear in the *RNED section

*RNED{ Request for Network Element Data
REC{ Record {l-N}, where N equals the number of

Network Element Data Requests
CTL{ Control data

CTC=C; Control code - Change data
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}
ACL{

ACT = R;
CLLI=...;
NETYP=...;
NEGEN=...;
Wc = ....

}
}

}%

End CTL aggregate
Action line
Activity - replace
Network element CLLI code (old key)
Network element type [opt]
Nenvork element generic [opt]
Wire center [opt]
End ACL aggregate
End REC aggregate
End *RNED section

6.5.3 Request Switch Exception Data ~RXCP) Section

The *RXCP section contains the data needed to perfotm inquiries and
maintenance to switch feature exception data.

6.5.3.1 General ●RXCP Section Format

The data items~ for the *RXCP section are:

*RXCP{ Request for Switch Feature Exception Data
REC{ Record {1-N}, where N equals the number of

Switch Feature Exception Requests
CTL{ Control data

CTC=...; Control code:
< I = Inquiry,

B = Build,
C = Change,
R= Remove>

End CTL aggregate
Action line {1,2}

}
ACL{

t Data items shown in the generui section fommt do not indicate whether they are optional,
conditional, or required. This information is supplied in the subsequent sections.
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ACT= ...;

CLLI=...;
FTR=...;
SERVICE = ....

Action code:
<0 = Old,
N = New,
R = Replace>
Network element CLLI code
Feature tag
Service Type {1-3}:
B = Business,
C = Centrex,
R = Residence>
End ACL aggregate
End REC aggregate
End *RXCP section

The *RXCP section contains a CTL aggregate and one or more ACL
aggregates. The CTL aggregate identifies certain control information. In
particular, the control code (CTC) is used to determine the type of control action
to be performed as previously described in the *RNED section.

The ACL aggregate contains the specific information required to perform the
network element inquiry or update. The tiorrnation required in each ACL
aggregate varies, depending upon the CTC that appears in the CTL aggregate.

The following subsections explain how the *RXCP section should be
constructed, depending upon the CTC value in the CTL aggregate.

6.5.3.2 *RXCP Section Format Switch Feature Exception Inquiry (INQNED)

An inquiry for switch feature exception data requires a CLLI code for the
network element ID. In this case, all the feature exceptions at that switch are
returned. If a specific feature tag is given, then only that specific feature
exception is returned.

The following data items may appear in the *RXCP section

*RXCP{ Request for Switch Feature Exception Data
REC{ Record {1-N}, where N equals the number of

Switch Feature Exception Data Requests
CTL{ Control data

CTC = I; Control Code = Inquiry

} End CTL aggregate
ACL{ Action line
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CLLI=...; Network element ID (CLLI code)
FTR=...; Feature tag [opt]

} End ACL aggregate

} End REC aggregate
}% End *RXCP section

6.5.3.3 ●RXCP Section Format Build a Switch Feature Exception (MTCNED)

To add feature exceptions at a specflc switch requires a CTC of “B” and an
ACT of “N”. The switch and feature tag must also be specified.

The following data items may appear in the *RXCP section

*RXCP{
REC{

CTL{
CTC=B;

}
ACL{

ACT = N;
CLLI = ....
FTR=...;
SERVICE = ....

}“
}

}%

Request for Switch Feature Exception Data ,
Record {1-N}, where N equals the number of
Switch Feature Exception Data Requests
Control data
Control code - Build
End CTL aggregate
Action line
New data
Network element CLLI code
Network element type
Service type {1-3}
End ACL aggregate
End REC aggregate
End *RXCP section

6.5.3.4 ●RXCP Section Format Remove a Switch Feature Exception

(MTCNED)

To remove all the feature exceptions at a particular switch only the switch ID
(CLLI) is required. To remove a specific feature exception at a switch, the
switch ID (C LLI) and the feature tag name (FTR) are required. Either delete
capability requires a CTC of “R” in the CTL aggregate, and an ACT of “O” in
the ACL aggregate.
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The following data items may appear in the *RXCP section:

*RXCP{ Request for Switch Feature Exception Data
REC{ Record {1-N}, where N equals the number of

Switch Feature Exception Data Requests
CTL{ Control data

CTC = R; Control code - Remove data

} End CTL aggregate
ACL{ Action line

ACT=O; Activity is against old data
CLLI=...; Network element CLLI code
FTR=...; Feature tag [opt]

} End ACL aggregate

} End REC aggregate
}% End *RXCP section

6.5.3.5 ●RXCP Section Format Change Switch Feature Exception Data
(MTCNED)

There are two types of changes allowed for Switch Feature Exception Data.
Refer to the *RNED section for more information on these change ~pes.

6.5.3.5.1 ●RXCP Section Format Change Switch Feature Exception Data
(MTCNED) ACT= OIN

This type of change requires a CTC of “C” and two ACL aggregates. It supports
key changes, and ensures proper wquencing.

The following data items may appear in the *RXCP section:

*RXCP{
REC{

CTL{
CTC=C;

}
ACL{

ACT=O;
CLLI = ....
FTR=...;
SERVICE =...;

Request for Switch Feature Exception Data
Record {1-N), where N equals the number of
Switch Feature Exception Data Requests
Control data
Control code - Change
End CTL aggregate
Action line
Action Code - old
Network element CLLI code
Feature tag
Service type {1-3}
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}
ACL{

ACT = N;
CLLI=...;
FTR=...;
SERVICE =...;

}
}

}%

End AC L aggregate
Action line
Activity is new data
Network element CLLI code
Feature tag
Service type {1-3}
End ACL aggregate
End REC aggregate
End *RXCP section

6.5.3.5.2 ●RXCP Section Format Change Switch Feature Exception Data
(MTCNED) ACT= RPL

In t.hs type of change, a CTC of “C” and only cme ACL aggregate are required.
The switch ID and feature tag must be specified in order to use this change
finction. As a reminder, you cannot change the key field with this type of
change.

The following data items may appear in the *RXCP section:

*RXCP{ Request for Switch Feature Exception Data
REC{ Record {1-N}, where N equals the number of

Switch Feature Exception Data Requests
CTL{ Control data

CTC=C; Control code - Change data

} End CTL aggregate
ACL{ Action line

ACT = R; Action code - replace
CLLI=...; Network element CLLI code
FTR=...; Feature tag
SERVICE =...; Service type {1-3}

} End ACL aggregate

} End REC aggregate
}% End *RXCP section

6.5.4 Network Element Data Response ~NEDR) Section

The *NEDR section is created as a result of a request in the *RNED section of
the INQNED or MTCNED contract. There is one response REC for each REC
in the original request message. The section contains responses to network-
related tionnation. The *NED R section also identifies enors and discrepancies.
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6.5.4.1 General ●NEDR Section Format

The data items~ for the *NEDR section are shown below in a general format.
The *RNED section of the request message is provided in the CTL and ACL
aggregates of the corresponding *NEDR section of the response message for each
REC aggregate. The items shown in regular typeface reflect the data provided in
the original request (*RNED section). The items shown in bold typeface
represent the response data.

*NEDR{
REC {

CTL{
CTC = ....
IERC = ....

NDRC=...;

}
ACL{

CLLI=...;
NETYP = ....
NEGEN= ....
Wc = ....

}
NEDATA{

CLLI = ....

NETYP = ....

NEGEN = ....

Wc = ....

MXSCH = ....

MXSCHP = ....

}
XCPDATA{

FTR = ....

Network Element Data Response
Record {1-N}, where N equals the number of
Network Element Responses
Control data
Control code
Input error return code {O-N}, where N= the
number of input errors

Network data return code {O-N}

End CTL aggregate
Action line {1,2}
Network element ID (CLLI code)
Network element type
Network element generic
Wm center
End ACL aggregate
Network element information {O-1 }

Network element CLLI code

Network element type

Network element generic

Wire center

Maximum members in a SCH group

Maximum SCH groups to participate

End NEDATA aggregate

Switch feature exception data {O-N}

Feature tag

t Data iterns shown in the generul section format do not indicate whether they are optional,
conditional, or required. This information is supplied in the subsequent sections.
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Svc{ SVC aggregate {1-3}

SERVICE =...; Senfice type

FTRDES = .... Description

} End SVC aggregate

} End XCPDATA aggregate

} End REC aggregate
}% End *NEDR section

The frst group of response data (IERC and NDRC) includes the CTL aggregate
return codes. This data is returned as a response in all cases (CTC = I, B, C, R).

The NEDATA aggregate shows the additional data that may appear in the
*NED R section. This aggregate is returned upon a successfid inquiry request.

The XCPDATA aggregate is returned when a change of type or generic leads to
a fdure in revalidating the feature exceptions against the catalog for the updated
type and/or generic. This is an internal database integxity check comparing the
switch feature exception data against the catalog data. The update does not take
place until the ftied feature exceptions are either deleted or reset. The contract
returns the switch feature exceptions that ftied the validation. The return codes
and the additional aggregates are explained in the subsections below.

6.5.4.2 CTL Aggregate Return Codes

There are two return code tags that may be included in the CTL aggregate. In
the general format above, they are shown in bold typeface within the CTL
aggregate. These return code tags are:

●

●

Input Error Return Code (IERC)

This return code indicates an incorrect format in the FCIF message or the
associated tags. The value associated with the tag indicates the error
condition. This tag may appear multiple times to identify multiple input
errors. See Appendix D for specific IERC values and descriptions.

Network Data Return Code (NDRC)

The NDRC tag indicates the result of inquixies, additions, changes,
replacements, and deletions of network element data. See Appendix D for
specific ND RC values and descriptions.
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6.5.4.3 ●NEDR Section Format Network Element Data Inquiry Response

Upon successful completion of an inquiry, the data items in the XEDATA
aggregate of the *NED R general section are returned. If unsuccessful, only the
IERC and NDRC tags are retumed,t

6.5.4.4 *NEDR Section Format MTCNED Contract Response

The response to any maintenance activity (CTC = B, C, R) x’esultsin either
successful or unsuccessful return codes (IERC/NDRC) found in the CTL
aggregate of the response section. Other data that may possibly be returned in
this case is the XC PDATA aggregate, which only appears when a type and/or
generic have been changed and the exceptions fti revalidation against the
catalog. The NEDATA aggregate is returned only upon a successful inquiry.

*NEDR{
REC

CTL{
CTC = ....
IERC = ....

NDRC = ....

}
ACL{

}
XCPDATA{

}%

Network Element Data Response
Record {1-N}, where N equals the number of
Network Element Responses
Control data
Control code < B,C,R >
Input error return code {O-N}, where N= the

number of input errors
Network data return code {O-1 }

End CTL aggregate
Action line {1,2} from original request
End ACL aggregate
Exception data {l-N}, where N = the number of
feature exception validation failures for a switch

&@generic change
End XCPDATA aggregate

End REC aggregate
End *NEDR section

t In the case of unsuccessful changes of switch type and/or switch generic, revalkiation failures of
feature exceptions cause the XCPDATA aggregate to be returned.
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6.5.5 Switch Feature Exception Data Response (*XCPR) Section

The *XCPR section is created as a result of a request in the *RXCP section of
the INQNED or MTCNED contract. There is one response REC for each REC
in the original request message. The section contains responses to switch feature
exception-related tiorrnation. The *XCPR section also identiles errors and
discrepancies.

6.5.5.1 General ●XCPR Section Format

The data items? for the *XCPR section are shown below in a general format.
The *RXCP section of the request message is provided in the CTL and ACL
aggregates of the corresponding *XCPR section of the response message for each
REC aggregate. The items shown in regular typeface reflect the data provided in
the original request (*RXCP section). The items shown in bold typeface
represent the response data.

*XCPR{
REC{

CTL{
CTC = ....
IERC = ....

FERC = ....

}
ACL{

ACT= ...;

CLLI=...;
FTR=...;

Network Element Data Response
Record {l-N}, where N equals the number of
Netsvork Element Responses
Control data
Control code
Input error return code {O-N}, where N= the
number of input errors

Feature exception return code {O-1 }

End CTL aggregate
Action line {1,2}
Action code:
< ()= Old,

N = New,
R= Replace>

Network element CLLI code
Feature tag

t Data items shown in the gerremI section format do not indicate whether they are optional,
conditional, or required. This information is supplied in the subsequent sections.
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SERVICE= ...:

}
XCPDATA{

FTR = ....

Svc{

SERVICE = ....
ITRDES = ....

}

}
ERROR{

SERVICE = ....

SVCERR = ....

}

}
}%

Service Type {1-3}:
B = Business,
C = Centrex,
R = Residence>

End ACL aggregate
Exception data information {O-N}, where N= the

number of feature exceptions

Feature tag
SVC aggregate {l-3}

Service type

Description

End SVC aggregate

End XCPDATA aggregate
ERROR aggregate {O-N}
SeNice type

Service error code

End ERROR aggregate

End REC aggregate
End *XCPR section

The fist group of response data (IERC and FERC) includes the CTL aggregate
return codes. This data is returned as a response in all cases (CTC = I, B, C, R).
The second group of response data (the XC PDATA aggregate) shows the
additional data that may appear in the *XCPR section. This data is returned
only upon a successti inquixy request.

If an error is detected with the input SERVICE data, the ERROR aggregate will
be generated on output. This is done to indicate which specific occurrence of
SERVICE is in error, since several could be present on input.

6.5.5.2 CTL Aggregate Return Codes

There are two return code tags that may be included in the CTL aggregate. In

the general format above, they are shown in bold typeface within the CTL
aggregate. These return code tags are:

●

●

Input Error Return Code (IERC)

This return code indicates an incorrect format in the FCIF message or the

associated tags. The value associated with the tag indicates the error

condition. This tag may appear multiple times to ident@ multiple input
emors. See Appendix D for specific IERC values and descriptions.

Feature Exception Return Code - (FERC)

The FERC tag indicates the result of inquiries, additions, changes,
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replacements, and deletions of feature exception data. See Appendix D for
specific FERC values and descriptions.

6.5.5.3 ●XCPR Section Format Switch Feature Exception Data Inquiry

Response

Upon successful completion of an inquiry, the data items in the XCPDATA
aggregate of the *XCPR general section are returned. If unsuccessful, only the
IERC and FERC tags are returned.

6.5.5.4 ●XCPR Section Format MTCNED Contract Response

The response to any maintenance activity (CTC = B, C, R) results in either a
successful or unsuccessful return code. Data is not returned as it is in the case of
an inquiry request. Therefore, for this case, the XCPDATA aggregate is never
returned. Only the IERC and ND RC tags are returned. These tags hold the
input errors and return codes described previously.

*XCPR{
REC

CTL{
CTC = ....
IERC=...;

FERC=...;

}
ACL{

}
ERROR{

SERVICE = ....

SVCERR = ....

}

}
]%

Netsvork Element Data Response
Record {l-N}, where N equals the number of
Network Element Responses
Control data
Control code <B, C, R>
input error return code {O-N}, where N= the

number of input errors
Feature exception return code {O-1 }

End CTL aggregate
Action line {1,2} from original request
End ACL aggregate
ERROR aggregate {O-N}

Semite type

SeNice error code

End ERROR aggregate

End REC aggregate
End *XCPR section

If an emor is detected with the input SERVICE data, the ERROR aggregate will
be generated on output. This is done to indicate which specific occurrence of
SERVICE is in error, since several could be present on input.
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